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Abstract
Exploration seismology aims to produce a three-dimensional (3D) image representing a 3D earth
section at depth. Similarly to other imaging techniques, the overall objective is to give insight into
the internal structure of a medium or an object. One of the major challenges in imaging systems is
to improve the spatial resolution. Resolution limits are inherently determined by the wave length
and fundamentally limited by diﬀraction. In practice, the actual resolution is far below optimal,
due to acquisition conditions and limited data processing tools. This research has been dedicated
to the exploration 3D seismic imaging and sparse inversion methods. Our broad goal is to develop
simpler and eﬃcient ways of processing of large amounts of seismic data, in pursuit of optimal
methods for 3D imaging, super-resolution and noise reduction.
First, we present a multichannel method for recovery of 3D reﬂectivity images from 3D seismic
data. The algorithm is designed to promote the sparsity of the solution, while taking into account
the attenuation and dispersion propagation eﬀects of reﬂected waves, and considering the relations
between spatially-neighboring traces. We provide theoretical guarantees for stable recovery, in the
case of horizontal layered sub-terrain, and demonstrate the robustness of the proposed technique
via synthetic and real data examples.
Secondly, we propose a diﬀerent approach for solving the seismic deconvolution problem. That
is, by means a recurrent neural net (RNN). We postulate that each point in the reﬂectivity image
can be inferred by the neural net from an analysis patch of seismic data. During training, the
RNN learns to predict each reﬂectivity point value, from local time and space data relations. We
study the system’s behavior for diﬀerent training and testing scenarios, with synthetic data and
real data.
The third part is dedicated to the problem of prestack seismic time migration velocity analysis
(MVA). Accurate imaging of seismic data requires knowledge of the velocity of the propagating
waves at all points along the reﬂection paths. Currently, MVA is an iterative time consuming
process of two stages, where the data is alternately imaged by prestack migration, and the velocity
function is updated based on the migration results. We present the basic theory and deﬁnitions,
and establish two variations of an automated technique for MVA using RNNs. The proposed
methods are evaluated via real data experiments.
Lastly, we focus on convolutional sparse coding, with application to seismic reﬂectivity estimation. In sparse coding, we attempt to extract features of input vectors, assuming that the data is
inherently structured as a sparse superposition of basic building blocks. Recently both data-driven
and model-driven feature extracting methods have become extremely popular and have achieved
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remarkable results. However, practical implementations are often too slow to be plugged in realtime applications. We present a fast alternative to existing sparse coding iterative thresholding
algorithms. The performance of the proposed solution is demonstrated via the seismic inversion
problem in both synthetic and real data scenarios. We also provide theoretical guarantees for
perfect support recovery, under certain conditions, within the ﬁrst iteration of the algorithm.
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Notations and Abbreviations
Abbrevitations
1D

—

one-dimensional

2D

—

two-dimensional

3D

—

three-dimensional

BPD

—

Basis Pursuit Decomposition

BPI

—

Basis Pursuit Inversion

CNN

—

Convolutional Neural Net

DMO

—

Deep Moveout

DNN

—

Deep Neural Net

FC

—

Fully Connected

FISTA

—

Fast Iterative Soft Thresholding Algorithm

FNN

—

Feed-forward Neural Net

ISTA

—

Iterative Soft Thresholding Algorithm

LARS

—

Least-Angle Regression

LASSO

—

Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator

LISTA

—

Learned Iterative Soft Thresholding Algorithm

MBG

—

Markov-Bernoulli-Gaussian

MBRF

—

Markov-Bernoulli Random Field

MED

—

Minimum Entropy Deconvolution

MPD

—

Matching Pursuit Decomposition

MSSI

—

Multichannel Sparse Spike Inversion

MVA

—

Migration Velocity Analysis

NMO

—

Normal Moveout

PTSM

—

Prestack Time Seismic Migration

RFN

—

Receptive Field Normalization

RMS

—

Root Mean Square

RNN

—

Recurrent Neural Net

SC

—

Sparse Coding

SMLR

—

Single Most Likely Replacement

SNR

—

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SSI

—

Sparse Spike Inversion

ZO

—

Zero Oﬀset
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Alphabetic Symbols
Ai,j

—

discontinuity measure vector.

AB

—

reﬂecting bed

b

—

RNN bias term

cm

—

reﬂector amplitude

C, C  , C 

—

reﬂecting points

C0,1,2,3

—

global property constants of admissible kernel

C̃0,1,2,3

—

maximum global property constants of a set of admissible kernels

D(t, m, h)

—

data values

Ei

—

error matrix

FC(·)

—

FC layer

fm

—

initial peak frequency

fp

—

peak frequency at time t

G

—

seismic operator matrix

G̃

—

noisy seismic operator matrix

g

—

geophone location

gσ,m (t)

—

a reﬂected wave

h

—

reﬂector depth

h

—

oﬀset coordinate

I

—

image point

J(·)

—

RNN training loss function

m

—

batchsize

m

—

midpoint coordinate

Fs

—

sampling frequency

n[k]

—

discrete additive noise

n(t)

—

single-channel additive noise

ni

—

the number of inputs to RNN at time step t

nn

—

a predetermined number of neurons in an RNN cell

P (x, y, z; t)

—

pressure wave function

Q

—

the portion of energy lost during each cycle or wavelength

Qn

—

Q factor of level n

q[k]

—

discrete dual certiﬁcate function

q(t)

—

the dual certiﬁcate function

R

—

geophone

r̂

—

an estimate of the reﬂectivity series

ri

—

i’th reﬂectivity column

S

—

source

s

—

source location

s(t)

—

a source waveform
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t

—

wave traveltime or signal time step

t0

—

wave traveltime at source point (zero-oﬀset)

tD (r, m, h)

—

time delay from source to geophone at (m, h) from reﬂector at r

tr(·)

—

trace

U (x, y, z)

—

migrated image

u(t)

—

a reﬂected wave

V

—

constant wave velocity

V

—

noise matrix

Vrms

—

rms velocity

v(τ )

—

interval velocity function

W (r, m, h)

—

Kirchhoﬀ migration coeﬃcients

Wxy , Wyy

—

RNN weight matrices

wi,j

—

noise signal

x

—

oﬀset

x[k]

—

discrete single-channel reﬂectivity

x(t), xi,j

—

single-channel reﬂectivity

xt

—

input signal to RNN at time step t

y[k]

—

discrete single-channel seismic trace

y(t), yi,j

—

single-channel seismic trace

yt

—

output signal to RNN at time step t

zt

—

output of FC layer at time step t

δ[k]

—

Dirac measure

ΔtN M O

—

normal moveout

Δτi

—

time thickness of the ith layer

ε

—

local property constant of admissible kernel

ρX̂,X

—

normalized correlation coeﬃcient

σ(·)

—

activation function

τN

—

total two-way traveltime to the bottom of the N ’th layer

τi

—

two-way traveltime to the bottom of the i’th layer

ω

—

radial frequency

ω0

—

Ricker wavelet maximum radial frequency

ξ

—

reﬂector dip

|| · ||0

—

L0 norm

|| · ||1

—

L1 norm

|| · ||2

—

L2 norm
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background and Motivation

The primary objective of seismic data acquisition is the imaging of geological internal structures
of the earth subsurface. Exploration seismology usually refers to the investigation of the earth
structure up to a depth of about 10 km. Throughout the years abundant resources have been
invested in seismic research. Prior to seismic interpretation, there is a still a great need to facilitate
the process of seismic imaging.
The objective of many other imaging techniques is primarily to visualize the internal structure
of some medium. The common purpose is to be able to see, as clearly as possible, into a medium
or an object, whether the media investigated are human organs or biologic tissues, transition zones
in the bottom of the ocean, or the earth’s surfaces. More often than not, signal processing and
image processing theoretical tools of diﬀerent imaging methods and applications share common
principles. However, seismic real data processing is of additional inherent complexity due to
practical obstacles, that will be further detailed throughout this thesis.
Generally speaking, echo-acoustic systems are facing the challenge of improving 3D image resolution, both horizontally (lateral resolution) and vertically (axial resolution). Resolution limits are
inherently determined by the wave length and fundamentally limited by diﬀraction. Since acoustic
waves propagate in relatively low velocities (see Table 1.1), small wavelengths are obtained using
low frequencies. Therefore, the optimal resolution is theoretically high. However, in practice, the
actual resolution is far below optimal. Possible reasons could be acquisition conditions or limited
data processing tools. Diﬀerent applications use diﬀerent methods to enhance resolution, for example: beamforming (ultrasound, radar), image reconstruction (tomographic imaging), aperture
synthesis (radio astronomy), migration (seismic imaging).
The term super-resolution is used in diﬀerent contexts as an operation designated at enhancing the resolution of a sensing system. Observing sub-wavelength features (“breaking diﬀraction
limits”) is a major challenge in imaging systems in astronomy, seismology, medical imaging, microscopy, spectroscopy, radar and more.
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Medium

Average velocity (m/s)

air

340

water, human tissue

1500

sedimentary rock

3000

metamorphic rock, steel

6000

Table 1.1: Velocities of acoustic waves

1.2

Research Overview

As stated above, seismic imaging is a fundamental task in exploration seismology. Its purpose is
to visualize the subsurface earth layers, and to enable further examination of speciﬁc geological
structures, such as layers, channels, traps and faults. Thereby, facilitating exploration of mineral
deposits and energy sources [1], acquiring geological information for engineering, geothermal energy
surveys, risk assessment of tsunamis, underground activity detection for security purposes such as
tunnel detection [2] and more.
In seismic data processing, there are three basic stages executed in a varying order: migration,
stacking and deconvolution [3, 4, 5]. Seismic migration focuses the data, collapses diﬀraction
curves, and positions the dipping reﬂectors in their true location. Seismic deconvolution further
enhances the data, suppresses noise, and usually produces the ﬁnal super-resolved reﬂectivity
image.
During the data acquisition, a short duration acoustic pulse is transmitted into the ground.
Then, reﬂected pulses are received by an array of geophones and further processed into 3D seismic
data [4, 1, 6]. A 3D section of seismic data consists of two spatial dimensions referred to as in-line
and crossline. The third dimension is the two-way time of arrival of reﬂections which corresponds
to the reﬂector’s depth in the ground. By in-line direction we refer to the direction parallel to the
receiver lines, which is the direction in which the data was acquired. Crossline direction is the
orthogonal direction.
Accurate migration and interpretation of seismic data requires prior knowledge of the velocity
of the propagating waves at all points along the reﬂection paths. In order to perform migration
correctly, and produce the image at depth, reliable estimation of the velocity of the propagating
waves is essential. In fact, estimating 3D velocity is considered as one of the most important
problems in exploration geophysics [7]. Furthermore, despite rapid technological progress, some
stages in migration are still currently done manually, which makes the entire process very slow,
especially when dealing with huge datasets.
Similarly to other acoustic imaging methods (such as ultrasound [8]), the acoustic energy is
reﬂected at discontinuities in the medium impedance and recorded by an array of geophones on
the ground. After migration and stacking, the 3D seismic image still does not truly represents a
correct image of the ground. Each seismic trace (a column in the seismic 3D data) is modeled as a
weighted superposition of one-dimensional (1D) pulses degraded by additive noise. The resolution
of the given data is limited since the pulse (the wavelet) is band-limited and changes over time.
8

Therefore it is necessary to recover the true earth structure (the reﬂectivity) hidden in the observed
seismic data, to increase its resolution and to overcome loss of information due to noise and due
to attenuation of the reﬂected waves as they travel through the acoustic medium.
As mentioned above, the observed post-stacking post-migration seismic data can be modeled
as a convolution between each column in the 3D reﬂectivity section and a one-dimensional (1D)
seismic pulse (wavelet), further corrupted by additive noise. The wavelet is often assumed to
be a 1D time-invariant short signal in both horizontal and vertical directions. The reﬂectivity
is assumed to be sparse. Therefore, seismic deconvolution methods are often based on sparse
inversion techniques.
A popular approach in previous works is to solve the seismic inversion problem by simply
breaking the data into independent vertical 1D deconvolution problems. Namely, each reﬂectivity
channel is recovered from the corresponding inline trace or crossline trace of a vertical cross section
of the seismic data. The core assumption is that a reﬂectivity channel is a sparse spike train [1,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. This approach enables the use of
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minimization problem solving

to ﬁnd stable reﬂectivity solutions [11, 13, 14, 12, 15, 17, 18]. Similar methods, which decompose
a signal into its building blocks (atoms) [19], are studied in many other applications in signal
processing and machine learning, such as image processing [20] and compressed sensing [21]. For
further details we refer the reader to [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 8].
Multichannel seismic deconvolution methods [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] promote
horizontal continuity of the seismic reﬂectivity. These methods take into account more than
one trace in each channel estimation. Heimer et al. [36] propose a method based on MarkovBernoulli random-ﬁeld (MBRF) modeling. They apply the Viterbi algorithm [41] to conduct a
search of the most likely sequences of reﬂectors connected by legal transitions. Ram et al. [38]
also propose two multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms for two-dimensional (2D) seismic
data. Assuming a Markov-Bernoulli-Gaussian (MBG) reﬂectivity model, each reﬂectivity channel
is estimated from the corresponding observed seismic trace, considering an estimate of the previous
reﬂectivity channel or estimates of both the previous and subsequent channels.
Most inversion methods depend on a time-invariant model. That is, the traveling wavelet
is modeled as a 1D time-invariant signal in both horizontal and vertical directions. Despite the
fact that the typical seismic wavelet is time-variant, time-depth variations in the waveform are
often ignored. Seismic inverse Q-ﬁltering [42, 43, 44, 45] is a process targeted at inverting phase
and amplitude distortions of the propagating and reﬂected acoustic waves. Ideally, the process of
inverse Q ﬁltering improves the resolution and increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However,
it is often impractical and computationally expensive.
In a previous work [46] we have shown that the recovery of each seismic 1D channel of the
reﬂectivity can be achieved eﬃciently based on earth Q model by solving a simple convex optimization problem. We derived theoretical bounds on the recovery error, and on the localization
error. It is proved that recovered reﬂectors in the estimated reﬂectivity are in close proximity to
reﬂectors in the true reﬂectivity signal.
Nowadays seismic techniques concentrate more on 3D data. Application of 1D methods to 3D
data is clearly suboptimal, yet, due to practical convenience many seismic algorithms are 1D trace9

by-trace algorithms. In [40] Ghoalami and Sacchi introduce a fast 3D blind seismic deconvolution
algorithm. The algorithm considers the seismic wave ﬁeld as a 3D signal and alternates between
two stages: 3D reﬂectivity estimation that promotes temporal continuity, and source estimation.

1.3

Main Contributions

The main contribution of our work is introducing automatic methods that are particularly designed
to deal with computationally expensive processing of huge real datasets. It is our belief and hope
that the principles applied in our work could be potentially applied to other imaging modalities,
such as: medical imaging, radar and acoustic imaging, as well as to other applications requiring
highly eﬃcient sparse coding, such as image restoration and object recognition.
• In our ﬁrst work, we propose a 3D sparse multichannel time variant seismic inversion method,
based on earth Q-model. The algorithm iteratively attempts to ﬁnd a sparse reﬂectivity
solution, while considering both the relations between spatially-neighboring traces and the
temporal changes of the reﬂecting waves as they travel deeper into the ground and back.
The relations between data points are inferred via seismic discontinuity measures. We also
derive theoretical guarantees for the recovery error for horizontal layers. The robustness of
the method is demonstrated with synthetic and real data examples.
• In our second work, we present a diﬀerent approach to perform seismic deconvolution based
on the use of a recurrent neural net (RNN). We postulate there exists a stationary mapping
from each local data patch to each reﬂectivity point, and that this mapping can be learned
via training of an RNN. We ﬁrst test our hypothesis via synthetic data. Then, turning to
real data, we attempt to ﬁnd the optimal training strategy. To our surprise, we reveal that
training the net using a small synthetic image of very simple structure, produces enhanced
and detailed results for real data.
• In our third work, we present a novel eﬃcient method for prestack time migration velocity
analysis via recurrent neural nets. The proposed architecture maps each local seismic data
subvolume to a velocity point value in space. The same predictor is also recasted to learn and
perform migration velocity picking from constant velocity migration panels. We establish
the robustness of the two proposed methods via real data examples, and we validate the
assumption that a relatively small subset of the data is suﬃcient for training (15%-25%).
The presented methods are shown to be fast and eﬃcient. Despite the challenge of having
no synthetic model available, the method performs well with real data.
• Lastly, we turn to the problem of sparse coding (SC). In SC, we assume the data is inherently
structured as a sparse superposition of basic building blocks (atoms). SC then attempts to
extract these dominant features from the input vectors. Similarly, neural networks solve
a given problem by learning features of a training dataset. Recently both data-driven and
model-driven feature extracting methods have become very popular and achieved remarkable
results. Nevertheless, practical implementations are often too slow to be practically employed
10

in real-life scenarios, especially for real-time applications. We propose a speed-up upgraded
version of the classic iterative-thresholding algorithm, that produces a good approximation of
the convolutional sparse code. The proposed algorithm produces an approximated solution
within 2-5 iterations, that is, about two orders of magnitude less computational burden than
ISTA [47]. The reliability and performance of the proposed solution is demonstrated via
the seismic inversion problem in both synthetic and real-data scenarios. We also provide
theoretical guarantees for stable support recovery. Namely, we prove that that under certain
conditions the true support is perfectly recovered within the ﬁrst iteration.
Generally speaking, in our research, we attempt to close the gaps between global signal models,
to local solution approaches. Since global solutions tend to be computationally challenging, we try
to develop local problem formulations, and build eﬃcient algorithms that ﬁt the increasing amounts
of acquired data. Furthermore, most often time constraints limit the applicability of algorithms,
especially for real-time tasks. One way to overcome this issue, is to allow some approximation
error in order to gain speed. This approach can lead to eﬃcient super-resolution techniques as will
be demonstrated in this thesis.

1.4

Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the basic deﬁnitions and background
concepts of seismic imaging, seismic inversion and recurrent neural nets (RNNs). In Chapter 3, we
review the basic theory of the multichannel seismic time-variant deconvolution problem. Speciﬁcally, we address a multiple trace deconvolution problem, going beyond the conventional assumptions of a wavelet convolved with a reﬂector series model. We deal with a depth-variable wavelet
as well as with possible discontinuities of the reﬂectors across neighboring channels. The method is
formulated for 3D where each trace has inline and crossline neighbors. In Chapter 4, we introduce
a sparse multichannel seismic deconvolution algorithm based on RNNs and present simulations
and real data results. In Chapter 5, we address the problem of automatic velocity estimation for
prestack time migration using RNNs. In Chapter 6, we present a highly eﬃcient sparse coding algorithm and its application to seismic reﬂectivity estimation. Finally, in Chapter 7, we summarize
the dissertation and discuss future research directions. Appendix A summarizes Chapter 3 and
provides additional real-data results.
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Chapter 2

Scientiﬁc Background
2.1

Seismic 3D Imaging

As stated before, the primary objective of exploration seismology is imaging of the internal structure of the earth. In both land data acquisition and marine data acquisition, a source of energy
is used to transmit an acoustic pulse into the ground. Geophones, placed on the earth surface,
receive the reﬂected energy, which is then processed into a 3D image. Hereafter, we shall explain
some of the basic terms and procedures involved in the process [4].
To derive the basic relationships between traveltime and locations of reﬂecting surfaces we use
a geometrical-optics approach.

Normal Moveout (NMO)
Assume a horizontal reﬂector, as in Fig. 2.1(a), and assume a constant velocity V between the
surface and the reﬂecting bed. A dip is the angle a plane makes with a horizontal plane. Hence,
this case is referred to as zero-dip. The reﬂecting bed AB, is at depth h, below source S and a
geophone R. As known, according to Fermat principle, energy propagating from S in the direction
SC will be reﬂected in a direction such that the angle of reﬂection is equal to the angle of incidence.
Therefore t =

SC+CR
V

=

IR
V

(where I is the location of the image point). In terms of the oﬀset x,

i.e., the source-to-geophone distance, we can write
V 2 t2 = x2 + 4h2 .

(2.1)

Therefore,
V 2 t2
x2
− 2 = 1.
(2.2)
2
4h
4h
The traveltime curve is a hyperbola. Measuring t0 , the traveltime for a geophone at the sourcepoint

(zero-oﬀset), enables locating the reﬂecting bed
1
h = V t0 .
2
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(2.3)

t

tD = x
V

to

o
R’

x

S

R

h

A

D
α α

C

B

α

I

Figure 2.1: Traveltime curve for a horizontal reﬂector.
Generally, 2h is much larger than x, so using a binomial expansion, the traveltime can be approximated by
t=



 x 2  1

 x 2  1
1  x 2 1  x 4
2h 
2
2
= t0 1 +
= t0 1 +
−
+ ... .
1+
V
2h
V t0
2 V t0
8 V t0

(2.4)

If t1 , t2 are two traveltimes, where one geophone is placed at the sourcepoint, then ΔtN M O , the
normal moveout (NMO), is deﬁned as
ΔtN M O = t2 − t1 ≈

x2
x2
≈
.
2
2V t0
4V h

(2.5)

Notice that the normal moveout increases as the square of the oﬀset x, inversely to the square of
the velocity and to zero-oﬀset traveltime (or depth). Accordingly, the reﬂection curvature increases
rapidly with the distance of the geophone. On the other hand, the deeper the reﬂector is (increasing
record time), there is less curvature.
The concept of NMO is extremely important in seismic data processing. According to the NMO
we can determine whether an observed event is a true reﬂection. Also, NMO must be removed
before dip-moveout and before stacking common-midpodint records (see below). On top of that,
NMO is the basis to velocity analysis. The velocity V in (2.5), which is used to perform NMO
correction is referred to as stacking velocity.

Dip Moveout (DMO)
Assume ξ is the dip of a bed and h is the distance normal to the bed (see Fig. 2.2(b)). To draw
the raypath from a source at S to a receiver at R, we draw a line from the image point I to R,
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Figure 2.2: Traveltime curve for a dipping reﬂector [4].
cutting the bed at C. Thus, the path is SCR. Therefore, we can apply the cosine law to triangle
SIR and get
V 2 t2 = IR2 = x2 + 4h2 − 4hx cos

1

2π


+ ξ = x2 + 4h2 + 4hx sin ξ.

(2.6)

Consequently,
(x + 2h sin ξ)2
V 2 t2
−
= 1.
(2h cos ξ)2
(2h cos ξ)2

(2.7)

As before, the traveltime curve is a hyperbola, but the axis of symmetry is now the line x =
−2h sin ξ. Notice that h is not measured vertically as before. The points C, C  , C  in Fig. 2.2(b),
obeying Fermat principle, are called reﬂecting points (or depth points).
Assuming here also that 2h  x, using only the ﬁrst term in the expansion, the expression for
the traveltime t is
t=


2h 
x2 + 4hx sin ξ 
x2 + 4hx sin ξ  12
1
+
.
≈
t
1+
0
V
4h2
8h2

(2.8)

Let x have the values +Δx for the downdip geophone and −Δx for updip geophone, and assume
t1 and t2 are the corresponding traveltimes respectively, then we have
 Δx sin ξ  2Δx
Δtd = t1 − t2 ≈ t0
≈
sin ξ.
h
V
The dip ξ is given by

1  Δtd 
.
sin ξ ≈ V
2
Δx

(2.9)

(2.10)
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Figure 2.3: Receiver lines and source lines example [6].
Δtd
Δx

is called the dip moveout. Note the dimensionality: dip moveout is time/distance, whereas

normal moveout is time.
A point on the surface halfway between the source and receiver is called midpoint. The updip
displacement of reﬂection points compared to midpoints for dipping reﬂectors is important in
migrating data (see below).

Multiples
Multiples are events that have undergone more than one reﬂection. Typically, only the largest
impedance contrasts will generate multiples that are strong enough to be observed as distinctive
events. We distinguish between two types of multiples:
1. Long-path multiples are multiples whose traveltime is long compared to travletimes of primary reﬂections of the same depth surface. Consequently, events generated by long-path
multiples are seen in the data as reﬂections from deeper (non-existing) layers.
2. Short-path multiples arrive shortly after the corresponding primary reﬂection coming from
the same deep interface. Hence, they appear in the records as smearing of primary reﬂections.

Stacking
In 3D surveys usually the sources are placed in a direction perpendicular to the receivers (see
Fig. 2.3) [6]. Inline direction is the direction parallel to the receiver lines. Crossline direction
is the orthogonal direction. As previously discussed, geophones sample the seismic waveﬁeld in
discrete locations. Displays of the data in diﬀerent directions are called gathers. As shown in
Fig 2.4, we could have a common-source gather, common-geophone gather, common-oﬀset gather,
common-midpoint gather or common-depth gather (also called common-reﬂection point gather).
Namely, a common-source gather is the ﬁeld data; a common-midpoint gather has traces for
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Figure 2.4: Seismic gathers [48].
the same midpoints arranged one next to another; common oﬀset gather has traces belonging to
source-geophone with the same distance between them.
The term stacking refers to the operation of adding together records of a particular gather
to yield a single stacked trace. One of the most important data-processing procedure to improve
data quality is common-midpoint (CMP) stacking, illustrated is Fig. 2.5(a). Obviously, stacking
increases SNR, attenuating ground roll, air waves, and other noises. Moreover, stacking attenuates
multiples profoundly, since multiples typically have smaller stacking velocities than primaries.
Application of NMO correction and stacking is equivalent to Delay and Sum (DAS) beamforming [49]. Thus, the result of stacking CMP records after NMO correction is assumed to be
the trace that would have been recorded from a coincident source and receiver located at the
midpoint. However, stacking results in smearing unless DMO correction is applied. Reﬂecting
points move updip as source-receiver oﬀset increases, so that traces in a common-midpoint gather
do not have common reﬂecting points. DMO processing creates common-reﬂection-point gathers.
DMO correction can be made in various ways, such as prestack partial migration [50], time-domain
ﬁnite diﬀerence methods (oﬀset continuation) [51], Fourier-domain implementation [52], and integral (Kirchhoﬀ) methods [53]. DMO is not a simple trace-to-trace transformation, as NMO is,
but it performs a partial prestack migration of the data by spreading (or summing) energy across
the midpoint axes. The DMO operator moves energy across the midpoint axes, partially focusing
(migrating) the data. Therefore, it belongs to a family of partial-prestack-migration operators.

Migration
In seismic imaging [3, 4], migration is a process designed to relocate the reﬂectors to their true
location. Migration is applied to correct the position of the reﬂectors and focus the data to produce
a subsurface image. In other words, migration is the procedure of ﬁnding the true reﬂecting
surfaces, given the vertically plotted points [54, 55].
Kirchhoﬀ Migration Assume a coincide source-receiver and a dipping reﬂector as in Fig. 2.6(a)
[56]. As can be seen, recorded data before migration is plotted vertically below the source-receiver.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: 3D fold [6]: (a) 3D orthogonal design ;(b) Illustration of CMP stacking: a trace is
generated at the midpoint between sources and receivers. The 3D fold is the number of midpoints
that fall into the same bin and that will be stacked.
However the reﬂection could have originated from anywhere along the surface of points with the
same reﬂection time - a semicircle in the case of constant velocity. If we plot a few semicircles for
a few recorded traces (see Fig. 2.6(b)) we can see that they constructively interfere to create a
dipping reﬂector in the correct location. Migration algorithms of this type are often referred to as
spraying methods.
In the case of non-coincide source and receiver as shown in Fig. 2.8, a reﬂection time 2T ,
observed at the receiver, will refer to a reﬂection from a ”surface of equal reﬂection times” or
”surface of maximum convexity” [55]. Each point on the surface is an itersection of wavefronts
surfaces at times T + t from the source and wavefront surfaces at times T − t from the receiver,
for all values of t. Hence, to an observer at the receiver, the true location of the reﬂector on this
surface is ambiguous. It is worth mentioning that in his work [55] refers to the surfaces of equal
reﬂection times as “the surfaces of maximum observable concavity”, because, due to practical
considerations, when each point results in a vertically plotted point, a reﬂecting surface cannot be
more concave then a surface of equal reﬂection times.
Each point on a reﬂector produces a diﬀraction curve in the gather image [55]. As we have seen
before, in a constant velocity case, the diﬀraction curve is a hyperbola. The correct location of the
point would be at the apex of the hyperbola (see Fig. 2.7(a)). In other words, for each one point
reﬂector at (x0 , z0 ) that “explodes” at t = 0, the data at z = 0, as a function of a location x at
traveltime t is an impulsive signal (a reﬂection) along a trajectory t2 =

(x−x0 )2 +t2
V2

[57]. The data

is a superposition of all hyperbolic arrivals. If we were to perform migration manually, we would
plot the diﬀraction curves for each unmigrated point and slide it along the unmigrated image until
we ﬁnd the best tangential ﬁt. In the migrated data, the reﬂector is positioned at the apex of the
diﬀraction curve tangent to the wavefront passing through the apex point (see Fig. 2.6).
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According to the principle of Huygens, a line, which can be treated as a sequence of points,
produces a superposition of hyperbolas. In other words, a reﬂector is treated as a sequence of
closely spaced diﬀracting points. The vertically plotted surface is a transformation of the actual
surface with contious point to point relationship. Practically, in order to perform migration, we
solve the wave equation. Diﬀerent types of migration methods solve the wave equation in diﬀerent
ways. In most cases, 3D prestack migration is performed using Kirchoﬀ’s method [54, 3].
Assume the source is located at s = (xs , ys ), and the receiver is located at g = (xg , yg ). The
data coordinates expressed in terms of source-receiver coordinates are called ﬁeld coordinates, as
opposed to midpoint-oﬀset coordinates (m, h) deﬁned as:

g − s
g+s
,h =
.
m=
2
2
Starting with the scalar wave equation
∇2 P =

∂2P
1
.
v 2 (x, y, z) ∂t2

We have an homogenous wave equation with inhomogeneous boundary conditions, since there are
no real sources in the subsurface image, only reﬂectors and scatters. P (x0 , y0 , z0 ; t0 ) is the observed

seismic data, and U (x, y, z) = P (x, y, z; t = 0) is the migrated image.
The general form of Kirchhoﬀ migration is given by the integral expression

W (r, m, h)D(t = tD (r, m, h), m, h)dmdh,
U (r) =

(2.11)

Ωr

where r = (x, y, z) is a location on the 3D space, D(t = tD , m, h) are the data values recorded at
time tD (r, m, h) and weighted by a factor W (r, m, h). The total time delay accumulated when the

reﬂections propagate from the source to the image point and back to the surface to be recorded
at the receiver position is tD (r, m, h). The integration domain Ωr is the migration aperture. The
summation domain does not span the whole input space. It is limited to a region Ωr that is
centered around the location r in the midpoint m plane. It plays an important role in determining
the dip limitation and the cost of the migration procedure. Deriving the weights W (r, m, h) is a
complicated task. We refer the reader to [58, 59, 60] for further details.
In practice, 3D prestack data are recorded on a discrete set of points. So, the integral in (2.11)
is approximated with a ﬁnite sum
U (r) ≈

W (r, mi , hi )D(t = tD (r, mi , hi ), mi , hi ),

(2.12)

i∈Ωr

There are two types of algorithms implementing the summation: gathering methods - looping over
each image point and gather the contributions of all input traces that are within the migration
aperture; spraying methods - looping over each input trace and spray the data over all the image
traces within the migration aperture.
Assuming constant velocity the time delays deﬁne a family of summation surfaces
tD =

z 2 + |(x, y) − m + h|2
+
V

z 2 + |(x, y) − m − h|2
.
V

(2.13)
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(a)
Figure 2.6:

(b)

Illustration of idealized seismic experiment [56]: (a) coincide source-receiver ; (b)

“spraying” the energy of each trace, the semi-circles constructively interfere to plot the reﬂector
in the correct position .

Figure 2.7: Kirchoﬀ migration: relation between wavefront and diﬀraction curves from [4]
When velocity is not constant, the summation surfaces have more complex shapes, computed
numerically through a complex velocity function. All methods solve the Eikonal equation - an
approximation of the wave equation [61].

Time Migration vs Depth Migration
When velocity changes slowly in the horizontal direction, we can approximate the time delay
functions in (2.13) using root-means-square velocity Vrms instead of a constant velocity. The
average velocity Vrms relates to a speciﬁc raypath
2
=
Vrms

t 2
0 V (t)dt
.
t
0 dt

(2.14)

The Vrms is tied to the interval velocity function v(τ ) (the average velocity over some travel path)

by the Dix formula [62]. In a layered medium,
2 (τ ) − τ
2
τi Vrms
i
i−1 Vrms (τi−1 )
,
Δτi
where Δτi is the time thickness of the ith layer. And,

v 2 (τ ) =

2
Vrms
(τN ) =

N
2
i=1 v (τi )Δτi
,
N
i=1 Δτi

(2.15)

(2.16)
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Figure 2.8: Surface of equal reﬂection times, from [55].

Figure 2.9: Manual migration with the aid of charts of curves, from [55].
where τN =

i τi

is the total two-way traveltime to the bottom of the N ’th layer. The names time

migration and depth migration do not relate to the deﬁnition of the vertical axis of the image.
The time migrated image is computed using the average velocity estimated at each image location,
while the depth migrated image is computed using the interval velocity computed at every point
in the subsurface.

Migration Velocity Analysis
Clearly, accurate interpretation of seismic data requires knowledge of the velocity at all points
along the reﬂection paths. In order to perform migration correctly, and produce the image at
depth, reliable estimation of the velocity of the propagating waves is needed. In fact, estimating
3D velocity is considered the most important problem in exploration geophysics [7]. Furthermore,
despite great technological progress, some stages in migration are still currently done manually,
which makes the entire process very slow, especially when dealing with huge 3D data.
Estimation of velocity from seismic data is an ill-posed inverse problem. Namely, the data do
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not contain all the necessary information to deﬁne a velocity function that varies arbitrarily with
depth and along the horizontal directions. Fortunately, in many practical situations combining
the data with some prior knowledge we have, can be suﬃcient to deﬁne and solve a constrained
problem.
As we stated before, migration focuses the data and assigns reﬂectors to their true locations.
Migration velocity analysis (MVA) methods are velocity-estimation methods that use migrated
data to extract kinematic information, which is then used again to migrate the data or perform
depth migration. Essentially, MVA is an iterative process of two stages: (1) Data is imaged by
prestack migration; (2) Velocity function is updated based on the migration results. The accuracy
of the velocity function is determined by measuring the focusing of reﬂections in the data domain or
in the image domain. The most common criterion is the coherence of the data in common-midpoint
(CMP) gathers along the oﬀset domain after application of normal moveout (NMO) correction.
Alternatively, starting with unmigrated data we can generate CVM panels and extract time slices
from the CVMs. For visualization, we form a super image by placing the CVMs one on top of the
other to yield a volume of migrated data of midpoint, time, and migration velocity axes. Then,
for each time slab and each midpoint we pick the maximum event associated with a velocity value,
in the same manner as for maximum semblance picking [5]. This is commonly done by picking
structurally consistent horizon strands of the highest amplitude along the midpoint direction from
the CVM panels. The corresponding velocities of all time strands form the rms velocity ﬁeld. This
process can be repeated to improve the velocity estimation results.

2.2

Seismic Inversion

In Signal Processing deconvolution is the operation that ideally recovers an input signal from its
ﬁltered version. Namely it performs the task of reversing the operation of a linear time invariant
system performed on the input signal. Atomic decomposition is a related problem decomposing a
signal into its building blocks (atoms) [19]. It is popular in many research ﬁelds, such as: image
processing [20], compressed sensing [21], radar [63], ultrasound imaging [8], seismology [11, 13, 14]
and more.
In the seismic setting, a short-duration acoustic pulse is transmitted from the earth surface.
The reﬂected pulses from the ground are then received by a sensor array [1]. Our goal is to reveal
the ground layer’s structure hidden in each of the received seismic traces. Unfortunately, even after
stacking and migration, the result seismic image still does not truly represent the actual image of
the ground, We refer to the true layered image as the reﬂectivity. Under simplifying assumptions,
the seismic trace (one column in the seismic image) can be modeled as the convolution between
the earth reﬂectivity series and the source wavelet, corrupted by additive noise. An example of 2D
synthetic seismic data (SN R = 10 dB), the reﬂectivity section and the seismic wavelet is shown
in Fig. 2.10(a), (b) and (c), respectively. As can be seen, the reﬂectivity is assumed to be sparse.
Seismic noise may be either coherent noise, for example: surface waves, multiples, reﬂections or
reﬂected refractions from near-surface objects, noise caused by vehicular movement on the ground;
or incoherent noise: random noise from the cables or the geophones, wind, random movement on
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Figure 2.10: Synthetic seismic data, reﬂectivity and seismic wavelet: (a) 2D seismic data (SNR =
10 dB); (b) Synthetic 2D reﬂectivity section; (c) Wavelet.
the ground. Generally speaking, everything that is not an event from which we obtain information
is deﬁned as noise. Also, one has to take into account the physical properties associated with the
propagation of stress waves in materials. Namely, the absorption of the wave’s energy and the
resulting change in its shape.
The recorded seismic data post-stacking and post-migration is regarded as a result of successive convolutions of impulses at the reﬂectors time-depth location with an impulse response the
represents the various factors modifying the wave traveling through the earth. The additive noise
is usually assumed to be random.
The seismic inversion process is often unstable, even when assuming an invariant seismic wavelet
[11, 13]. There are many possible reﬂectivity series that could ﬁt the same measured seismic traces.
The objective os seismic inversion is to ﬁnd the best estimate of the reﬂectivity.

2.3

Recurrent Neural Networks

Similarly to other neural nets, RNNs are designed to learn a mapping from the known input-output
patterns f : x → y. The trained network is then applied to the input data with an unknown output
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[64, 65].
Assume an input sequence x = [x0 , x1 , ..., xLt −1 ], and a corresponding output sequence y =
[y0 , y1 , ..., yLt −1 ]. In supervised learning, the RNN forms a map f : x → y, from the input data
to its labels or to a predicted function. The output of the net at time step t is deﬁned as
T
T
xt + Wyy
yt−1 + b),
yt = σ(Wxy

(2.17)

where σ is an activation function, Wxy and Wyy are weight matrices and b is the bias vector. We
assume that at time step t = 0 previous outputs are zero. The function σ can be one of the known
activation functions, for example: Sigmoid, rectiﬁed linear units (ReLU) and hyperbolic tangent.
In our implementation we use the ReLU activation function, ReLU(z) = max{0, z}. Only one
layer of recurrent neurons is employed for this task, but multiple layers can be employed to form
a deep neural network.
Let us denote ni as the number of inputs at time step t, namely xt is of size ni × 1, and
nn as a predetermined number of neurons in an RNN cell. Clearly Wxy is of size ni × nn , and

Wyy is of size nn × nn . Practically, during training, at each iteration the weights are updated for
multiple instance sequences of data referred to as a mini-batch. Suppose we have m instances in
a mini-batch, then the output can be simply written as
T
T
+ Yt−1 Wyy
+ b),
Yt = σ(Xt Wxy

(2.18)

where Yt is of size m × nn , and Xt is of size m × ni .
Clearly, it follows that the output at time step t depends on outputs of previous time steps.
Hence, as mentioned, it is said that the RNN has memory. Essentially, the RNN absorbs a timeseries input and produces a time-series output. Due to this property RNNs are often used in
applications that require processing of time related signals, or to predict future outcomes.
At this stage, the output yt of each recurrent neuron cell is of size nn × 1. To ﬁt the size of the
output to our purpose, we wrap the cell with a fully connected layer with the desired ﬁnal output
zt ∈ R1×M , such that

zt = FC(yt ).

(2.19)

Let us denote by Z ∈ RLt ×M the matrix of predicted outputs, that is the concatenation of
the output vectors zt , t = 0, 1, ..., Lt − 1 as columns, and deﬁne the weights matrices and the
bias as θ = {Wxy , Wyy , b}. In our application, the loss function is the mean squared error of the
predicted output and the expected output. Suppose Zi and Ẑi are the expected output during

training and current system’s output, respectively, for input sequence xi , and denote the error
matrix as Ei = Zi − Ẑi .
J(θ) =
where superscript

T

1
mM Lt

m

tr(ETi Ei ),

(2.20)

i=1

denotes the transpose of a vector or a matrix, and tr(·) denotes the trace

of a square matrix. During training, after each forward pass of a mini-batch, the gradient of
the loss function is computed using back-propagation and the weights are updated using Adamoptimization, with a deﬁned learning rate value [66].
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Figure 2.11: A simple example of a RNN [65]: (a) The recursive form of RNN; (b) The extended
form of RNN in time.
RNNs send feedback signals forming a directed cycle [67, 64]. The network architecture is
similar to that of the multilayer feedforward neural network (FNNs). But, FNN allows the signal
to travel only in one direction - from input to output. On the other hand, in a recurrent network,
the signal can travel in both directions by introducing a loop in the network. The output of
the current state depends on the output of the previous states. This way the estimation of the
velocity at each point is performed taking into account relations between neighboring points, both
horizontally and vertically. In other words, RNN “remembers” both in space and time dimensions.
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Chapter 3

Three-dimensional Sparse Seismic
Deconvolution Based on Earth Q
Model
This chapter presents the following manuscript:
D. Pereg, I. Cohen and A.A. Vassiliou, “Three-dimensional Sparse Seismic Deconvolution Based
on Earth Q Model”, Signal Processing, vol. 154, p.97-107, 2019.
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a b s t r a c t
We propose a multichannel eﬃcient method for recovery of three-dimensional (3D) reﬂectivity signal
from 3D seismic data. The algorithm consists of solving convex constrained optimization problems that
promote the sparsity of the solution. It is formulated so that it ﬁts the earth Q model that describes
the attenuation and dispersion propagation effects of reﬂected waves. At the same time, the method
also takes into account the relations between spatially-neighboring traces. These three features together
with low computational cost make the proposed method a reliable solution for the emerging need to
accurately estimate reﬂectivity from large volumes of 3D seismic data. We also derive a theoretical bound
on the recovery error in the case of horizontal layered sub-terrain. We show that the recovery error is
inversely proportional to the number of traces taken into account in the estimation process. Synthetic and
real data examples demonstrate the robustness of the proposed technique compared to single-channel
recovery.
© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Reﬂection seismology aims at estimating the properties of earth
subsurface layers. The seismic data gives insight into the internal
structure of the subsurface. It visualizes geological structures such
as layers, traps and faults. To acquire the data, a source of energy
is used to transmit a short duration acoustic pulse (the wavelet)
into the ground. Then, reﬂected pulses are received by an array of
geophones and further processed into 3D seismic data [1–3]. A 3D
section of seismic data consists of two spatial dimensions referred
to as in-line and cross line. The third dimension is the two-way
time of arrival of reﬂections which corresponds to the reﬂector’s
depth in the ground. By in-line direction we refer to the direction
parallel to the receiver lines, which is the direction in which the
data was acquired. Cross-line direction is the orthogonal direction.
Similarly to other acoustic imaging methods (such as ultrasound [4]), the acoustic energy is reﬂected at discontinuities in
the medium impedance and recorded by an array of geophones on
the ground. Each seismic trace (a column in the seismic 3D data)
is modeled as a weighted superposition of one-dimensional (1D)
pulses degraded by additive noise. The resolution of the given data
is limited since the pulse is band-limited and changes over time.
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Our goals are to recover the earth structure (the reﬂectivity) hidden in the observed seismic data, to increase its resolution and to
overcome loss of information due to noise and due to attenuation
of the reﬂected waves as they travel through the acoustic medium.
It is assumed that the seismic signal is essentially free of multiple
reﬂections (multiples are events that have undergone more than
one reﬂection [1]).
In previous works it is often the case that the seismic inversion problem is solved by simply breaking the data into independent vertical 1D deconvolution problems. Each reﬂectivity channel
is recovered from the corresponding inline trace or cross line trace
of a vertical cross section of the seismic data. The core assumption is that a reﬂectivity channel is a sparse spike train [2,5–12].
This approach enables the use of 1 minimization problem solving
to ﬁnd stable reﬂectivity solutions [7–11,13,14]. Similar methods,
which decompose a signal into its building blocks (atoms) [15],
are studied in many other applications in signal processing and
machine learning, such as image processing [16] and compressed
sensing [17]. For further details we refer the reader to [4,18–26].
Multichannel seismic deconvolution methods [27–36] promote
horizontal continuity of the seismic reﬂectivity. These methods
take into account more than one trace in each channel estimation. Heimer and Cohen [32] propose a method based on MarkovBernoulli random-ﬁeld (MBRF) modeling. They apply the Viterbi
algorithm [37] to conduct a search of the most likely sequences
of reﬂectors connected by legal transitions. Ram et al. [34] also

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sigpro.2018.08.013
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propose two multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms for twodimensional (2D) seismic data. Assuming a Markov-BernoulliGaussian (MBG) reﬂectivity model, each reﬂectivity channel is estimated from the corresponding observed seismic trace, considering an estimate of the previous reﬂectivity channel or estimates of
both the previous and subsequent channels.
Most inversion methods depend on a time-invariant model.
Namely, the traveling wavelet is modeled as a 1D time-invariant
signal in both horizontal and vertical directions. Despite the fact
that the typical seismic wavelet is time-variant, time-depth variations in the waveform are often ignored. Seismic inverse Q-ﬁltering
[38–41] is a process targeted at inverting phase and amplitude distortions of the propagating and reﬂected acoustic waves. Ideally,
the process of inverse Q ﬁltering improves the resolution and increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, it is often impractical and computationally costly.
Nonstationary deconvolution methods perform deconvolution
of the seismic data that also compensates for waves attenuation.
Among these methods are the Gabor deconvolution algorithm proposed by Margrave et al. [42], nonstationary sparse reﬂectivity inversion (NSRI) method suggested by Chai et al. [43], nonstationary deconvolution algorithm based on spectral modeling [44], and
variable-step-sampling (VSS) hyperbolic smoothing developed by Li
et al. [45].
Nowadays seismic techniques concentrate more on 3D data.
Thus recovering a 3D reﬂectivity function that represents the
earth’s impulse response [1]. Application of 1D methods to 3D data
is clearly suboptimal, yet, due to practical convenience many seismic algorithms are 1D trace-by-trace algorithms. In [36] Ghoalami
and Sacchi introduce a fast 3D blind seismic deconvolution algorithm. The algorithm considers the seismic wave ﬁeld as a 3D signal and alternates between two stages: 3D reﬂectivity estimation,
which promotes temporal continuity, and source estimation.
In a previous work [46] we have shown that the recovery of
the seismic reﬂectivity can be achieved eﬃciently based on earth
Q model by solving a simple convex optimization problem. We derived theoretical bounds on the recovery error, and on the localization error. It is proved that recovered reﬂectors in the estimated
reﬂectivity are in close proximity to reﬂectors in the true reﬂectivity signal.
This paper presents a novel robust method for recovery of 3D
reﬂectivity signal from 3D seismic data. We show that the solution of a convex optimization problem, which takes into consideration a time-variant signal model, results in a stable recovery. The
problem is formulated so that the relations between spatially close
traces are also taken into account. The algorithm is applied to synthetic and real seismic data, demonstrating that the proposed algorithm restores reﬂectors amplitudes and locations with high precision. Our work may also be applicable to other imaging data, such
as ultrasound imaging and radar.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we brieﬂy review the seismic inversion problem formulation. In Section 3, we
describe the 3D recovery method. Section 4 focuses on numerical
experiments and real data results. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize and explore further research options.

2. Signal model
2.1. Reﬂectivity model
We assume an unknown 3D reﬂectivity signal. Each 1D channel (column) in the reﬂectivity is formulated as a superposition of
point sources. In the discrete setting, assuming a sampling rate Fs ,
and that the set of delays T = {tm } lies on a grid k/Fs , k ∈ Z, i.e.,

tm = km /Fs , the reﬂectivity is given by

x[k] =



cm δ [k − km ],

k ∈ Z,

cm ∈ R

(1)

m

where δ [k] denotes the Kronecker delta function (see [47]), and
 m |cm | < ∞. K = {km } is the set of discrete delays corresponding
to the spikes locations.
Each inline or crossline seismic discrete trace in the observed
seismic 3D data is of the form

y[k] =



x[n]gσ ,n [k − n] + w[k],

n∈Z

(2)

n

where {gσ , n } is a known set of kernels (pulses) corresponding to
a possible set of time delays. σ > 0 is a known scaling parameter,
and w[k] is additive noise. In [46] we discuss speciﬁc requirements
for {gσ , n }. Our purpose is to reveal the true support K = {km } and
the spikes’ amplitudes {cm } hidden in each of the seismic traces.
Note that the conventional convolution model assumes a timeinvariant wavelet, meaning that all kernels are identical (gσ ,n [k] =
gσ [k] ∀n) [4,26]. Unfortunately, this assumption is often not satisﬁed. As in [46], we suggest to take into consideration a set of different kernels {gσ , n }. Each pulse in the set is determined according to the time (depth) tn it corresponds to, in accordance with the
earth Q model [38,46,48,49].
In a previous work [46] we presented a 1D algorithm that recovers the seismic reﬂectivity based on earth Q model. We also
presented theoretical bounds on the recovery error, and on the localization error. In this paper we expand these results to 3D setting. We propose a way to improve the results by taking advantage
of the ability to assess the relation between a point in the data
and adjacent points, using discontinuity measures [50,51]. This approach enables the use of multiple traces in the seismic data for
the estimation of each channel to overcome noisy environments
and highly attenuating media.
To this end, we recall interrelated fundamental properties
reviewed in [46]. For further details we refer the reader to
[4,23,26,46].
2.2. Earth Q model
Let us consider an initial source waveform s(t) deﬁned as the
real-valued Ricker wavelet



s(t ) = 1 −



1 2 2
ω t exp
2 0



−



1 2 2
ωt .
4 0

(3)

ω0 is the most energetic (dominant) radial frequency [48]. Hence,
in this setting, the scaling parameter is σ = ω0−1 . Following the
earth Q-model [49], given Q - the medium quality factor [38] - a
reﬂected wave at travel time tn , is

un (t − tn ) = Re

1 
π

∞
0



S(ω ) exp[ j (ωt − κ r (ω ))]dω ,

(4)

where S(ω) is the Fourier transform of the source waveform s(t),


 
j  ω −γ
κ r (ω )  1 −
  ωt n ,
2Q ω0
 1 
1
2
γ  tan−1
≈
,
π
2Q
πQ

(5)

(6)

Q was also deﬁned by Kjartansson [38] as the portion of energy
lost during each cycle or wavelength. In this manner, in the frequency domain, two exponential operators represent velocity dispersion (phase changes) and energy absorption (amplitude attenuation) of the traveling pulses
Un (ω ) exp− jωtn = S (ω ) exp



 −γ

  ω −γ ωt 
ω
 
n
ωtn exp −  
.

ω0
ω0
2Q

− j

28

(7)
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Fig. 1. Synthetic reﬂectivity and seismic data: (a) Synthetic 2D reﬂectivity section; (b) 2D seismic data (SNR = 5 dB).

Hence, the time-domain seismic pulse reﬂected at two-way travel
time (depth) tn is

un (t − tn ) =

1
2π



Un (ω ) exp[ jω (t − tn )]dω.

(8)

Q is assumed to be known. Consequently, the known set of kernels
(pulses) {gσ , n } is deﬁned as

gσ ,n (t − tn ) = u(t − tn )|σ =ω−1 .

It is shown in [46] that single-channel recovery of the seismic
reﬂectivity could be performed by solving the optimization problem

xˆ1 subject to y[k] −



xˆ[n]gσ ,n [k − n]1 ≤ d,

(10)

n

where xˆ1 = k |xˆ[k]|.
To this end, we consider 3D seismic data and develop a 3D recovery method based on convex optimization. We do not assume
horizontal continuous layers or any other speciﬁc geological structure.
Assume an inline or a crossline seismic trace yi, j and N − 1
spatially neighboring traces {yi+u, j+v }, where (u, v) ∈ such that
⊆ {(u, v ) ∈ Z2 , (u, v ) = (0, 0 )} and | | = N − 1. Denote some local discontinuity measure as a column vector ai, j . Each element
ai, j [k] is associated with a distinguished point in some analysis
cube, generically represented here by (i, j, k). We choose a measure such that 0 ≤ ai, j [k] ≤ 1. For maximum discontinuity ai, j [k] =
0, whereas for minimum discontinuity ai, j [k] = 1. The value ai, j [k]
describes the likelihood that a given point lies on a fault surface.
In a sense, each element in ai, j is a measure of the resemblance of
the corresponding element in yi, j to points in neighboring traces
{yi+u, j+v }.
Assume G is an operator matrix such that (G )k,n = gσ ,n [k − n].
Then, we can write

yi, j = Gxi, j + wi, j ,

xˆ i, j 1
f (xˆ i, j ) ≤

(12)

,

where

f (xˆ i, j ) = yi, j − Gxˆ i, j 2 +


(u,v )∈

Ai, j Ai+u, j+v (yi+u, j+v − Gxˆ i, j )2 ,
(13)

3. Seismic 3D recovery

min

min
subject to

(9)

0

xˆ∈1 (Z )

Then, the estimated reﬂectivity column xˆ i, j is the solution of
the optimization problem

(11)

where xi, j is the corresponding reﬂectivity column and wi, j is additive noise.

where Ai, j = diag(ai, j ), and Ai+u, j+v = diag(ai+u, j+v ). Since Ai, j and
Ai+u, j+v describe the similarity between one spike (or null) location to close locations in a small volume, multiplying the residual
error of neighboring traces by Ai, j Ai+u, j+v enables the use of the
available information about a group of channels, for the estimation of the true reﬂectivity value in each location in the volume.
Wherever there is discontinuity in the volume, there is no dependency between one pixel to another in the deﬁned volume, and
then the estimation of this speciﬁc point will not rely on other
close points. This process helps us overcome noise artifacts and
attenuation, rather than always assume similarity between points
with a certain distance, as in [52].
We assume noise signals with bounded mean energy
2
E wi, j 22 = E yi, j − Gxi, j 22 ≤ Sw

∀i, j

2
where w2 
k w [k], and E denotes mathematical expectation. Since the noise signals are uncorrelated by assumption, we
can choose

= NSw
A brief review of two suitable discontinuity measures and their
use in implementing the above method can be found in Appendix
C.
3.1. Recovery-error bound for horizontal layers

Theorem 1. Assume N seismic traces that correspond to N identical
reﬂectivity channels. Namely,

yi [k] =



x[n]gσ ,n [k − n] + wi [k],

2
E wi 22 ≤ Sw
,

i = 1, 2 . . . N,

n
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Fig. 2. Synthetic 2D recovery results: (a) Single-channel; (b) Multichannel.

Fig. 3. Synthetic reﬂectivity and seismic data: (a) Synthetic 2D reﬂectivity section; (b) 2D seismic data (SNR = 5 dB).

Fig. 4. Synthetic 2D recovery results: (a) MC-II, ρ = 0.74; (b) Single-channel, ρ = 0.85; (c) Multichannel, ρ = 0.9.
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The recovery error is proportional to the noise power. Flat kernels
(small values of β ) tend to result in larger errors. The SNR is increased by a factor that is equal to the number of traces.
γ
In the time-variant setting most cases comply with ε 20 <

(Fs σ )2 α0 .
Then, the recovery error is bounded by
E xˆ − x22 ≤ 64

Lr (Fs σ )4

β

2

 α 2 S 2
0
w
.
γ0 N

Similarly to the time-invariant case, the error is linear with respect
2 . Moreover, since we know that small Q values
to the noise level Sw
α
correspond to higher γ 0 ratios and smaller β values, the bound
0
veriﬁes that the error increases as Q gets smaller. In addition, since
β measures the ﬂatness of the kernel near the origin, we can see
that ﬂat kernels result in more false detections. In all cases, the
error is inversely proportional to the number of channels, N.
4. Experimental results
Fig. 5. Recovery error log(xˆ − x22 ) as a function of number of traces N for Q =
500.

In this section, we use synthetic and real data examples to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed technique. We used
CVX [53], to solve the 1 minimization in (10) and (12).

(14)
where {gσ , n } is a set of admissible kernels sharing two common parameters ε , β > 0 (see [46, Deﬁnition 2.1], Appendix B). The parameters ε and β measure the concavity of a pulse near its midpoint. In
N consists of N smeared versions of N identiother words, the set {yi }ii=
=1
cal reﬂectivity columns, corrupted by N different noise realizations. We
assume the support K is suﬃciently separated, meaning that it obeys
the minimal separation condition (see [46, Deﬁnition 2.2], Appendix
B), with a separation constant ν . Then, for
Fs > 0, the solution xˆ of

xˆ 1

min
subject to

N
i=1

yi − Gxˆ 2 , ≤ NSw ,

(15)

satisﬁes
2
64Lr ρ 2 Sw
.
β 2 γ02 N

E xˆ − x22 ≤

(16)

where Lr is the length of the estimated signal,

ρ  max

γ
ε

0
,
2

(Fs σ )2 α0



α0 = max gσ ,n (0 ), γ0 = min
gσ ,n (0 ).
n
n

Proof. see Appendix A.



This bound ensures that in the case of perfectly horizontal layers, given N traces, under the separation condition, a signal of
the form (2), can be recovered by solving the optimization problem formulated in (15). Furthermore, it guarantees that the mean
squared error of the recovery is bounded. The error depends on
the noise level and on the attenuation of the reﬂected waves. Most
importantly the theoretical bound, aﬃrmed by experimental results, demonstrates that given N realizations of the same reﬂectivity channel (as we have for horizontal reﬂectors), we can reduce noise power at least by a factor of N. In the noise-free case
where Sw = 0, whether the spikes amplitudes are small or large,
the restoration of the reﬂectivity is exact.
When γ0 = α0 (time-invariant case)

E xˆ − x22 ≤ 64

Lr

β

2

max

1
 S2
, (Fs σ )4 w .
4
N
ε

4.1. Synthetic data
We constructed a synthetic data set, simulating 2D reﬂectivity
with two apparent faults. The reﬂectivity consists of 30 traces, each
of 128 samples, with sampling interval of Ts = 4 ms. The reﬂectivity
is depicted in Fig. 1(a). We created the seismic data as described
in (2) using the Q model, with Q=200. The initial wavelet was a
Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 50 π , i.e., 25 Hz. To further degrade the
signal and evaluate the recovery in noisy environment we added
white Gaussian noise. The SNR is 5 dB. The seismic data is shown
in Fig. 1(b).
The estimated reﬂectivities, obtained by single-channel and
by the proposed multichannel recovery method are shown in
Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively. To implement the single-channel
recovery we estimate all possible kernels as described above and
solve (10). In this example, for the multichannel recovery we set
N = 3, i.e., the optimization is performed by considering each seismic trace and both the preceding and subsequent traces. As a measure of discontinuity we use a binary version of the Local Structural Entropy (LSE) (see [50], Appendix C) using a threshold of
τ = 0.02. The correlation coeﬃcient, between the original reﬂectivity and the estimated reﬂectivity, achieved by single-channel deconvolution is ρ = 0.86. Whereas, the correlation coeﬃcient with
our method, is ρ = 0.95. Visually comparing the results, it can be
seen that the multichannel solution is much more accurate. The
single-channel solution fails to recover parts of the layer boundaries and tends to annihilate weak spikes.
Another synthetic example is presented in Figs. 3 and 4. We
generated a synthetic reﬂectivity of size 76 × 100 with an apparent
fault (see Fig. 3(a)). Sampling interval is Ts = 4 ms. We create the
seismic data depicted in Fig. 3(b), using Q = ∞ (no attenuation)
and an initial Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 80 π . We compare our results for N = 2 to the single channel deconvolution (Eq. 10) and to
the multichannel time-invariant deconvolution algorithm described
in [34] (MC-II). The estimated reﬂectivity sections, for the seismic
data with SNR of 5 dB, are shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c). The multichannel
method was implemented using the LSE measure. For this example, the correlation coeﬃcient between the original reﬂectivity and
the estimated reﬂectivity, with our method, are ρ = 0.9. Whereas
the correlation coeﬃcient achieved by single-channel deconvolution is ρ = 0.85, and ρ = 0.74 for MC-II.
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Fig. 6. Vertical cross-section at y = 1.3 km through: (a) seismic data (b) skeletonized LFE volume.

Fig. 7. Real data inversion results: (a) Estimated reﬂectivity - single-channel (c) Estimated reﬂectivity - multichannel.

The implementation of the above method entails low computational complexity. Solving the 1 minimization in (14) using CVX
[53], the processing time of the seismic data set in Fig. 3(b), of
size 102 × 100, on Intel(R)Core(TM)i7-7820HQ@2.90 GHz is 32.0 s
(average of 320 ms per trace). The processing time for the singlechannel implementation is 35.4 s, and 60.0 s for MC-II. Generally
speaking, the average processing time of the single-channel and
multichannel implementation is approximately the same. The algorithm is fast and therefore applicable to large volumes of data.
To conﬁrm the bound we deduced in Section 3.1, we examined
2 and
the recovery error xˆ − x22 as a function of the noise level Sw
as a function of the number of traces N for different horizontal reﬂectivity realizations. Fig. 5 presents one example of the recovery
error xˆ − x22 as a function of the number of traces 1 ≤ N ≤ 30 for
Q = 500 and SNR = 5 dB, Ts = 4 ms and Lr = 176. As in Fig. 1, the
reﬂectivity is modeled as a zero-mean Bernoulli-Gaussian process.
The minimum distance between two spikes satisﬁes the minimal
separation condition. The initial wavelet was a Ricker wavelet with
ω0 = 100π , i.e., 50 Hz. As can be seen in Fig. 5 the error is inversely proportional to the number of traces, according to what
we derived in Theorem 1.
4.2. Real data
We applied the proposed method, to real seismic data from a
small land 3D survey (courtesy of GeoEnergy Inc., TX). The time interval is 4 ms; inline and cross line trace spacing is 25 m. A small
subvolume with inline and crossline distances of 10 km (401 × 401
traces) is used for demonstration. Each trace is 4 s in duration

(1001 samples). Fig. 6(a) shows a vertical cross section through
the seismic data. As a measure of discontinuity we used the skeletonized local-fault-extraction (LFE) presented in [51]. The seismic
data through the LFE is presented in Fig. 6(b). We can assume the
given seismic data is noise-free.
Assuming an initial Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 50 π (25 Hz), we
estimated Q = 200 as described in [54]. Then, as a single-channel
solution, we solved (15) for N = 1. A cross-section of the recovered
reﬂectivity section by single-channel method is shown in Fig. 7(a).
The seismic data reconstructed from the estimated reﬂectivity using the known sequence {gσ , n (t)}, is shown in Fig. 8(a). Using the
skeletonized LFE measure we computed the recovered reﬂectivity and its reconstructed seismic data. Fig. 7(b) shows the recovered reﬂectivity cross-section of a 3-channel implementation (i.e.,
N = 3). Each reﬂectivity column is recovered by taking into consideration its resemblance to two neighboring traces - one in the
same vertical cross section and one in the adjacent cross-section.
Fig. 9 shows a zoom into the reﬂectivity sections in offset range
2–10 km and time range 2.5-4 s.
The algorithm could be implemented for any number of neighboring traces. The user can determine the number of traces taken
into account by the type of geological features that is of interest
to the interpreter, and the required resolution. The sensitivity to
noise and to small-scale discontinuities increases as the number of
neighboring traces taken into consideration is smaller.
Visually examining these reﬂectivity sections, it can be seen
that the layer boundaries in the estimates are distinct. Both structural features (such as faults) and stratigraphic features (such as
channels) can be observed in the images. Also, the reconstructed
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Fig. 8. Reconstructed seismic data: (a) Single-channel, ρy,yˆ = 0.88 (b) Multichannel, ρy,yˆ = 0.90.

Fig. 9. A zoom into Fig. 8: (a) Estimated reﬂectivity - single-channel (c) Estimated reﬂectivity - multichannel.

seismic data seems to ﬁt to the original given observation. Since
the ground truth is unknown, we measure the accuracy in the location and amplitude of the recovered reﬂectivity spikes by the
correlation coeﬃcient between the reconstructed data to the given
seismic data. A trace in the reconstructed data is yˆ = Gxˆ , where
xˆ is the estimated reﬂectivity. The correlation is calculated with
respect to the noise-free seismic data. In this example we have
ρy,yˆ = 0.90 for the multichannel result, which indicates that the
reﬂectivity is estimated with high precision. For single-channel recovery we have ρy,yˆ = 0.88. Looking closely at the estimated reﬂectivities the differences are visible, despite only a few percent gain
in correlation. The multichannel results look more continuous and
more detailed, especially in deeper areas and near faults. In addition, some curves collapse into one curve in the single-channel estimated reﬂectivity and separate into two adjacent curves (layers)
in the multichannel estimation.
5. Conclusions
Acquired 3D seismic data requires development of 3D processing algorithms. The recovery of 3D reﬂectivity is essential to the
visualization of subterranean features. In recent years, there has
been progress in the estimation of the reﬂectivity and the source
wavelet function. Yet, existing methods have limited precision and
are highly complex.
We have presented a 3D adaptive seismic recovery algorithm
based on a time-variant model. The algorithm promotes sparsity
of the solution. It also considers the attenuation and dispersion
effects resulting in shape distortion of the wavelet. Furthermore,

the recovery takes into account the relations between consecutive
traces in the 3D volume. These properties are all expressed in a
simple convex optimization problem, making the algorithm suitable for large volumes of data. We have introduced practical results with synthetic and real data in highly attenuating noisy environment.
Future research can adapt the algorithm to other applications
such as medical imaging. In exploration seismology the algorithm
can also be modiﬁed to non-constant Q layers model. In addition,
other discontinuity measures and sets of kernels could be investigated.
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Appendix A



Proof of Theorem 1. Denote gm (t )  gσ ,m (t )
. In [46], we
σ =1
showed that there exists a function of the form

q(t ) =



am gm (t − tm ) + bm g(m1) (t − tm ),

m

that satisﬁes

|q(tk )| = 1 ∀tk ∈ T ,
∀tk ∈ T ,

q(1) (tk ) = 0
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where T{tm } is a set of delays obeying the separation condition
(see [46, Deﬁnition 2.2], Appendix B). Notice that q(t) is built such
that < q, x > q(t )x(t )dt = m |cm |. Also, |q(t)| reaches a local
maximum on the true support. This way, we can decouple the estimation error on the true support of the reﬂectivity {tm }, from the
amplitude of the rest of the estimated spikes.
To prove Theorem 1 we recall the following proposition and
two lemmas (see [46, Appendix A] for a rigorous proof).
Proposition 2. Assume a set of delays T{tm } that satisﬁes the separation condition (see [46, Deﬁnition 2.2], Appendix B), and let {gm } be
a set of admissible kernels (see [46, Deﬁnition 2.1], Appendix B). Then,
there exist coeﬃcients {am } and {bm } such that

q(t ) =



am gm (t − tm ) + bm g(m1) (t − tm ),

(17)

m

|q(tk )| = 1 ∀tk ∈ T ,

(18)

and

q(1) (tk ) = 0

∀tk ∈ T .

(19)

The coeﬃcients are bounded by

a∞ ≤
b∞ ≤

1)
(1 )
Denote g(m,
σ [k]  gm,σ

3γ0 ν 2 − 2π 2C˜0

,

(20)

3π 2C˜1 ν 2
,
(3γ2 ν 2 − π 2C˜2 )(3γ0 ν 2 − 2π 2C˜0 )

. We can observe that

 




 



1)

E qσ [k]h[k] = E 
am gm,σ [k − km ] + bm g(m,
σ [k − km ] h[k]
2
2
km ∈K




 

  (1)









≤  a  ∞ E 
gm,σ [k − km ]h[k] + b∞ E 
gm,σ [k − km ]h[k] , (24)
m

m

2

2

where we have used the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality. We can also
infer that,
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m




gm,σ [k − km ]h[k]
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= E 
gm,σ [k − km ]xˆ[k] −
gm,σ [k − km ]x[k]
m
2
 m

= E Gxˆ − Gx
2
 N
 N

 1 

1
= E 
yi − Gx −
yi − Gxˆ 
N
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i=1
i=1
2
 N

 N

 1 

 1 

≤ E 
yi − Gx + E 
yi − Gxˆ 
N
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i=1
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k
Fs

i=1

2

2

2Sw
≤ √ ,
N
where we have used

(21)

 N
 1 

where a{am }, b{bm } are coeﬃcient vectors and




Sw
yi − Gx ≤ √ ,
N
N
i=1
2

E 

C˜l = max Cl,m , l = 0, 1, 2, 3.

because the noise signals are uncorrelated and have bounded mean
2 norm

We also have

E wi 2 = E yi − Gx ≤ Sw .

m

am ≥





2

1

α0 + 2C˜0 P (ν ) +

(2C˜1 P (ν ))2
γ2 −2C˜2 P (ν )

,

(22)

We also used,

where P (ν )  6ν 2 .

 N

 1 

Sw

 ≤ √
ˆ
y
−
G
x
,
i
 N

N

Lemma 3. Under the separation condition with ε < ν /2, q(t) as in
Proposition 2 satisﬁes |q(t)| < 1 for t ∈ T.

which is inferred from the constraint on the solution. An estimated
reﬂectivity channel obeys (15). Accordingly,

π2

i=1

Now, assume xˆ is the solution of the optimization problem in
(12). We assume
is large enough so that the solution xˆ obeys
xˆ1 ≤ x1 . Denote the error h[k]  xˆ[k] − x[k]. We separate h[k]
into h[k] = hK [k] + hKC [k], where hK [k]’s support is in the true support K{km }. If hK [k] = 0∀k, then h[k] = 0∀k, because if hK [k] =
0∀k and h[k] = 0 for some k, it would mean that hKC [k] = 0 for
some k, and therefore xˆ1 ≥ x1 .
Under the separation condition, the set T = {tm } satisﬁes ti −
t j ≥ νσ for i = j. We know that according to Proposition 2 [46,
Proposition 3] there exists q(t) of the form (17) such that

q(tm ) = q

k 
m

Fs

= sgn(hK [km ] )

∀km ∈ K.

In addition, q(t) also obeys |q(t)| < 1 for t ∈ T.
We then deﬁne

qσ (t ) = q

t 
σ

So that

qσ [km ]  qσ

=





am gm,σ t −

m

km
Fs



(23)

2
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yi − Gxˆ 2 ≤ NSw2 .
2

i=1

It follows that,
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Gx − Gxˆ + wi 2 ≤ Nwi 2
2
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.
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2

2
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< wi , Gx − Gxˆ > ≤ 0
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2

N
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m

Fs
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and

|qσ [k]| < 1 ∀k ∈/ K.

∀km ∈ K,
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+ 2C˜1 (1 + P (ν ))b∞ E h2 .

which means that,

 N
2
2
 1 


 ≤ Sw .
ˆ
y
−
G
x
i
 N

N

We know from (12) that

The estimated trace Gxˆ , reconstructed from the solution xˆ , is as
close to the averaged trace as the true noise-free signal Gx. The set
of reﬂected pulses {gm } is a set of admissible kernels. Therefore,

which leads us to

i=1

2


 (1 )
  
C1,m
gm,σ [k − km ] = g(m1) k − km  ≤
Fs σ
m
1 + kF−k
sσ

2

.

(25)

In addition, under the separation condition we have |ki − k j | ≥
Fs νσ ∀ki , k j ∈ K. It follows that, for any k




km ∈K

2

1
1+

k−km 2
Fs σ

< 4(1 + P (ν )) ,
2

x1 ≥ xˆ1 = x + h1 = x + hK 1 + hCK 1
≥ x1 − hK 1 + hK C 1 ,
hK 1 ≥ hK C 1 .
It is known that

h2 ≤ h1 ≤

E h2 ≤ E h1 = E hK 1 + E hK C 1

(26)

n=1

1
π2
≤ P (ν ) 
.
2
1 + ( nν )
6ν 2

E h2 ≤

Consequently,


2
  (1 )



˜2
E
gm,σ [k − km ]h[k]
E |h[k]|2
 ≤ C1
m



1

km ∈K

k−km 2 2
Nσ

1+

So we have,



E h2 ≤

< 4C˜12 (1 + P (ν ))2 E h22 .

D2 = 2βπ 4C˜2C˜0 − 4π 4

On the other hand,




(27)




2








≥ E qσ [k]hK [k] − E qσ [k]hKC [k]
2

(28)

k∈Z \K

2Sw
≤ √ a∞
N

+ 2C˜1 (1 + P (ν ))b∞ E h2 .

(29)

In the proof of Lemma 3 [46] we have shown that for |k − km | ≤
εFs σ , for some km ∈ K

 

k 
β

|qσ [k]| = qσ
.
≤1−
Fs σ
2α0 (Fs σ )2

We have also shown in [46] that for |k − km | > ε Fs σ for all km ∈ K

 

k 
βε 2

|qσ [k]| = q
 ≤ 1 − 2γ .
Fs σ
0
To sum up

max |qσ [k]| ≤ 1 −

k∈Z \T

β

2ρ



where ρ

γ

(30)



 max ε 20 , (Fs σ )2 α0 . Now, Substituting (30) into

(29) we get,


2Sw
β
E hK 2 − 1 −
E hK C 2 ≤ √ a∞
2ρ
N


2
64Lr ρ 2 Sw
.
2
2
N
β γ0

(35)
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2

where we have used that the absolute value of qσ [k] in the support
is one. Combining (27) and (28) we get,

E hK 2 − max |qσ [k]| E hKC 2

Lr ρC˜12 .
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≥ E hK [k]2 − max |qσ [k]| E hKC [k]2,
k ∈Z \K

E h22 ≤

This completes the proof.

E qσ [k]h[k] = E qσ [k](hK [k] + hKC [k] )
2

(34)

For suﬃciently large ν we have






√
72 Lr ργ2
Sw
√ ,
9βγ0 γ2 − D1 ν −2 + D2 ν −4 N

D1 = 3π 2 (βγ0C˜2 + 2βγ2C˜0 + 8 Lr ρC˜12 ),

2Sw


E qσ [k]h[k] ≤ √ a∞ + 2C˜1 (1 + P (ν ))b∞ E h2 .
2
N




β

≤ 2 E hK 1 ≤ 2 Lr E hK 2
√


8 Lr ρ Sw
≤
√ a∞ + C˜1 (1 + P (ν ))b∞ E h2 . .
β
N
(32)
√
8 Lr ρa∞
Sw
(33)
√ .
√
− 8 Lr ρC˜1 (1 + P (ν ))b∞ N

Using (20) and (21) we get

k∈Z

2

Lr h2 ,

where Lr is the length of the estimated signal. Combining this with
(31) leads us to

where
∞


(31)

To be able to quantify the waves decay and concavity we recall
two deﬁnitions from previous works [4,26]:
Deﬁnition 2.1. An admissible kernel g is deﬁned by the following
speciﬁcations:
1. g ∈ R is real and even.
2. Global Property: There exist constants Cl > 0, l = 0, 1, 2, 3, such





that g(l ) (t ) ≤ 1+lt 2 , where g(l) (t) denotes the lth derivative of g.
Namely, the kernel and its ﬁrst derivatives attenuate at suﬃcientt rate.
3. Local Property: There exist constants ε , β > 0 such that
(a) g(t) > 0 for all |t| ≤ ε and g(ε ) > g(t) for all |t| ≥ ε .
(b) g(2 ) (t ) < −β for all |t| ≤ ε .
C

The parameters ε and β measure the kernel’s ﬂatness.
In our case, all reﬂected waves gσ , n (t) are to be considered
as admissible kernels. The reﬂected waves gσ , n (t) are ﬂat at the
origin, and all reﬂected waves share two common parameters ε ,
β > 0.
Deﬁnition 2.2. A set of points K ⊂ Z obeys the minimal separation condition if for a kernel dependent separation constant ν > 0,
a given scaling σ > 0 and a sampling interval Ts = 1/Fs > 0

min

ki ,k j ∈K,i= j



ki − k j  ≥ νσ .
Ts

Two distinct spikes can be recovered separately only if the time
interval between them is at least νσ .
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Appendix C

The LFE volume is produced by taking the maximum value of the
directional LFE Lˆp = maxθ ,φ L p (θ , φ ), and further enhanced by 3D
skeletonization and 3D surface separation (see [51] for further details).

Seismic Discontinuity Measures
Seismic discontinuity measures were developed in an effort
to ease seismic data interpretation and locate geological features
within large volumes of data [55,56]. In the experiments presented
in Section 4 we use two measures: local structural entropy (LSE)
presented in [50], and skeletonized local-fault-extraction (LFE) presented in [51].
Local Structural Entropy (LSE). LSE is a discontinuity measure on a
scale from zero to one. To compute the LSE, ﬁrst, we reduce the
mean value of each trace. Then, we choose a relatively small 3D
analysis cube of size 2L1 × 2L2 × Nt . The analysis cube is divided
into four L1 by L2 by Nt quadrants concatenated into column vectors {vi |i = 1, 2, 3, 4}. The LSE measure associated with a distinguished point in the analysis cube (i, j, k) is

Ls (i, j, k ) =

tr
,


where  is the correlation matrix of the analysis cube:

⎛

v1 T v1
1
..
⎝
=
.
Nt L1 L2
T
v4 v1

...
..
.
...

⎞

v1 T v4
.. ⎠.
.
T
v4 v4

Note that the LSE can be deﬁned to associate with a point in its
center by spacing out the four quadrants one trace apart from each
other, using an analysis cube of size (2L1 + 1 ) × (2L2 + 1 ) × Nt .
If Ls (i, j, k ) is the LSE measure as deﬁned, then in our case we
can deﬁne,

ai, j [k] = 1 − Ls (i, j, k ).

(36)

It is also possible to choose a binary measure, such that ai, j [k] ∈ {0,
1}. For example, using LSE



ai, j [k] =

1 Ls (i, j, k ) < τ ,
0

Ls (i, j, k ) > τ .

(37)

where τ is a deﬁned threshold.
Local Fault Extraction (LFE). Computation of the LFE measure is as
follows. First, we divide the 3D seismic data to 3D data analysis
volumes of size L × M × P. The analysis volume is divided into two
subvolumes, which are rotated and tilted around the central analysis point p = (i, j, k ). We rearrange the samples in the subvolumes
into column vectors v1, p (θ , φ ) and v2, p (θ , φ ). Then, we compute
the normalized differential entropy (NDE) of each point p as a normalized version of the Prewitt ﬁlter:

N p (θ , φ ) =

v1,p (θ , φ ) − v2,p (θ , φ )
,
v1,p (θ , φ ) + v2,p (θ , φ )

where  · p is the p norm. Patches of fault surfaces in a presumed
direction are characterized by a local increase in the NDE. Hence,
we apply contrast enhancement to each NDE volume, per postulated orientation, and set negative values to zero. To enhance fault
surfaces that are approximately aligned with the analysis cube
we apply a directional ﬁlter h p (θ + ξ , φ ) to the contrast-enhanced
NDE Nˆ p (θ , φ ):

C p (θ + ξ , φ ) =



h p−p (θ + ξ , φ )Nˆ p (θ , φ ).

p

The summation is over a set of points p close to the point p. We
then threshold the result to produce C˜p (θ + ξ , φ ), and ﬁlter it back
to yield the directional LFE

L p (θ , φ ) =


p ,ξ

h p−p (θ + ξ , φ )C˜p (θ + ξ , φ ).
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Chapter 4

Sparse Seismic Deconvolution via
Recurrent Neural Net
This chapter presents the following manuscript:
D. Pereg, I. Cohen and A.A. Vassiliou, “Sparse Seismic Deconvolution using Recurrent Neural
Networks”, Journal of Applied Geophysics, vol. 175, p. 103979, 2020.
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a b s t r a c t
We propose a new efﬁcient method to perform deconvolution of post-stacking post-migration seismic data. We
employ recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to obtain super resolution reﬂectivity images. The network is
designed and trained to take into account time and space relations. The robustness of the proposed method is
experimentally validated for both synthetic data and real data with challenging structures and difﬁcult signalto-noise ratio (SNR) environment. We explore the system's behavior for different training and testing scenarios
and discuss potential problems for future research. We show that training with synthetic data of simple structures solely can yield enhanced and detailed real data inversion results. The proposed method can be applied
to large volumes of three-dimensional (3D) seismic data.
© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Acoustic waves imaging techniques are designed to give insight into
the internal structure of a medium. Whether the media investigated are
human organs or tissues, transition zones in the bottom of the ocean or
the earth's surfaces, the objective is to be able to see, as clearly as possible, into a medium or an object, or, in other words, see into material. One
of the challenges in echo-acoustic systems is to improve spatial resolution, both horizontally and vertically. Resolution limits are inherently
determined by the wave length and fundamentally limited by diffraction. Since acoustic waves propagate in relatively low velocities, small
wave lengths can be obtained at relatively low frequencies, exhibiting
large penetration depth. Therefore, the optimal resolution of an echoacoustic system is theoretically high. Yet, in practice, the actual
resolution is far below optimal. Possible reasons could be acquisition
conditions or limited data processing tools.
In different contexts the term super-resolution (Fernandez-Granda,
2013; Candès and Fernandez-Granda, 2013, Candès and FernandezGranda, 2014; Donoho, 1992) is used as an operation that enhances
the resolution of a sensing system. Observing sub-wavelength features
(“breaking diffraction limits”) is a major challenge in imaging systems
in astronomy, seismology, medical imaging, microscopy, spectroscopy,
radar and more.
In reﬂection seismology our purpose is to reveal the structure and
properties of the earth subsurface layers. By resolving the ﬁne details
of acquired seismic data we hope to be able to visually examine the internal structure of the subsurface, speciﬁcally geological structures such
⁎ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: deborahp@campus.technion.ac.il (D. Pereg).

as layers, channels, traps and faults. Seismic images are of extreme importance as means for locating mineral deposits and energy sources
(such as hydrocarbons, ores, water, geothermal reservoirs) (Sherif and
Geldart, 1983), obtaining geological information for engineering, geothermal energy surveys, risk assessment of tsunamis, locating underground activity for security purposes such as tunnel detection (Gurbuz
et al., 2006), and more.
When acquiring the data, a short acoustic pulse is transmitted into
the ground. An array of geophones, placed on the ground, receives the
acoustic pulses reﬂected back at layer boundaries. The data received is
then further processed into two-dimensional (2D) seismic data (Sherif
and Geldart, 1983). In a 2D section of seismic data, the horizontal direction is the spatial dimension referred to as in-line direction. The vertical
dimension is the two-way travel-time corresponding to a reﬂector's
depth in the ground.
Unfortunately, even after complex imaging procedures such as
stacking and migration (Biondi, 2006), a 2D section of seismic data
does not represent the actual 2D image of the subsurface. Each reﬂection is distorted during its propagation through the surface, in addition
to coherent and random noise. Namely, everything that is not a seismic
event that carries desirable information, including diffraction, multiples
etc. is considered as noise. Inversion of the seismic data is an ill-posed
problem primarily because the degrading pulse is band limited and
non-stationary. Moreover, as mentioned, the data is often degraded by
coherent and non-coherent interferences.
Many previous works try to simplify and solve the seismic inversion
problem by breaking the data into independent vertical 1D
deconvolution problems. An acoustic reﬂected pulse (the wavelet) is
modeled as a 1D time-invariant kernel. Considering that reﬂections
are generated at discontinuities in the medium impedance, the core
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assumption is that each recovered reﬂectivity channel is a sparse spike
train (Wiggins, 1978; Taylor et al., 1979; Riel and Berkhout, 1985;
Nguyen and Castagna, 2010; Zhang and Castagna, 2011; Gholami and
Sacchi, 2012). In other words, each seismic trace (a column in the seismic 2D data) is modeled as a weighted superposition of onedimensional (1D) pulses degraded by additive noise. In an attempt to
estimate each reﬂectivity channel, some of these methods try to decompose the seismic data by applying an ‘1-norm minimization constraint
to an optimization problem ﬁtting the observed data to stable reﬂectivity solutions (Taylor et al., 1979; Riel and Berkhout, 1985; Nguyen and
Castagna, 2010; Zhang and Castagna, 2011; Gholami and Sacchi, 2012;
Pham et al., 2014; Repetti et al., 2015), assuming the smearing wavelet
is either known or estimated in the process (blind deconvolution).
Similarly to other atomic decomposition problems (Chen et al., 2001),
investigated in other applications in signal processing and machine
learning, such as ultasound (Bendory et al., 2016), image processing
(Elad, 2010) and compressed sensing (Donoho, 2006).
Obviously, treating 2D data as a puzzle of 1D unrelated data pieces is
inefﬁcient. Multichannel seismic deconvolution methods (Idier and
Goussard, 1993; Mendel et al., 1981; Kaaresen and Taxt, 1998; Heimer
et al., 2007; Heimer and Cohen, 2009; 2008; Ram et al., 2010; Gholami
and Sacchi, 2013) are tailored to take into account more than one
trace in each channel estimation, thus using availabe spatial information
to promote horizontal continuity of the estimated reﬂectivity image and
to suppress noise. Heimer and Cohen, (2009) propose a variation of the
Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973), based on modeling the reﬂectivity as a
Markov-Bernoulli random-ﬁeld (MBRF). The idea is to search for the
most likely sequences of reﬂectors connected by deﬁned legal transitions. Ram et al., (2010) propose an algorithm for multichannel blind
deconvolution assuming a Markov-Bernoulli-Gaussian (MBG) reﬂectivity model, where each reﬂectivity channel is estimated from the
corresponding observed seismic trace, and an estimate of adjacent
reﬂectivity channels.
The above inversion methods assume a time-invariant convolution
model. That is, the blurring wavelet is modeled as a 1D time-invariant
signal that does not change neither in time nor in space (i.e., in both
horizontal and vertical directions), thus ignoring time-depth variations
in the waveform. However, in practice a typical seismic wavelet is
time-variant. When seismic waves propagate through the earth subsurface their energy is absorbed by the media so that the wavelet's amplitude decreases with depth. In addition, due to velocity dispersion
(i.e., different frequencies travel with different speeds) the wavelet's
shape changes and broadens with increased traveltime. An attempt to
make the seismic data stationary can be accomplished by amplitude
balancing and spectral balancing. To address this issue seismic inverse
Q-ﬁltering (Kjartansson, 1979; Gelius, 1987; Hale, 1981; Wang, 2008)
is applied in an attempt to invert phase and amplitude distortions
of the propagating acoustic waves. Unfortunately, the process is
of heavy computational burden and often impractical. Nonstationary
deconvolution methods attempt to deconvolve the seismic data and
also compensate for waves attenuation. For example, the Gabor
deconvolution algorithm (Margrave et al., 2011), nonstationary sparse
reﬂectivity inversion (NSRI) (Chai et al., 2014), and nonstationary
deconvolution algorithm based on spectral modeling (Rosa and
Ulyrch, 1991). Some of these methods are applied to pre-stacked data.
In previous work (Pereg and Cohen, 2017) we show that the recovery
of the seismic reﬂectivity can be efﬁciently done by solving a simple
convex optimization problem based on earth Q attenuation model.
We derive theoretical bounds on the recovery error and on the localization error, proving that estimated reﬂectors locations must be close to
true reﬂectors locations.
Recently seismic data processing techniques concentrate more on
3D data designed to recover a 3D reﬂectivity function representing
the earth's impulse response (Sherif and Geldart, 1983). In spite of
degraded results, 1D methods are still often applied to 3D data due to

practical convenience. In contrast, (Gholami and Sacchi, 2013) introduce a fast 3D blind seismic deconvolution algorithm. The algorithm iterates between two stages: 3D reﬂectivity estimation and source
estimation. Also, in (Pereg et al., 2019) we propose a 3D time-variant
deconvolution where we assess the relation between a point in the
data and adjacent points, using discontinuity measures (Cohen and
Coifman, 2002; Cohen et al., 2006). This approach enables the use of
multiple traces in the seismic data for each channel estimation in
noisy environments and highly attenuating media.
Unfortunately most inversion methods rely on optimization problem solving, which often requires accurate estimation of many parameters. In addition, when dealing with a large data set, or when real time
processing is required, practical implementation becomes impossible.
The computational complexity requires too much memory and
running-time, and the solution becomes infeasible.
As described above, current methods are computationally heavy and
sometimes complicated and impractical. Nowadays the extensive development of deep neural nets (DNNs) has had a profound impact on
signal processing and image processing. In the ﬁeld of exploration seismology attempts have been made to use feed forward neural network
(FNN) to estimate normal moveout (NMO) velocity (CaldernMacas
et al., 1998), to automate velocity picking (Fish and Kusuma, 2005)
and ﬁrst arrival picking (Murat and Rudman, 1992; McCormack and
Rock, 1993). Moreover, recurrent neural nets (RNNs) were successfully
used to estimate stacking velocity directly from seismic data for NMO
correction (Biswas et al., 2018). Li et al., (2019) propose a method to
bulid seismic velocity model from seismic data by DNNs. Various
works explore the use of neural nets for seismic interpretation. To
name a few, (Dorrington and Link, 2004) propose a genetic algorithm
that uses neural network training to ﬁnd optimal seismic attributes for
well-log prediction; (Araya-Polo et al., 2017) and (Zhang et al., 2014)
propose using convolutional neural nets (CNNs) for automatic fault detection from seismic data before migration; Yang et al., (2018) propose
the use of CNN for detection of salt dome boundaries from pre-stack
seismic data.
Generally speaking, DNN methods for image super-resolution usually employ some sort of architecture involving deep CNNs (e.g.
(Nehme et al., 2018; Dong et al., 2016)), mainly because CNNs are considered to be able to extract features of the data assuming stationarity.
Some of these methods employ a sparsity constraint. Inspired by the
success of CNNs in image classiﬁcation, learning methods are now also
used to predict high resolution images from low resolution images.
In this paper, our main target is to reveal the ground truth reﬂectivity image. Our purpose is to develop an automatic, fast and efﬁcient way
to perform seismic deconvolution. We propose the use of RNN to
deconvolve seismic data, in an attempt to address current issues in
existing methods. We believe that RNN ﬁts this task most because it incorporates the use of temporal information as well as spatial information. We suggest that each point in the estimated reﬂectivity can be
inferred from a relatively small patch in the seismic data, which we
will refer to as an analysis patch. For simplicity, we assume that the
mapping from each patch to a reﬂectivity point is similar. That is, the
data is stationary. As mentioned before, in practice this assumption
does not always hold. Yet, assuming a time invariant wavelet is helpful
for introducing the major concepts that affect the image quality, and is
standard in the literature. As will be presented, this simpliﬁcation
does not necessarily lead to degraded results in comparison to recent
time-variant deconvolution algorithms, as long as ground attenuation
is not too aggressive.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we brieﬂy review the
signal model and problem formulation, and provide background for recurrent neural networks. In Section 3, we describe the proposed
deconvolution method using RNN. Section 4 describes numerical experiments and real data results. Lastly, in Section 5, we conclude and discuss further study directions.
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2. Problem formulation
2.1. Signal model
We consider an unknown 2D reﬂectivity signal R ∈ ℝLr×J
representing an image section of the internal earth structure. Assuming
a stratiﬁed structure, where reﬂections are generated at acoustic impedance boundaries, each 1D channel r(l)[k], that is, a column in the reﬂectivity, is formulated as a superposition of point sources. Namely, in the
discrete setting, assuming a sampling rate Fs, and that the set of delays
T = {tm} lies on a grid k/Fs, k ∈ ℤ, i.e., tm = km/Fs, a true reﬂectivity channel can be written as
r ðlÞ ½k ¼

X

cm δ½k−km ;

k∈ℤ;

cm ∈ℝ

ð1Þ

m

for l = 1, …, J, where δ[k] denotes the Kronecker delta function (see
(Ricker, 1940)), and ∑m ∣cm∣ b ∞. K = {km} is the set of discrete delays
corresponding to the reﬂectors' locations.
Assuming a time-invariant model, an observed seismic discrete trace
of channel l, in the observed seismic 2D data S ∈ ℝLs×J, is of the form
sðlÞ ½k ¼

X

r ðlÞ ½ng ½k−n þ wðlÞ ½k;

n∈ℤ

ð2Þ

3

hidden layer of recurrent neurons, but it can be extended into multiple
layers to form a deep neural network.
Now, suppose we have ni inputs at time step t, i.e., xt is of size ni × 1,
and nn neurons in an RNN cell. We know Wxy is of size ni × nn, and Wyy is
of size nn × nn. During training of the network, in a single iteration we
update the weights for multiple sequences of data known as minibatch. The output of the whole mini-batch of m instances is


Yt ¼ ϕ Xt WTxy þ Yt−1 WTyy þ b

ð5Þ

where Yt is of size m × nn, and Xt is of size m × ni.
As mentioned before, we say that the RNN has memory, because the
output at time step t depends on outputs of previous time steps. Due to
this property RNNs are often used to predict a future outcome. Since the
RNN takes a time-series input and produces a time-series output, it is
also applied to tasks where there is a need to apply temporal dynamic
behavior, for example: handwriting recognition or speech recognition.
Now, the output yt is of size nn × 1, and consists of non-negative
values only, which typically does not ﬁt the task at hand. In order to
modify the size of the output to a desired size and allow negative values,
we wrap the cell with a fully connected layer with the desired ﬁnal output length M, which is written as

n

where g[k] is a known seismic wavelet of length Lg, and w[k] is an additive white Gaussian noise. Clearly Ls = Lr + Lg − 1. The wavelet is assumed to be invariant in both time and space (i.e., both in horizontal
and vertical directions). Accordingly, in this study, our goal is to ﬁnd
the true support K = {km} and spikes' amplitudes {cm} given the observed seismic data. We also assume that the seismic signal is free of
multiple reﬂections (multiples are events that have undergone more
than one reﬂection (Sherif and Geldart, 1983)).
In matrix-vector form we can model the observed 2D seismic data
image S of size Ls × J as
S ¼ GR þ W

ð3Þ

where G is a convolution matrix of size Ls × Lr such that Gk,l = g[k − l], and
W is an additive i.i.d white Gaussian noise matrix independent of R, with
zero mean and variance σ2w. Note that we do not impose any prior knowledge of the structure or possible patterns in the reﬂectivity image.
2.2. Recurrent neural network
A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a type of neural network that
employs feedback connections in addition to feedforward connections
between nodes of the graph (Hopﬁeld, 1982; Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997). As known, in FNNs the signal travels in one direction - from input to output. In a recurrent network, the signal also
travels backwards. Consequently, the output signal at a current state depends not only on current inputs, but also on outputs at previous states.
In other words the network “remembers” its previous decisions.
In general, given an input sequence x = [x0, x1, …, xL t−1], and a
corresponding output sequence y = [y0, y1, …, yL t−1], the RNN learns
the mapping f : x → y. At time step t, the output of the net can be
formulated as


yt ¼ ϕ WTxy xt þ WTyy yt−1 þ b

ð4Þ

where ϕ is an activation function, Wxy and Wyy are weight matrices and
b is the bias vector. At time step t = 0 previous outputs are assumed to
be zero. The function ϕ can be one of the known activation functions
available such as sigmoid, rectiﬁed linear unit (ReLU) and hyperbolic
tangent. In our experiments we use the ReLU activation function, ReLU
(z) = max {0,z}. A single recurrent neuron, or a layer of recurrent neurons, is considered as an RNN basic cell. In this work we used only one

zt ¼ FCðyt Þ

ð6Þ

such that zt ∈ ℝ1×M.
We denote by Z ∈ ℝLt×M the matrix of predicted outputs, which is the
concatenation of the vectors zt, t = 0, 1, …, Lt − 1 as columns. During
training, after each forward pass of a mini-batch, we update the weights
using Adam-optimization. The gradient is calculated using backpropagation and the weights are updated with a deﬁned learning rate
value. We denote the weight matrices and the bias as θ = {Wxy,Wyy,b}.
In our application, the loss function is the mean squared error
^i
of the predicted output and the expected output. Suppose Zi and Z
are the expected output during training and current system's
output, respectively, for input sequence xi. Denote the error matrix
^ i , then the loss term can be expresses as
as Ei ¼ Zi −Z
J ðθÞ ¼

m


1 X
tr ETi Ei
mM Lt i¼1

ð7Þ

where superscript T denotes the transpose of a vector or a matrix,
and tr(⋅) denotes the trace of a square matrix. Other loss functions
and regularization terms could be suggested. For example, it is possible to add a regularization term in order to enforce a small ‘1 norm
of the output, because the solution is expected to be sparse. However, empirically, in our experience in this application, it does not
seem to necessarily improve the results. Controlling the sparsity of
the results in this manner in controversial, since it is not always
clear if the level of sparsity versus the level of details of the solution
is a result of true enhanced resolution or artifacts of an inaccurate
sparsity weight constraint.
3. Seismic recovery using RNN
~ ∈ ℝLr  J as the cropped seismic image aligned with
Let us denote S
the reﬂectivity image R, such that each reﬂector's location across the
time-depth vertical axis corresponds to a the maximum value of a
~ In other words,
shifted wavelet g[k − km] ∀ m in the seismic image S.
without loss of generality, assuming that g[0] ≥ g[k] ∀ k ∈ ℤ, that is,
the pick of the wavelet is at its center, then

  
~½k; n ¼ S k þ Lg ; n
S
2
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Fig. 1. Synthetic 2D recovery results: (a) Synthetic 2D reﬂectivity section; (b) Estimated 2D reﬂectivity, ρR;R^ ¼ 0:96; (c) 2D noise free seismic data.

Deﬁnition 1 (Analysis Patch): We deﬁne an analysis patch as a 2D
patch of size Lt × N enclosing Lt time (depth) samples of N consecutive
traces of the observed seismic image S. Assume {nL, nR ∈ ℕ : nL + nR =
N − 1}. Then the analysis patch associated with a point at location
(i,j) is
0
Ai; j

¼@

~i−L þ1; j−n
S
t
L
⋮
~i; j−n
S
L

1
~i−L þ1; jþn
… S
t
R
A
⋱
⋮
~i; jþn
…
S
R

ð8Þ

An analysis patch Ai,j is associated with a pixel Ri,j in the reﬂectivity
image. To produce a point in the reﬂectivity Ri,j, we set the input to
the RNN as
x ¼ Ai; j

ð9Þ

Each time step input is a group of N neighboring pixels of the same
corresponding time (depth). In other words, in our application ni = N
and
h
iT
~t; j−n ; …; S
~t; jþn
xt ¼ S
L
R

ð10Þ

We set the size of the output vector zt to one expected pixel (M = 1),
such that Z is expected to be the corresponding reﬂectivity segment,

Z ¼ R i−ðLt −1Þ; j ; …; Ri; j

T

ð11Þ

Lastly, we ignore the ﬁrst Lt − 1 values of the output Z and set the
^ i; j as the last one, i.e., zLt.
predicted reﬂectivity pixel R
The analysis patch moves through the image and produces all expected reﬂectivity points in the same manner, which means each analysis
patch and a corresponding reﬂectivity segment are an instance for the
net. The size and shape of the analysis patch deﬁnes the geometrical distribution of traces and samples to be used for each point's computation.
Typically we set Lt to be the approximated length of the wavelet g[k].
This way we ensure estimation of each point relies on sufﬁce temporal information as well as spatial information. We believe RNN ﬁts this task
best because it is able to “remember” both in space and time dimensions.
The solution could be generalized to 3D images R 3D ∈ ℝLr ×J x×J y
using a 3D analysis volume of size Lt × Nx × Ny. The analysis volume
is then deﬁned by Nx, Ny, the number of traces taken into account
along the in-line and cross line axes, and Lt time-depth samples
along the vertical axis. It can be deﬁned to associate with a point in

Fig. 2. A zoom into Fig. 2: (a) Synthetic 2D reﬂectivity section; (b) Estimated 2D reﬂectivity; (c) 2D noise free seismic data.
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Fig. 3. Synthetic 2D recovery results: (a) Synthetic 2D reﬂectivity section; (b) Estimated 2D reﬂectivity, ρR;R^ ¼ 0:74; (c) 2D seismic data (SNR = 5 dB).

its center, or in an asymmetrical manner. In a similar manner to the
2D conﬁguration, for each reﬂectivity output voxel, the analysis
volume would be an instance input to the RNN. Moving the analysis
volume along the 3D observation image produces the entire 3D
estimated reﬂectivity volume.

4. Experimental results
In this section, we provide synthetic and real data examples demonstrating the performance of the proposed technique. To implement the
RNN we used TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015).

Fig. 4. Real data inversion results: (a) Seismic data; (b) Estimated reﬂectivity; (c) Reconstructed seismic data, ρS;S^ ¼ 0:87.
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Fig. 5. Synthetic reﬂectivity and seismic data for RNN training: (a) Synthetic 2D reﬂectivity section of horizontal layers only; (b) 2D seismic data.

4.1. Synthetic data

1. Separability:

First, we constructed a synthetic training and test data sets, simulating a 2D reﬂectivity of size Lr × J = 600 × 800. In other words, the reﬂectivity consists of 800 traces, each of 600 samples, with sampling interval
of Ts = 4ms. We generate each 2D reﬂectivity R according to a MarkovBernoulli random-ﬁeld (MBRF) model, as described in (Ram et al.,
2010). Namely, we model the reﬂectivity as a Bernoulli-Gaussian
process. Assume Q is a matrix of location variables, indicating the position of layers boundaries. Accordingly, qk,j = 1 if a reﬂector exists, and
qk,j = 0 otherwise. In addition the transition matrices T⧸, T−, T⧹ indicate
whether a reﬂector belongs to a layer boundary whose orientation is diagonally ascending, horizontal, or diagonally descending. We denote
⧸
−
⧹
the transition variables as t⧸k,j, t−
k,j, tk,j of the (k, j) positions of T , T , T .
Let p(⋅) denote a probability distribution function, we recall (Ram
et al., 2010) the MBRF has the following properties:



     
⧹
⧸
⧹
−
p t ⧸k; j ; t −
k; j ; t k; j ¼ p t k; j p t k; j p t k; j

2. The jth columns of Q, T⧸, T−, T⧹, are white and Bernoulli distributed
marginally from the rest of the ﬁeld.
3. The Bernoulli distributions has the following parameters


λ ¼ p qk; j ¼ 1 ;


μ − ¼ p t−
k; j ¼ 1 ;



μ ⧸ ¼ p t ⧸k; j ¼ 1


μ ⧹ ¼ p t ⧹k; j ¼ 1

Fig. 6. Synthetic reﬂectivity and seismic data for RNN training: (a) Synthetic 2D reﬂectivity section of horizontal layers and two apparent faults; (b) 2D seismic data.
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Fig. 7. Real data inversion results: (a)–(b) Estimated reﬂectivity when RNN is trained with the horizontal layers only, and corresponding reconstructed seismic data, ρS;^S ¼ 0:77;
(c)–(d) Estimated reﬂectivity when RNN is trained with the horizontal layers and two faults, and corresponding reconstructed seismic data, ρS;S^ ¼ 0:88; (e)–(f) Estimated reﬂectivity
by 3D time-variant deconvolution (Pereg et al., 2019), and corresponding reconstructed seismic data, ρS;S^ ¼ 0:91.
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analysis patches, it entails low complexity and is able to deconvolve
the entire image in less than a minute. Generally speaking, the method
is fast and efﬁcient and therefore is suitable to large volumes of data. The
proposed method could be easily extended to 3D seismic images, or
other imaging data, such as: ultrasound imaging.
We conducted various experiments with the proposed system, with
different parameters, which have led us to the following conclusions.

4. The probability for discontinuities along layers is given by


⧹
ε ¼ p qk; j ¼ 1jt ⧸k; j ¼ 0; t −
k; j ¼ 0; t k; j ¼ 0
5. λ is related to {μ⧸,μ−, μ⧹, ε} by




λ ¼ 1− 1−μ ⧸ ð1−μ − Þ 1−μ ⧹ ð1−εÞ
representing the sparsity of the expected reﬂectivity.
We generate reﬂectivity images with {μ⧸ = μ⧹ = 0.016, μ− = 0.066,
ε = 0.0005, λ = 0.0961}. A test reﬂectivity image is depicted in Fig. 1(a).
Then, we build the seismic data as described in (2). The simulated seismic data is shown in Fig. 1(c). In our experiments we assume an initial
source waveform g(t) deﬁned as the real-valued Ricker wavelet
g ðt Þ ¼

1
1− ω20 t 2
2

1
exp − ω20 t 2
4

ð12Þ

ω0 is the most energetic (dominant) radial frequency (Wang, 2015),
that plays a role of a scaling parameter, determining the width of the
pulse. In this example the initial wavelet was a Ricker wavelet with
ω0 = 50π, i.e., 25Hz, which is relatively a broad wavelet, so that the inversion process would be relatively more challenging. The number of
traces taken into account in RNN's prediction for each pixel outcome
is N = 3, and Lt = 30, in a symmetrical manner such that nL = nR =
1. In this case, training converges after 93,700 iterations with learning
rate of 0.0001. Fig. 1(b) presents the estimated reﬂectivity image
using the trained net. To asses the accuracy of the results we calculate
the correlation coefﬁcient between the ground truth known synthetic
reﬂectivity image to the predicted reﬂectivity,
ρRR
^ ¼

^rTcs rcs
k^rcs k2 krcs k2

where rcs and ^rcs are column-stack vectors of the reﬂectivity images R

^ respectively, and ∥ ⋅ ∥2 is the ‘2 norm. The correlation coefﬁcient,
and R
between the original reﬂectivity and the estimated reﬂectivity, achieved
by RNN deconvolution is ρR;R^ ¼ 0:96, indicating promising expected
performance of the RNN in this task. A zoom-into this example is
depicted in Fig. 2.
To evaluate the recovery in noisy environment we added white
Gaussian noise. Fig. 3(c) presents seismic data with SNR=5dB. The net
was trained with noisy data with the same SNR level. The source reﬂectivity and the predicted reﬂectivity are shown in Fig. 3(a),
(b) respectively. The correlation coefﬁcient in this case is ρR;R^ ¼ 0:74.
As can be seen in both examples, we used large images of considerable complex structure. Since the net is designed to process small

1. The accuracy of the prediction is insensitive to the exact sparsity of the
training set, as long as the net has been trained with enough examples of different data patterns in an analysis patch, and that the
data is sparse.
2. In contrast, the accuracy of the prediction is highly sensitive to correct choice of the wavelet's scaling parameter ω0 for the training
data. The wavelet's dominant frequency ω0 can be estimated directly
from the seismic data via spectral estimation (Zhang and Ulrych,
2002). Inaccurate choice of ω0 results in degraded results.
3. Experimental results imply that the optimal choice for Lt is the
approximated length of the corresponding wavelet.
4. Increasing the sampling rate Fs leads to degraded results as well,
usually with many false spikes adjacent to each true spike location.
Possible reasons can be due to higher computational complexity or
“information overload” that tends to “confuse” the net. Essentially,
any supervised learning method aims to capture the relevant information from each input variable and efﬁciently represent it in the
output label. Information theoretic concept of data processing
inequality (Cover and Thomas, 2006) reminds us that by processing
the input, the network is only able to extract information. It is impossible for the net to create new information. Increasing the sampling
rate, assuming that the network is able to recover higher frequencies
that were mitigated during the waves propagation, data acquisition
and imaging, is an unreasonable assumption, and therefore leads to
degraded results.
5. Similarly, training with lower SNR levels or seismic data with attenuation according to Q earth model (see (Pereg and Cohen, 2017; Pereg
et al., 2019)), does not lead to increased performance. The net is
unable to learn the different patterns of a set of non-stationary wavelets corresponding to each reﬂector location (see (Pereg and Cohen,
2017)), as well as how to ignore noise interferences.
6. The number of traces along the spatial dimension N, in the analysis
patch is user-dependent and can be determined according to the required resolution, the inline-spacing, and the type of geological features that is of interest to the interpreter. Increasing N, the number
of neighboring traces taken into account, decreases the sensitivity
to noise at the expense of decreasing the sensitivity to small-scale
discontinuities.
4.2. Real data
We applied the proposed method, to real seismic data from a small
land 3D survey (courtesy of GeoEnergy Inc., TX). The time interval is

Fig. 8. A zoom into Fig. 8: (a) Estimated reﬂectivity by 3D time-variant deconvolution (Pereg et al., 2019); (b) Estimated reﬂectivity by RNN trained with horizontal layers and faults.
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4 ms; inline and cross line trace spacing is 25 m. A small sub-image with
inline distance of 10 km (401 traces) is used for demonstration. Each
trace is 1.476 s in duration (369 samples). Fig. 4(a) shows a vertical
cross section through the seismic data. As can be seen, the data chosen
is non-stationary and of complex structure with multiple faults.
Assuming an initial Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 50π (25Hz). The recovered reﬂectivity using an RNN of 1000 neurons, with an analysis patch of
size 30 × 3 is shown in Fig. 4(b). Essentially, each reﬂectivity pixel is recovered by taking into consideration its relations to neighboring pixel:
Lt − 1 preceding pixels of the same trace (spatial location) and 2Lt pixels
from two neighboring traces - preceding and subsequent (in space).
Here, training data is synthetic data only. By conducting various experiments we have reached to the conclusion that training based on
real data labeled by another algorithm, or combining both synthetic
and real data leads to degraded results. In this example, we used for
training simulated data with similar attributes as the data shown in
Fig. 3. As mentioned before, estimating ω0 accurately is of extreme importance. The seismic data reconstructed from the estimated reﬂectivity
is shown in Fig. 4(c). We assume the given seismic data is noise-free.
Since the ground truth is unknown, in order to evaluate the results in
real data we build an estimated seismic data from the predicted reﬂec^ ¼ GR,
^ and then ﬁnd the correlation coeftivity. Namely, we compute S
ﬁcient between the reconstructed data to the given seismic data. In this
example we have ρS;S^ ¼ 0:87.
In order to analyze the net, and in hope of getting a better understanding of the net's learning process, we conducted the following experiment. We trained a net of 1000 neurons as described above, with a
synthetic 2D reﬂectivity of size 248 × 30 of horizontal layers only, as
depicted in Fig. 5. Then we tested the net with the same seismic data illustrated in Fig. 4(a). The recovered reﬂectivity and the reconstructed
data are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) respectively. In this test the
net achieved a score of ρS;^S ¼ 0:77. Then, we trained the net with a synthetic data set, simulating 2D reﬂectivity with two apparent faults - one
vertical fault, and one diagonal fault, as depicted in Fig. 6. The training reﬂectivity consists of 30 traces, each of 128 samples, with sampling interval of Ts = 4ms. We tested again for the real data. Results are shown in
Fig. 7(c) and (d). In this test we got ρS;^S ¼ 0:88. Fig. 7(e) and (f) present
an estimated reﬂectivity of this seismic data section using recent 3D
time-variant seismic deconvolution algorithm (Pereg et al., 2019), and
the corresponding reconstructed data which achieved ρS;^S ¼ 0:91 .
Fig. 8: shows a zoom into the reﬂectivity sections in time range 0.3–0.7 s.
Visually examining these reﬂectivity sections and taking into account the qualitative correlation score, it can be postulated that 77% of
the information needed for the net to correctly estimate seismic reﬂections resides in its ability “to see” zero dip reﬂections (horizontal
layers). Moreover, learning only two types more of possible structures
- horizontal and diagonal faults, the estimated reﬂectivity exceeds the
reﬂectivity achieved by training with complex structure, implying that
applying more complex scenarios during training only “confuses” the
net. Not only that, but when comparing to other novel time-invariant
deconvolution algorithm, in spite of quantitative slightly lower score
(correlation of 0.88 vs. 0.91), we can see that layer boundaries in the
RNN's estimate are distinct and smooth. Both structural features (such
as faults) and stratigraphic features (such as channels) can be observed
in the images. Also, the reconstructed seismic data ﬁts to the original
given observation. These results are interesting because we would
have expected that by training only with simple horizontal layers and
simple faults, we would be underﬁtting the system. One would expect
the model to be too simple for the net to be able to learn the underlying
complex structures of the data. But comparing with training with complex structure, or in comparison to time-invariant deconvolution (Pereg
et al., 2019), we observe more details in the RNN's estimate when
trained with horizontal layers and faults. Yet, estimation does deteriorate in deeper layers due to attenuation and dispersion effects, which
are not taken into account by the RNN.

9

Implementation of the above method entails low computational
complexity. Training and evaluation were run on a standard workstation equipped with 32 GB of memory, an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 6850 K CPU @ 3.60 GHz, and a NVidia GP102 GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
GPU, with 12 GB of video memory. Network training for the last example converges after 17,000 iterations in 10 min only, and the net could
be easily applicable to large volumes of data and can be adequate for
real-time applications.
5. Conclusions
Recent advances in seismic acquisition has lead to a growing demand to process large amounts of 3D seismic data, in an attempt to provide high resolution subsurface images. Numerous algorithms were
developed in an effort to address this problem, but further progress is
still necessary. Current methods are often able to produce high-quality
images usually depending on correct estimation of many parameters
and in the expense of heavy computational burden.
In this work, we have presented a multichannel seismic
deconvolution method based on the use of RNN. Namely, the RNN is designed to map a patch of seismic data into a point in the super-resolved
reﬂectivity by learning spatial and temporal connections between close
data samples. The performance of our method is demonstrated via experiments with both synthetic and real data. We also presented advantages and disadvantages comparing with recent 3D time-variant
deconvolution method. Interestingly, experimental results imply that
training using synthetic data of simple structure is superior to training
using real data results of other algorithms, complex synthetic data, or
a combination of both. Moreover, we do not assume any speciﬁc prior
regarding the structure of the data. In addition, we have discussed the
effect of several characteristics of the data, such as: sparsity, sampling
rate and the wavelet's dominant frequency, on the predicted reﬂectivity. The proposed method is fast and efﬁcient. Therefore, it can be applicable to 3D seismic data as well as other imaging data, such as medical
ultrasound imaging.
Future research in exploration seismology can adapt the algorithm
to handle non-constant Q layers model, and perhaps explore the use
of discontinuity measures and different wavelets in the learning process. A blind or semi-blind deconvolution solution can also be investigated. In terms of the RNN's implementation considering skipping
connections (Orhan and Pitkow, 2017), and using dropout (Srivastava
et al., 2014) to avoid overﬁtting can also be studied.
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a b s t r a c t
We present a new efﬁcient method to perform prestack time migration velocity analysis (MVA) of seismic data
based on recurrent neural nets (RNNs). We assume that there exits a mapping from each local data subvolume,
which we term an analysis volume, to each single velocity point value in space. Under this hypothesis, as RNNs
are capable of learning structural information both in time and in space, we propose designing a net that can
learn this mapping, and exploit it to produce the entire root-mean-square (rms) velocity ﬁeld. The performance
of the method is evaluated via real data experimental results in comparison to existing technique for MVA. We
present different aspects of the system's behavior with various training and testing scenarios and discuss potential advantages and disadvantages. We also recast the same RNN to learn and automate migration velocity picking from constant velocity migration (CVM) panels and compare real data results for this alternative. Our
approach is extremely efﬁcient in terms of computational complexity and running time, and therefore can be potentially applied to large volumes of three-dimensional (3D) seismic data, and signiﬁcantly reduce work load. An
extension to four-dimensional (4D) data is also possible.
© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A fundamental task in exploration seismology is the visualization of
earth internal structure. Seismic imaging enables us to see into the subsurface earth layers, and examine speciﬁc geological structures (e.g.
layers, channels, traps and faults), which in turn facilitates exploration
of mineral deposits and energy sources (Berkhout, 1986), harvesting
of geological information for engineering, geothermal energy surveys,
risk assessment of tsunamis, and more.
One of the major challenges in seismic imaging is to improve image
resolution. Resolution limits are inherently determined by the wave
length, thus, by diffraction. In seismic data time processing, there are
three basic stages executed in a varying order: migration, stacking and
deconvolution (Biondi, 2006; Sheriff and Geldart, 1983; Öz Yilmaz
et al., 2001). Seismic migration focuses the data, collapses diffraction
curves, and positions the dipping reﬂectors in their true locations.
Accurate migration and interpretation of seismic data requires
knowledge of the velocity of the propagating waves at all points along
the reﬂection paths. In order to perform migration correctly, and produce the image at depth, reliable estimation of the velocity of the propagating waves is essential. In fact, estimating 3D velocity is considered
as one of the most important problems in exploration geophysics
⁎ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: deborahp@campus.technion.ac.il (D. Pereg).

(Sava and Biondi, 2004). Furthermore, despite rapid technological progress, some stages in migration are still currently done manually, which
makes the entire process very slow, especially when dealing with
huge datasets.
Generally speaking, standard prestack time migration velocity analysis (MVA) (Biondi, 2006; Sheriff and Geldart, 1983; Öz Yilmaz et al.,
2001) is an iterative process of two main stages: (1) A decimated
dataset is imaged by prestack migration. (2) Velocity model is updated
based on some cost function, such as semblance along the offset axis.
The most efﬁcient prestack time MVA is accomplished by employing
constant migration velocity volumes (CVM) (Öz Yilmaz et al., 2001).
MVA is considered as one of the most signiﬁcant and time-consuming
stages in geophysical data processing. Errors in this stage result in critical deterioration of the produced subsurface image, especially at depth.
Nowadays seismic acquisition concentrates more on 3D data, and
the amount of data is rapidly growing. Unfortunately, prestack time migration velocity analysis and picking methods are time consuming. Recently, deep learning (DL) methods achieved remarkable results in
many tasks in signal processing and image processing. In exploration
seismology, learning methods were successfully employed to various
tasks. Calderón-Maciás et al. (1998) proposed the use of feedforward
neural network (FNN) for normal moveout (NMO) velocity estimation.
Artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs) were also employed to automate ﬁrst
arrival picking (see e.g. Murat and Rudman (1992) McCormack and
Rock (1993); Kahrizi and Hashemi (2014); Mężyk and Malinowski
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(2019)). Hollander et al. (2018) proposed the use of convolutional neural nets (CNNs) to this task as well. These techniques can be separated
into two main categories: Computing an attribute of the data and then
feeding it into a net, which is then used for classiﬁcation; as opposed
to feeding patches of the data directly into a neural net that is in charge
of both extracting the relevant features from the data, and then classifying it accordingly. Moreover, in Pereg et al. (2020) we propose the use of
recurrent neural nets (RNNs) for deconvolution of seismic data, achieving impressive results.
Attempts have been made to apply DL methods to seismic velocity
estimation as well. Fish and Kusuma (1994) explored velocity picking
automation by using a neural net trying to imitate the human process,
requiring picked velocities to be associated with semblance peaks.
RNNs were also successfully used to estimate stacking velocity directly
from seismic data for NMO correction by Biswas et al. (2018). Furthermore, Li et al. (2019) proposed a method to build a seismic velocity
model from seismic data via DNNs.
Application of neural networks to seismic interpretation was also
explored. For example, Dorrington and Link (2004) suggested to incorporate a neural net in a genetic algorithm in an attempt to ﬁnd optimal
seismic attributes for well-log prediction; Araya-Polo et al. (2017) and
Zhang et al. (2014) proposed to automate fault detection from seismic
data before migration by using CNNs; Wang et al. (2018) proposed
the use of CNNs for detection of salt dome boundaries. In addition,
Kumar and Sain (2018) and Kumar et al. (2019a, 2019b, 2019c) proposed automated techniques for enhancing interpretation of faults,
magmatic sills, ﬂuid migrations and buried volcanic systems from seismic data. Also, Haris et al. (2017, 2018) propose to employ neural nets
to seismic data, for learning of sonic properties, and for pore pressure
prediction.
In this paper, our primary purpose is to develop an automated fast
and efﬁcient technique for prestack seismic time migration velocity
analysis. To this end, we suggest that there exists a mapping from
each subvolume of seismic data to each single velocity point value in
space. Moreover, we postulate that a neural net can learn this mapping,
using a relatively small subset of the data for training. We presume that
RNN is the most equipped for this task, since it incorporates information
of both spatial and temporal relations in the data. We assume that the
mapping from each analysis volume to a velocity point value is the
same for the sake of simplicity. In other words, the data is assumed to
be stationary. In practice this presumption is not completely true, but,
as will be described, this simpliﬁcation is essential for analyzing the
major concepts of this line of research and for evaluation of its competence. In addition, we also propose to adjust the application of an RNN
to migration velocity picking from CVM panels, and compare real data
results of the two suggested approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide background for Kirchhoff migration, MVA and RNNs. In Section 3, we describe the proposed method for MVA using RNN. Section 4 presents
experimental real data results. In Section 5, we apply the proposed
method to automated migration velocity picking using CVM panels.
Lastly in Section 6 we summarize and discuss further research
directions.

2.2. Kirchhoff migration
Consider a source-receiver with zero offset and a dipping reﬂector.
The recorded data before migration is plotted vertically below the
source-receiver. However, the reﬂection could have originated from
anywhere along the surface of points with the same reﬂection time, a
semicircle - in the case of constant velocity. If we plot a few semicircles
for a few recorded traces we can see that they constructively interfere to
create a dipping reﬂector in the correct location. Migration algorithms of
this type are often referred to as spraying methods.
In the case of non-zero source-receiver offset, a reﬂection time 2T
observed at the receiver corresponds to a reﬂection from a surface
that is tangential at some point to the “surface of equal reﬂection
times” (Hagedoorn, 1954). Namely, each point on the surface of equal
reﬂection times is an intersection of wavefronts surfaces at times
T + t from the source, and wavefront surfaces at times T − t from the
receiver, for all values of t. Hence, to an observer at the receiver, the
true location of the reﬂector on this surface is ambiguous. It is worth
mentioning that in his work Hagedoorn (1954) refers to the surfaces
of equal reﬂection times as “the surfaces of maximum observable concavity”, because, due to practical considerations, when each point results in a vertically plotted point, a reﬂecting surface cannot be more
concave then a surface of equal reﬂection times.
Let us denote the vertical depth axis as z, where z = 0 is the ground
surface, and (x, y) are the location coordinates along the horizontal directions perpendicular to z. Each point on a reﬂector produces a diffraction curve in the gather image (Hagedoorn, 1954). As known, in a
constant velocity case, the diffraction curve is a hyperbola. The correct
location of the point would be at the apex of the hyperbola. In other
words, suppose a point reﬂector at location (x0, z0), where (x, z) are
the location coordinates along a 2D section of the ground. When the
point source “explodes” at t = 0 the data recorded at a geophone on
ground, i.e., at z = 0, as a function of a location x at traveltime t is an impulsive signal (a reﬂection) along a trajectory t 2 ¼

ðx−x0 Þ2 þz20
V2

, where V is a

constant acoustic wave velocity. According to the principle of Huygens,
a line, which can be treated as a sequence of points, produces a superposition of hyperbolas. In other words, a reﬂector is treated as a sequence
of closely spaced diffracting points. Eventually, the recorded data is a superposition of all hyperbolic arrivals. If we were to perform migration
manually, we would have plotted the diffraction curves for each
unmigrated point and slide them along the unmigrated image until
the best tangential ﬁtted. In the migrated data, the reﬂector is positioned at the apex of the diffraction curve tangent to the wavefront
passing through the apex point. Namely, the diffraction curve collapses
to its apex.
Practically, in order to perform migration, we solve the wave equation. Different types of migration methods solve the wave equation in
different ways. In many cases, prestack migration is performed using
Kirchoff method (Schneider, 1978; Biondi, 2006). Assume the source
is located at s = (xs, ys), and the receiver is located at g = (xg, yg). The
data coordinates expressed in terms of source-receiver coordinates are
called ﬁeld coordinates, as opposed to midpoint-offset coordinates
(m, h) deﬁned as:

gþs
g−s
:
m¼
,h ¼
2
2

2. Background and related work
Starting with the scalar wave equation
2.1. Seismic migration
In seismic imaging (Biondi, 2006; Sheriff and Geldart, 1983), migration is a process designed to relocate the reﬂectors to their true location.
Migration is applied to correct the position of the reﬂectors and focus
the data to produce a subsurface image. In other words, given the vertically plotted points, migration is the procedure of ﬁnding the true
reﬂecting surfaces (Schneider, 1978; Hagedoorn, 1954).

2

∇2 P ¼

1
∂ P
,
v2 ðx, y, zÞ ∂t 2

ð1Þ

where P(x, y, z; t) is the pressure waveﬁeld propagating in a medium
with velocity v(x, y, z). In our case, we have a homogenous wave equation with inhomogeneous boundary conditions, since there are no real
sources in the subsurface image, only reﬂectors and scatterers. Namely,
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P(x0, y0,z0; t0) is the observed seismic data, and U(x, y, z) ≜ P(x, y, z; t = 0)
is the migrated image.
The general form of Kirchhoff migration is given by
Z
U ðrÞ ¼
W ðr, m, hÞDðt ¼ t D ðr, m, hÞ, m, hÞdmdh,
ð2Þ

migrated images are computed by analytically computing the time delay function using the average velocity estimated at each image location.
Namely,

Ωr

where r = (x, y, z) is a location in the 3D space, D(t = tD, m, h) are the
data values recorded at time tD(r,m, h) and weighted by a factor W(r, m,
h). The total time delay tD(r,m,h) is the time accumulated as the reﬂections propagate from the source to the image point and back to the surface to be recorded at the receiver position. The integration domain Ωr is
the migration aperture. The summation domain does not include the
whole input space; it is bounded to a region centered around the location r in the midpoint m plane. The summation domain affects the dip
limits and the computational cost of the migration procedure. Deriving
the weights W(r, m, h) is a complicated task. We refer the reader to
Cohen and Bleistein (1979); Beylkin (1985); Schleicher et al. (1993)
for further details.
In practice, prestack data are recorded on a discrete set of points.
Therefore, the integral in (2) is approximated with a ﬁnite sum
U ðrÞ≈ ∑ W ðr, mi , hi ÞDðt ¼ t D ðr, mi , hi Þ, mi , hi Þ:
i∈Ωr

ð3Þ

There are two types of algorithms implementing the summation:
Gathering methods and spraying methods. Gathering methods assemble the contributions of all input traces within the migration aperture
for each image point, while spraying methods spray the data of the
input traces over all image points within the migration aperture.
Assuming constant velocity, the time delays deﬁne a family of summation surfaces
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
z2 þ jðx, yÞ−m þ hj
z2 þ jðx, yÞ−m−hj
t D ðx, y, z, m, hÞ ¼
þ
: ð4Þ
V
V
When the velocity is not constant, the summation surfaces have
more complex shapes, computed numerically through a complex velocity function. All methods solve the Eikonal equation, that is, an approximation of the wave equation (Bleinstein, 1984).
When velocity changes slowly in the horizontal direction, we can approximate the time delay functions in (4) using root-means-square
(rms) velocity Vrms instead of a constant velocity. The average velocity
Vrms related to a speciﬁc raypath is deﬁned as
Rt
V 2rms ¼

2
0 v ðt Þdt
,
Rt
0 dt

ð5Þ

where t is the time required for the wave to traverse the path. The rms
velocity Vrms is tied to the interval velocity function vðτÞ, i.e., the average
velocity over some travel path, by the Dix formula (Dix, 1955). In a layered medium,
v2 ðτi Þ ¼

τi V 2rms ðτ i Þ−τ i−1 V 2rms ðτ i−1 Þ
,
Δτ i

ð6Þ

where Δτi is the time thickness of the ith layer, vðτ i Þ is the interval velocity within the ith layer, τi and τi−1 are the corresponding two-way
zero-offset times of the layer boundaries, and Vrms(τi) and Vrms(τi−1)
are the corresponding rms velocities. Conversely,
N

V 2rms ðτN Þ ¼

∑i¼1 v2 ðτ i ÞΔτ i
N

∑i¼1 Δτ i

,

ð7Þ

where τN = ∑iτi is the total two-way traveltime to the bottom of the
N’th layer. It is worth mentioning that the names time migration and
depth migration do not refer to the vertical axis of the image. Time

3

t D ðx, y, z, m, hÞ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
z2 þ jðx, yÞ−m þ hj
V rms ðx, y, zÞ

þ

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
z2 þ jðx, yÞ−m−hj
V rms ðx, y, zÞ

: ð8Þ

On the other hand, depth migrated images are computed using the
interval velocity estimated at every point in the subsurface.
2.3. Migration velocity analysis
Clearly, accurate interpretation of seismic data requires knowledge
of the velocity at all points along the reﬂection paths. In order to perform migration correctly, and produce the image at depth, reliable estimation of the velocity of the propagating waves is needed.
The estimation of velocity from a given seismic data is considered as
an ill-posed inverse problem, because it is not clear whether the data
holds all the necessary information to compute a velocity function
that varies with depth and along the horizontal directions. As a result,
we assume having some prior knowledge, that can be sufﬁcient to deﬁne and solve a constrained problem.
As we stated before, migration focuses the data and assigns reﬂectors to their true locations. Migration velocity analysis (MVA) methods
are velocity-estimation methods that use migrated data to extract kinematic information, which is then used again to migrate the data or perform depth migration. Essentially, MVA is an iterative process of two
stages: (1) Data is imaged by prestack migration; (2) Velocity function
is updated based on the migration results. The accuracy of the velocity
function is determined by measuring the focusing of reﬂections in the
data domain or in the image domain. The most common criterion is
the coherence of the data in common-midpoint (CMP) gathers along
the offset domain after application of normal moveout (NMO) correction. Alternatively, starting with unmigrated data we can generate
CVM panels and extract time slices from the CVMs. For visualization,
we form a super image by placing the CVMs one on top of the other to
yield a volume of migrated data of midpoint, time, and migration velocity axes. Then, for each time slab and each midpoint we pick the maximum event associated with a velocity value, in the same manner as
for maximum semblance picking (Öz Yilmaz et al., 2001). This is commonly done by picking structurally consistent horizon strands of the
highest amplitude along the midpoint direction from the CVM panels.
The corresponding velocities of all time strands form the rms velocity
ﬁeld. This process can be repeated to improve the velocity estimation
results.
2.4. Recurrent neural net
In classic feed forward networks (FNNs) information travels in one
direction, that is - from input to output. In contrast, in a recurrent neural
network (RNN) the nodes of the graph are connected by feedback connections, in addition to the feedforward connections (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997; Géron, 2017), which means the signal also travels
backwards. In other words, at a current state, the output depends on
current inputs, and on outputs at previous states. In a sense, we can
say that the network is able to make decisions that are based also on
the memory of its previous decisions.
Mathematically speaking, let us assume an input sequence x = [x0,
x1, …, xL t−1], and a corresponding output sequence y = [y0, y1,…,yL t−1].
In supervised learning, the RNN forms a map f : x → y, from the input
data to its labels or to a predicted function. The output of the net at
time step t is deﬁned as
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Fig. 1. Real seismic data: (a) CMP gather with 71 offsets; (b) common offset gather with 700 CMP traces.

Fig. 2. Migration velocities: (a) picked velocities used as ground truth; (b) predicted single channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 25% training; (c) predicted single channel velocities, Nm = 1
with 50% training; (d) predicted multichannel velocities, Nm = 3, with 25% training.
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Fig. 3. Percentage error: (a) predicted single-channel velocities, Nm = 1 with 25% training; (b) predicted single channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 50% training; (c) predicted multichannel
velocities, Nm = 3, with 25% training.



yt ¼ σ WTxy xt þ WTyy yt−1 þ b ,

ð9Þ

where σ is an activation function, Wxy and Wyy are weight matrices and
b is the bias vector. We assume that at time step t = 0 previous outputs
are zero. The function σ can be one of the known activation functions,
for example: Sigmoid, rectiﬁed linear units (ReLU) and hyperbolic tangent. In our implementation we use the ReLU activation function,
ReLU(z) = max {0, z}. Only one layer of recurrent neurons is employed
for this task, but multiple layers can be employed to form a deep neural
network.
Let us denote ni as the number of inputs at time step t, namely xt is of
size ni × 1, and nn as a predetermined number of neurons in an RNN cell.
Clearly Wxy is of size ni × nn, and Wyy is of size nn × nn. Practically, during
training, at each iteration the weights are updated for multiple instance
sequences of data referred to as a mini-batch. Suppose we have m instances in a mini-batch, then the output can be simply written as


Yt ¼ σ Xt WTxy þ Yt−1 WTyy þ b ,
ð10Þ
where Yt is of size m × nn, and Xt is of size m × ni.
Clearly, it follows that the output at time step t depends on outputs
of previous time steps. Hence, as mentioned, it is said that the RNN has
memory. Essentially, the RNN absorbs a time-series input and produces
a time-series output. Due to this property RNNs are often used in applications that require processing of time related signals, or to predict future outcomes.
At this stage, the output yt of each recurrent neuron cell is of size
nn × 1. To ﬁt the size of the output to our purpose, we wrap the cell
with a fully connected layer with the desired ﬁnal output zt ∈ ℝ1×M,
such that
zt ¼ FCðyt Þ:

ð11Þ

Let us denote by Z ∈ ℝLt×M the matrix of predicted outputs, that is the
concatenation of the output vectors zt, t = 0, 1, …, Lt − 1 as columns,
and deﬁne the weights matrices and the bias as θ = {Wxy, Wyy, b}. In
our application, the loss function is the mean squared error of the prebi are the exdicted output and the expected output. Suppose Zi and Z
pected output during training and current system's output,
respectively, for input sequence xi, and denote the error matrix as
bi .
Ei ¼ Zi −Z
J ðθÞ ¼

1 m  T 
∑ tr Ei Ei ,
mMLt i¼1

ð12Þ

where superscript T denotes the transpose of a vector or a matrix, and
tr(⋅) denotes the trace of a square matrix. During training, after each forward pass of a mini-batch, the gradient of the loss function is computed
using back-propagation and the weights are updated using Adamoptimization, with a deﬁned learning rate value (Chen, 2016).
3. Seismic MVA using RNN
Let us denote S ∈ ℝLs×Jm×Jo as an observed seismic data with Jm × Jo
traces of Ls time samples along the midpoint and offset directions. In addition, we denote the ground truth prestack time migration velocity
b ∈ RLs J m . Note
ﬁeld as V ∈ ℝLs×Jm, and the predicted velocity ﬁeld as V
that we do not assume any speciﬁc prior regarding the structure of
the data.
Deﬁnition 1 (Analysis volume): We deﬁne an analysis volume as a 3D
volume of size Lt × Nm × No enclosing Lt time (depth) samples of Nm × No
consecutive traces of the observed seismic data S. In other words,
we deﬁne a subvolume of the data, that consists of a time window of
Lt samples, of No offset channels corresponding to Nm CMPs. Assume
{nm, L, nm, R ∈ ℕ : nm, L + nm, R = Nm − 1}, then the analysis volume associated with a point at time (depth) k at CMP index m is
0
Ak,m

B
¼@

e
Sk−Lt þ1,m−nm,L

... e
Sk−Lt þ1,mþnm,R

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
e
Sk,mþnm,R
Sk,m−nm,L . . . e

1
C
A,

ð13Þ

where we deﬁne
h
i
e
Sk,m ¼ Sk,m,nZO −no,L , . . . , Sk,m,nZO þno,R
as a section of No offsets of the data, {no, L, no, R ∈ ℕ : no, L + no, R = No − 1},
and nZO is the zero-offset index. Notice that each analysis volume must
be normalized to have zero mean and unit variance, to ensure that all inputs belong to the same probability distribution.
An analysis volume Ak,m is associated with a velocity ﬁeld point Vk,m.
In order to ﬁnd a velocity value Vk,m, we deﬁne the input to the RNN as
x ¼ Ak,m :

ð14Þ

Accordingly, each time step input is a data section of Nm × No neighboring data points at the corresponding time (depth). Namely, for this
application ni = NmNo and
h
iT
xt ¼ e
St,m−nm,L , . . . , e
St,mþnm,R :

ð15Þ
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Fig. 4. Migration velocities - zoom into Fig. 2: (a) picked velocities used as ground truth; (b) predicted single channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 25% training; (c) predicted single channel
velocities, Nm = 1 with 50% training.

During training, the output vector zt is set to one expected velocity
value (M = 1), such that Z is the corresponding velocity segment,

T
Z ¼ Vk−ðLt −1Þ,m , . . . , Vk,m :

ð16Þ

Lastly, we ignore the ﬁrst Lt − 1 values of the output Z and set the
predicted velocity point value as the last one, i.e.,
e k,m ¼ zL :
V
t

ð17Þ

The analysis volume moves through the seismic data and produces
all expected velocity point values in the same manner. Each analysis volume, corresponding to a velocity segment, forms an instance of the net.
The size and shape of the analysis volume deﬁnes the geometrical distribution of traces and samples to be used for each point's computation.
The time window Lt is approximated considering the sampling rate
and the sub-terrain characteristics to ensure that estimation of each
point relies on sufﬁce temporal information as well as spatial
information.
e ∈ RLs J m is ﬁltered by a Gaussian 2D ﬁlter
The 2D output of the net V
H ∈ ℝNG×NG to yield the ﬁnal predicted rms velocity ﬁeld,

b k,m ¼ ∑Hn,l V
e k−n,m−l
V

ð18Þ

n, l

The solution could be generalized to 3D surveys with V3D ∈ ℝLs×Jm x×Jm y
using a 4D analysis volumes of size Lt × Nm x × Nm y × No. The analysis
volume is then deﬁned by Nm x and Nm y, the number of traces taken
into account along the midpoint axes, No the number of offsets, and Lt
time-depth samples along the vertical axis. It can be deﬁned to associate
with a point in its center, or in an asymmetrical manner. In a similar
manner to the 2D conﬁguration, for each velocity output point, the analysis 4D volume would be an instance input to the RNN. Moving the analysis volume along the 4D observation seismic data produces the entire
3D estimated rms velocity volume.
4. Real data results
In this section, we provide real data examples demonstrating the
performance of the proposed technique. To implement the RNN we
used TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015).
We apply the proposed method, to real seismic data from prestack
2D land vibroseis data provided by Geoﬁzyka Torum Sp. Z.o.o Poland
available in the public domain. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show a horizontal

Fig. 5. Migration velocities for CMP index m = 50: (a) observed velocities vs. predicted single channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 25% training; (b) observed velocities vs. predicted single
channel velocities, Nm = 1 with 50% training.
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Fig. 6. Quality Control (QC) plots: (a) A super-gather for the CDP range 2300–2320 after application of NMO correction with the rms picked velocities. (b) Semblance values for rms
migration velocities ranging from 1350 m/s to 5000 m/s. The picked velocities are marked with an x sign. The computed interval velocity is drawn with a solid black line to the right of
the migration velocity picks.

slice and a vertical cross section through the seismic data, respectively.
In order to avoid dead traces, we used 700 CDPs for demonstration.
There are 71 offsets for each gather with offset total distance of 7 km.
Each trace is 2.4 s in duration (600 samples). The time interval is
4 ms; offset spacing is 100 m; midpoint spacing is 125 m.
Migration velocity analysis was done by picking velocities from constant velocity migration gathers with 71 constant velocity panels, with
velocities ranging from 1500 m/s to 5000 m/s. The picked migration velocities provided by GeoEnergy are depicted in Fig. 2(a). As can be seen,
velocities in the region of interest are ranging between 2300 m/s and
4000 m/s. Since ground truth is unknown, for the sake of proof of concept, these velocities are treated as ground truth. The data is divided
to a training set and a testing set such that 25% to 50% of the CMPs are

allocated for training and the rest is used for testing. As a ﬁgure of
merit we used the percentage error deﬁned as
Ek,m ¼

b k,m j
jVk,m −V
 100%:
Vk,m

Figs. 2(b), (c) show the results using one CMP for prediction, namely
Nm = 1, with 25% and 50% training data, respectively. Window size of
Lt = 100 time samples, and No = 71. Figs. 3(a), (b) plot the corresponding percentage error. As can be seen, the error is relatively low. Visually
examining the estimated velocity and the percentage error, we observe
that the predicted outcome generally ﬁts the velocity ﬁeld range and
structure. On the other hand, the patterns lack some smoothness,

Fig. 7. Quality Control (QC) plots: (a) Migration stack of the supergather for the CDP range 2300–2320 for different velocities. (b) Semblance values for rms velocities. The migration
velocities used for (a) are marked with a black solid line.
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Fig. 8. Real seismic CVM panels: (a) a cross section at CDP index m = 500; (b) a cross section at a constant velocity of 4000 m/s.

since the relations between neighboring points along the midpoint direction are lost, as each CMP is processed separately. The error increases
with depth, implying that the mapping between the seismic data to the
velocity ﬁeld may not be stationary as presumed. The experimental results afﬁrm the intuitive assumption that as the percentage of data used
for testing is larger, the percentage error is smaller. A zoom-into this example is depicted in Fig. 4. Figs. 5(a), (b) present the picked velocities,
and the predicted velocities for CMP of index m = 50.
Fig. 2(d) shows the results using 3 CMPs for prediction, namely
Nm = 3 and nm, L = nm, R = 1, with an analysis volume of size
100 × 3 × 71. In other words, the velocity at each point is calculated taking into account the time window of the seismic data at the same CMP,
and also at the preceding and at the consequent CMPs. The percentage
error for this experiment is depicted in Fig. 3(c). As can be seen, in
this example, increasing Nm, the number of CMPs in an analysis volume
does not necessarily enhance the results. The size of the analysis cube,
namely the number of offsets and CMPs, and the time window, is user
dependent. Optimal results may vary depending on the data, sampling
rate, offset spacing, midpoint spacing and more.
The proposed method's underlying assumption is that there exists a
mapping f : x → y from the seismic acquired data to the migration velocity ﬁeld, and that this mapping is the same for all analysis volumes
across the seismic data to all velocity estimated points. This assumptions is, of course, controversial. As can be observed the percentage
error deteriorates as we get into deeper layers.
To gain some insight into the challenges of MVA for the dataset we
use in our experiments, we present a few of the quality-control (QC)
preprocessing plots. Fig. 6(a) shows a super-gather for the CDP range
2300–2320 after application of NMO correction with the rms picked velocities. The starting CDP number is 1405 and the CDP number range is
1405–2685. As known, the quality of the picked stacking velocity is
judged from the gather ﬂatness after NMO correction (Öz Yilmaz et al.,
2001). As can be seen, the gather reﬂection events are very ﬂat after
NMO correction. Fig. 6(b) shows the semblance values for rms migration velocities ranging from 1350 m/s to 5000 m/s. The picked velocities
are marked with an x sign. The computed interval velocity is drawn
with a solid black line to the right of the migration velocity picks.
Fig. 7(a) shows the migration stack of the supergather for the CDP
range 2300–2320 for different migration velocities. The most left migrated stack, which has the least coherent signal energy, is the migrated
stack resulting from the use of the most left migration velocity out the
velocities marked with a black solid line in Fig. 7(b). The middle migration stack with the highest coherent signal energy corresponds to the
picked velocity that is the middle velocity among the velocities. Note
that the increasing envelope of the migration velocities with increasing
time (depth) illustrates an increasing uncertainty in migration velocity

picking with depth. Naturally, as we try to look deeper into the ground
the reﬂection area gets smaller. In a sense, the measured sensitivity to
changes recorded in the seismic data decreases with depth, which in
term is expressed in less accurate velocity picking.
Typically, when training a neural net for common image processing
applications, for example, training a classiﬁer, usually about 20% of the
data is used for testing, and the rest (70–80%) is used for training and
validation. Then, the classiﬁer can be applied to any data that is drawn
from the same probability distribution. However, in the case of seismic
MVA, obviously it would be impractical and inapplicable to use 70–80%
of the dataset for training. Also, it is not possible to train a net with seismic data from one survey, and then apply the trained net to seismic data
from a different survey, because we have no guarantee that data from a
different survey is drawn from the same probability distribution. One
can only apply the trained net to the data from the same survey that it
was trained with. Hence, our objective is to train the net with a minimal
percentage of data possible, and then apply the trained net to the rest of
the data. So, in a sense, this is a few-shot learning problem (Fink, 2005).
As shown in Sections 4 and 5, we check the performance of the model,
by comparing the results, with different training percentage, to the
picked velocities used as ground truths.
It should be noted that during DL training, speciﬁcally RNN training,
there can be possible obstacles such as the well-known problems of
vanishing gradients and exploding gradients (Glorot and Bengio,
2010; Géron, 2017). Generally speaking, DNNs tend to suffer from unstable gradients at the training stage. In our case study, in order to overcome these issues, it is recommended to choose Lt time steps that is not
too large. Also, using batch normalization, and the use of a nonsaturating activation function (such as the ReLU function) can mitigate
these issues. Empirically, in our experiments, training was relatively
stable.

5. Migration Velocity Picking using RNN
5.1. Seismic MVA using constant-velocity migration (CVM) panels
In order to pick migration velocities, either manually or by a neural
net, one needs to work with constant velocity migrated gathers. The
CVM volume associated with the data consists of Jv CVM panels, that
is, prestack time migrated images generated by using a range of Jv constant velocities. Let us denote Φ ∈ RLs J m Jv as a CVM volume associated
with an observation seismic signal S ∈ ℝLs×Jm×Jo, with Jm midpoints of Ls
time samples, generated by Jv rms velocities. As before, we denote the
ground truth prestack time migration velocity ﬁeld as V ∈ ℝLs×Jm, and
the predicted velocity ﬁeld as b
V ∈ RLs Jm .
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Fig. 9. MVA based on CVMs results: (a) picked velocities considered as ground truth; (b) predicted single channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 15% training; (c) predicted single channel
velocities, Nm = 1 with 25% training; (d) predicted single channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 50% training; (e) predicted multichannel velocities, Nm = 3, with 25% training.

As previously stated, the rms velocity ﬁeld is commonly built via
picking of maximum amplitude horizon strands from the CVM panels,
along the midpoint-time dimensions, keeping the corresponding velocity strands from the CVM volume. The horizon velocity strands are combined to construct the rms velocity ﬁeld. In other words, the horizon
picking during the constant migration velocity scanning is accomplished by locating the highest amplitudes related to a particular reﬂector that the geophysicist picking the migration velocities, sees in his or
her workstation. This process is computationally demanding, takes a
lot of time and requires manual work.
Now, by considering Φ as a preliminary given data, one can postulate that we merely replaced the given dataset S of coordinates
midpoint-offset-two-way travel time with a dataset of axes midpoint-

rms velocity-two-way zero-offset travel time (at event position after
migration). In other words, we simply replaced the offset axis with
the rms velocity axis. Therefore, we can use an RNN in the same manner
as described in Section 3. Note that we expect improved performance in
this case, since we reduced the burden of the learning task, by
performing part of the velocity analysis process separately. Hereafter,
we shall refer to the horizontal spatial position of the midpoint in the
migrated domain as a constant depth point (CDP).
Deﬁnition 2 (Analysis CVM volume): We deﬁne an analysis CVM volume as a 3D volume of size Lt × Nm × Nv enclosing Lt time (depth) samples of Nm CDPs, where each Lt × Nm × Nv section consists of Nv patches
of the migrated images corresponding to one of Nv constant migration
velocities. Namely, we deﬁne a subvolume of the CVM volume, that
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Fig. 10. Percentage error for MVA based on CVMs: (a) predicted single-channel velocities, Nm = 1 with 15% training; (b) predicted single-channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 25% training;
(c) predicted single-channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 50% training; (d) predicted multichannel velocities, Nm = 3, with 25% training.

consists of a time window of Lt samples, Nm CDPs, generated by Nv velocities. We usually assume that Nv = Jv, such that we take into account
the entire velocity range, but this can be adapted to a partial velocity
range for different depths, which we will leave to further research. We
assume {nm,L, nm,R ∈ ℕ : nm,L + nm,R = Nm − 1} so that the analysis
CVM volume associated with a point at time (depth) k at CDP index m
is deﬁned as
0
Ak,m

B
¼@

e k−L þ1,m−n
Φ
t
m,L

...

⋮

e k−L þ1,mþn
Φ
t
m,R

⋱ ⋮

e k,m−n
Φ
m,L

...

e k,mþn
Φ
m,R

1
C
A,

ð19Þ

e k,m as the corresponding midpoint-time data segwhere we denote Φ
ment over all velocities, i.e.,

e k,m ¼ Φk,m,1 , . . . , Φk,m,J
Φ
v
As before, each analysis volume is normalized to have zero mean and
unit variance.
An analysis CVM volume Ak,m is related to a velocity ﬁeld point Vk,m.
In a similar manner to (14), the input to the RNN is deﬁned as
x ¼ Ak,m :

e t,j−n , . . . , Φ
e t,jþn
xt ¼ Φ
L
R


T
Z ¼ Vk−ðLt −1Þ,m , . . . , Vk,m :

ð22Þ

We ignore the ﬁrst Lt − 1 values of the output Z and keep the last
value as the predicted velocity point value,
e
V k,m ¼ zLt :

ð23Þ

In order to produce all Ls × Jm predicted velocity point values, we
slide the analysis CVM volume through the entire given CVM data. The
time window Lt can be empirically determined while taking into account the sampling rate and the land characteristics. Usually setting
Nm to 1 up to 3 CDPs in sufﬁcient. In cases where the horizontal space
is large it is recommended to limit the number of CDPs in the CVM analysis window to Nm = 1.
Finally, the ﬁltered e
V ∈ RLs J m is computed as
b
V k,m ¼ ∑Hn,l e
V k−n,m−l :

ð24Þ

n, l

ð20Þ

Hence, a time step input is essentially a data section of ni = Nm Jv
CVM values at the corresponding time,
h

Once again, we set the output vector zt to one expected velocity
value (M = 1), such that Z is the corresponding velocity segment,

iT

:

ð21Þ

5.2. Application of RNN to real data CVM velocity picking
We apply the proposed RNN, to the real seismic data presented in
Section 4. Here, we used 1000 CDPs in the migrated domain for demonstration. For each trace we processed 600 time samples (2.4 s in
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Fig. 11. Migration velocities - zoom into Fig. 9; (a) picked velocities used as ground truth; (b) predicted single channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 25% training; (c) predicted multichannel
velocities, Nm = 3 with 25% training;

Fig. 12. PTSM based on CVMs MVA with: (a) picked velocities (courtesy of GeoEnergy); (b) predicted single channel velocities, Nm = 1, with 50% training; (c) predicted multichannel
velocities, Nm = 3, with 25% training.

duration). The time interval is 4 ms; 71 offsets for each gather with offset total distance of 7 km. Offset spacing is 100 m; midpoint spacing is
125 m.
The CVM volume is composed of 71 vertical sections. Each of these
sections corresponds to a constant migration velocity stack with the migration velocities starting at 1500 m/s and ending at 5000 m/s with a
50 m/s increment. Each of the 71 constant migration velocity stack sections has 1000 CDP points (in other words the spatial horizontal dimension is 1000) and 600 temporal samples with a 4 ms sampling rate. Fig. 8
shows the CVM volume associated with the seismic data. Fig. 8
(a) depicts a horizontal slice of the CVM volume, at CDP index m =
500, showing the migrated trace in time versus rms velocity. Fig. 8
(b) shows a vertical slice of the CVM volume at vrms = 4000 m/s, presenting the entire migrated image with one constant velocity.
As before, migration velocity analysis was done by picking velocities
from constant velocity migration gathers with 71 constant velocity
panels, with velocities ranging from 1500 m/s to 5000 m/s (Öz Yilmaz
et al., 2001). The velocity ﬁeld used as ground truth is depicted in
Fig. 9(a). The data is divided to a training set and a testing set such
that 15% to 50% of the CDPs are allocated for training and the rest is
used for testing.
Note that the constant migration velocity increment is very small,
only 50 m/s. If the neural net ﬁnds velocities between the 71 constant
migration velocities (1500 to 5000 m/s with a 50 m/s velocity increment), it does not make any practical difference on the prestack time
migrated stack.
The estimated rms velocities are presented in Fig. 9, for Nm = 1, 3
with different training percentage. Window size of Lt = 100 time

samples, and Nv = 71. A zoom-in image is depicted in Fig. 11. The percentage error for these experiments can be shown in Fig. 10.
As can be observed, estimation based on CVM outperforms the estimation based solely on the seismic data (as presented in Section 4). In
addition, the percentage of training data sufﬁcient for errors smaller
than 5% is signiﬁcantly lower. As expected, increasing the percentage
of data for training, and increasing Nm - the number of CDPs in the
CVM analysis volume, improves the results, both in terms of percentage
error and the structure and smoothness of the estimated velocity image.
Fig. 12 presents the prestack time migration (PTSM) image gathers
generated by Kirchhoff migration, with the picked velocities compared
to two examples of our estimated velocities, with Nm = 1 and 50% training, and Nm = 3 and 25% training. Visually examining the images, the
differences between them can be hardly observed. As can be seen, the
data is focused properly, and the shape and extent of the layers structure is preserved. It is safe to assume that the interpretation of the
data will not be harmed. Hence, we have empirically veriﬁed that in
spite of slight errors in the velocity estimation via the proposed RNN,
comparing to the manually picked velocities, the degradation in the
PTSM produced images is negligible.
Implementation of the above method is of relatively low computational complexity. Training on a standard workstation equipped with
32 GB of memory, an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 - 9700K CPU @ 3.60 GHz,
and an NVidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU, with 12 GB of video memory,
converges after about 12,000 iterations in only 45 min. Whereas, manual velocity picking of the presented data required 8 h of work. Compared to current standard MVA methods, and to other DL training
applications, that can take from days up to weeks, these are remarkable
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results. Therefore, we postulate that the net is adequate for applications
involving large volumes of data.
6. Conclusions
We presented two methods to perform MVA using RNN. To
achieve this goal, we have assumed that there exists a mapping
from each seismic data subvolume to a velocity point value in space.
Hence, we have suggested to build an RNN that will attempt to
learn this mapping, based on a real data training set. Then, the trained
net computes the rest of the unknown velocity ﬁeld. Alternatively, we
have proposed to recast the RNN to learn a mapping from CVM panels
to the velocity ﬁeld.
The robustness of the proposed methods is validated via experimental real data results. We examined the role of the different parameters
involved in the estimation, such as the training percentage of data,
and the size of the analysis volume. As evident in the experimental results, a larger training set signiﬁcantly reduces the percentage error.
Whether there is a sufﬁcient amount of training traces that sufﬁces for
a “good enough” velocity estimation is still an open question. We shall
leave these issues and their theoretical analysis to future work. As expected, qualitative and quantitative assessment verify that velocity estimation from CVM panels is “easier” for the neural net. It is worth noting
that the proposed schemes are designed to be as simple as possible, in
order to make them adequate to handle immense amounts of real seismic data.
Future research can adapt the algorithm to non-stationary layers, incorporating different mappings from the data to different depth areas,
or alternatively implement continual learning (Hsu et al., 2018)
methods to the proposed scheme. In terms of the network architecture
and training, to avoid overﬁtting, considering data augmentation, dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) and skipping connections (Orhan and
Pitkow, 2017) can also be examined.
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Convolutional Sparse Coding Fast Approximation
with Application to Seismic Reﬂectivity Estimation
Deborah Pereg, Israel Cohen, and Anthony A. Vassiliou

Abstract—In sparse coding, we attempt to extract features of
input vectors, assuming that the data is inherently structured as
a sparse superposition of basic building blocks. Similarly, neural
networks perform a given task by learning features of the training
data set. Recently both data driven and model driven feature
extracting methods have become extremely popular and have
achieved remarkable results. Nevertheless, practical implementations are often too slow to be employed in real life scenarios,
especially for real time applications. We propose a speed-up
upgraded version of the classic iterative thresholding algorithm,
that produces a good approximation of the convolutional sparse
code within 2-5 iterations. The speed advantage is gained mostly
from the observation that most solvers are slowed down by
inefﬁcient global thresholding. The main idea is to normalize each
data point by the local receptive ﬁeld energy, before applying
a threshold. This way, the natural inclination towards strong
feature expressions is suppressed, so that one can rely on a
global threshold that can be easily approximated, or learned
during training. The proposed algorithm can be employed with
a known predetermined dictionary, or with a trained dictionary.
The trained version is implemented as a neural net designed
as the unfolding of the proposed solver. The performance of
the proposed solution is demonstrated via the seismic inversion
problem in both synthetic and real data scenarios. We also
provide theoretical guarantees for a stable support recovery.
Namely, we prove that under certain conditions the true support
is perfectly recovered within the ﬁrst iteration.
Index Terms—Deep Learning; Convolutional Neural Net; Convolutional Sparse Coding; Seismic inversion; Sparse reﬂectivity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In sparse coding, we attempt to decompose an observation
signal y ∈ RN ×1 into its building blocks (atoms) [1]. Namely,
the sparse representations model [2] assumes a signal y ∈
RN ×1 that can be formulated as a sparse superposition of
atoms. Mathematically speaking, we assume the observation
signal y obeys
y = Dx,
(1)
where D ∈ RN ×M is a matrix called the dictionary, that
consists of the atoms di ∈ RN ×1 , i = 1, ..., M , as its
columns, and x ∈ RM ×1 is the sparse vector of the atoms
weights. Generally, we do not impose any relation between
N and M . That is, the dictionary could either be complete
(N = M ), over-complete (N < M ) or under-complete
(N > M ).
D. Pereg and I. Cohen are with Andrew and Erna Viterby Faculty of
Electrical Engineering, Technion – Israel Institute of Technology, Technion
City, Haifa 3200003, Israel (e-mail: deborahp@campus.technion.ac.il; icohen@ee.technion.ac.il).
A. A. Vassiliou is with GeoEnergy, Inc., United States (e-mail: anthony@geoenergycorp.com).

Over the years, great efforts have been invested in ﬁnding
sparse solutions to (1). Breaking down a signal into its building
blocks has become a popular task in many ﬁelds related to signal processing, such as: image processing [2], computer vision
[3], compressed sensing [4], radar [5], ultrasound imaging [6],
seismology [7]–[9], visual neurosciense [10], [11], and more.
Moreover, from a certain perspective, neural networks can be
viewed as an unfolding of an iterative sparse coding solver
[12]. In a sense, deep neural nets (DNNs) are trained to seek
the atoms weights, speciﬁcally convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [13], that are trained to ﬁnd a set of ﬁlters tailored to
perform a classiﬁcation or a regression task at hand. However,
in many real-time applications, such as pattern recognition,
sparse coding is still a bottleneck in terms of inference time.
Most often, a sparse code is required for every image patch.
Consequently, many attempts have been made to pursue faster
methods for sparse coding.
The Iterative shrinkage thresholding algorithm (ISTA) [14]
is one of the most popular algorithms for sparse coding.
Despite its simplicity, ISTA is considered as a slow algorithm.
Over time, faster extensions have been suggested, such as,
Fast-ISTA (FISTA) [15], Learned-ISTA (LISTA) [16] and
Ada-LISTA [17]. LISTA [16], for example, uses a learned
substitute dictionary, and ada-LISTA [17] incorporates an
adaptive threshold, where the ﬁrst threshold corresponds to
the maximal feature weight in the data. Then, the thresholds
are gradually decreasing at each iteration.
Inspired by the classic iterative thresholding algorithms, in
this work, we propose a fast alternative algorithm that produces
a good approximation of a convolutional sparse code. Most
solvers are slowed down by the use of one global threshold
(bias) to detect each local feature shift along the signal, or a
predetermined constant local threshold. This way, even if the
signal (or the input batch) is normalized, when we apply a
threshold at each iteration, if the threshold is too high, weak
expressions are annihilated, and strong expressions can “cast
a shadow” over low-energy regions in the signal, which can
be interpreted as false-positive support locations. On the other
hand, if the threshold is very small, as often is the case in
ISTA, many iterations are required to compensate for false
detections in early iterations, especially in the presence of
noise, and in real-time applications due to model perturbations.
Alternatively, we propose to normalize each data point by
a locally focused data energy measure, before applying a
threshold. In other words, each receptive ﬁeld of the data is
scaled with respect to the local energy. This way even when the
data is inherently unbalanced, we can still use a common bias
for all receptive ﬁelds, without requiring many iterations that
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are usually required in order to globally detect the features support. The proposed algorithm can be employed with a known
predetermined dictionary and global ﬁxed bias terms for each
iteration, or with a learned dictionary and learned bias terms.
In practice, the trained version is implemented as a small
recurrent CNN that corresponds to a few unfolded iterations
of the proposed method. An approximate solution is produced
within only 2-5 iterations, that is, to our knowledge, the state
of the art performance in terms of speed and computational
complexity versus accuracy error.
We further demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
solution to seismic inversion, via experimental results with
real data and synthetic data, demonstrating that even if the
mutual coherence of the dictionary is relatively high, the ﬁrst
iteration of the method accurately detects at least 70% of
the features weights. The following few iterations make the
required corrections. We performed extensive synthetic data
and real data numerical experiments, in order to verify the
robustness of the method in noisy and attenuating environment.
We also prove that under sufﬁcient separation and sufﬁciently
low mutual coherence the ﬁrst iteration of our method is
guaranteed to perfectly recover the true support. Furthermore,
in our opinion, the proposed predictor can be potentially
included in learning systems in many applications, such as,
recognition systems and biomedical-imaging super-resolution.
The main contribution of this work is a highly efﬁcient
method for fast convolutional sparse coding approximation.
We also propose a learning-based (data driven) variation of
the proposed method. The performance is demonstrated via
extensive numerical experiments conducted with seismic real
data as well as with synthetic data. Furthermore, we prove
that the proposed method achieves a reliable solution under
sufﬁcient separation or low mutual coherence.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the necessary background for sparse representations, convolutional sparse coding and iterative thresholding
algorithms. Section III describes the seismic inversion problem. In Section IV, we present the proposed method and its
theoretical guarantees. Sections V-VI introduce synthetic and
real data experimental results. Section VII proposes a learned
version of the proposed algorithm, and demonstrates its employment experimentally. Finally, Section VIII concludes and
discusses future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Sparse Representations

min x0

(P0 ) :

s.t.

x

we attempt to

y = Dx,

(2)

where x0 denotes the number of non-zeros in x. Since P0
has been proven to be, in general, NP-Hard [18], we often
replace the 0 -norm with the 1 -norm
min x1

(P1 ) :

s.t.

x

y = Dx,

(3)

where x1  i |xi |. In noisy environment or when some
error is allowed we attempt to solve
(P1,ε ) :

min x1

y − Dx2 ≤ ε,

s.t.

x

(4)

2
where x2 
i xi . Under certain conditions, the sparsest
solution to P0 and P1 has been proven to be unique and can
be retrieved using practical algorithms, such as orthonormal
matching pursuit (OMP) or basis pursuit (BP), depending on
the dictionary’s properties and thesparsity 
of x. Namely,
1
under the assumption that x0 < 12 1 + μ(D)
, where μ(D)
is the mutual coherence deﬁned as the maximal correlation
coefﬁcient between two dictionary atoms,

μ(D) = max
i=j

dTi dj
di 2 · dj 2

,

(5)

the true sparse code x can be perfectly recovered [19].
One of the most intuitive ways to recover x is to project
y on the dictionary, and then extract the atoms with the
strongest response by taking a hard or a soft threshold. In
other words, the solution is a closed-form solution, formulated
as x = Hβ (DT y) or x = Sβ (DT y), where the hard threshold
and the soft threshold operators are respectively deﬁned as

z, |z| > β
,
Hβ (z) =
0, |z| ≤ β
and

⎧
⎪
⎨z + β,
Sβ (z) = 0,
⎪
⎩
z − β,

z < −β
|z| ≤ β .
z>β

Note that the rectiﬁed linear units (ReLU) activation function
commonly used in DNNs satisﬁes

0,
z≤β
+
ReLU(z −β) = max(z −β, 0) = Sβ (z) 
.
z − β, z > β
Therefore, the soft threshold solution can be also written as

The sparse representations model [2] assumes a signal y ∈
R
that is formulated as a sparse superposition of atoms:
N ×1

y = Dx,

0 -norm,

solution, the one with the smallest
solve

(1)

where D ∈ RN ×M is a matrix called the dictionary, built
of the atoms di ∈ RN ×1 , i = 1, ..., M , as its columns, and
x ∈ RM ×1 is the sparse vector of the atoms weights.
An immense amount of work has been dedicated to sparse
coding, that is, to the recovery of x. To ﬁnd the sparsest

x = Sβ+ (DT y) − Sβ+ (−DT y)
= ReLU(DT y − β) − ReLU(−DT y − β).
However, simple thresholding is guaranteed to recover the true
support
only under

 a more restrictive assumption that x0 <
1
1 |x|min
1+
2
μ(D) |x|max , where |x|min , and |x|max are the minimum
and maximum values of the vector |x| on the support, implying
that when the data is unbalanced - this approach is bound to
collapse.
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Papyan et al. [12] show that the forward pass of CNNs
is equivalent to the layered thresholding algorithm designed
to solve the convolutional sparse coding (CSC) problem. A
convolutional layer’s forward pass is guaranteed to recover a
sparse estimate of the underlying representations of an input
signal, only for dictionaries with very low mutual coherence,
and when the ratio between the maximal and minimal spikes’
ampiltudes in absolute value is close to one. In addition, the
0,∞ of the true solution x, that is, the required maximal
number of non-zeros in a stripe of coefﬁcients contributing to a
|x|min
data point, depends on the ratio |x|
. Therefore, under these
max
very limiting conditions, when applied to real-life applications,
such as the seismic reﬂectivity estimation problem, for which
the mutual coherence of the dictionary is very high and the
seismic data set is inherently unbalanced (i.e., with peak and
trough amplitudes which are not close), this course of action
is inadequate.
One may also wonder whether the dictionary D is known,
and if not, then how and under what conditions could one ﬁnd
the atoms or features concerning his or her speciﬁc problem.
Some of these questions are addressed in Section VII and in
Appendices A and C.
B. Iterative Shrinkage Algorithms
Consider the cost function
1
2
f (x) = y − Dx2 + λx1 .
2
Following Majorization Minimization (MM) strategy, we can
build a surrogate function [2], [14]
Q(x, xθ ) = f (x) + d(x, xθ ) =
1
c
1
2
y − Dx2 + λx1 + x − xθ 22 − Dx − Dxθ 22 .
2
2
2
The parameter c is chosen such that the added expression
1
c
x − xθ 22 − Dx − Dxθ 22
2
2
is strictly convex, requiring its Hessian to be positive deﬁnite,
cI − DT D ≺ 0. Therefore c > DT D2 = λmax (DT D),
i.e., greater than the largest eigenvalue of the coherence matrix
DT D. In essence, the term d(x, xθ ) is a measure of proximity
to a previous solution xθ . If the vector difference x − xθ is
spanned by D, the distance drops to nearly zero (We usually
choose c = D22 ). Then, we remain with a minimization
over the original cost function f (x). Alternatively, if D is not
full rank and the change x − xθ is close to the null space of
D, the distance is simply the approximate Euclidean distance
between the current solution to the previous one.
The surrogate function Q(x, xθ ) obeys equality at xθ :
Q(xθ , xθ ) = f (xθ ). It is upper-bounded by the original function: Q(x, xθ ) ≥ f (x) ∀x, and tangent at xθ :
∇Q(x, xθ )|x=xθ = ∇f (x)|x=xθ . Hence, the solution sequence is guaranteed to yield decreasing values of the original
cost function f (x) because
d(x, xθ ) = Q(x, xθ ) − f (x) =

f (xθ+1 ) ≤ Q(xθ+1 , xθ ) = min Q(x, xθ )
x

≤ Q(xθ , xθ ) = f (xθ ).

Following the MM strategy, that is, minimizing Q(x, xθ )
instead of f (x), the sequence of iterative solutions is generated
by the recurrent formula
xθ+1 = arg min Q(x, xθ ),
x

where θ ∈ N is the iteration index. Therefore, we can ﬁnd a
closed-form solution for its global minimizer
1

xθ+1 = S λ
DT (y − Dxθ ) + xθ .
c
c
Intuitively, this sequence can be interpreted as an iterative
projection of the dictionary on the residual term, starting from
the initial solution that is simply a thresholded projection of
the dictionary on the observation signal (assuming x0 = 0):
xθ+1 = S λ
c

1
c

project on dictionary


DT

(y − Dxθ )
  
residual term


+

xθ


.

add to current solution

Under the assumption that the constant c is large enough,
it was shown in [14], that the above algorithm is guaranteed
to converge to its global minimum. Hence, we are guaranteed
to recover a local minimum of f (x). This approach can also
be viewed as a proximal-point algorithm [20], or as a simple
projected gradient descent algorithm.
It is worth mentioning that ISTA can be also viewed as a
Recurrent Neural Net (RNN) unfolded through time [12]. As
previously stated, despite its simplicity, ISTA is considered
as a slow algorithm. Over time, faster extensions have been
suggested, such as: Fast-ISTA (FISTA) [15], Learned-ISTA
(LISTA) [16] and Ada-LISTA [17]. We refer the reader to the
corresponding references for further details.
C. Convolutional Sparse Coding
In the special case where D is a convolutional dictionary,
the task of extracting x is referred to as convolutional sparse
coding (CSC). In this case, the dictionary D is a convolutional
matrix constructed by shifting a local matrix of m ﬁlters in
all possible positions. Equivalently, let us assume a convolutional dictionary that is structured as a concatenation of m
convolution matrices,
D = [D1 , D2 , ..., Dm ],

(6)

Ly ×Lx

where Dp ∈ R
, p ∈ N, 1 ≤ p ≤ m is the convolution
matrix of the p’th ﬁlter denoted by d̃p ∈ RLd ×1 shifted in all
possible directions. We assume a linear convolution, such that
Ly = Lx + Ld − 1. Accordingly, the sparse weights vector
x ∈ RmLx×1 obeys
x = [xTD1 , xTD2 , ..., xTDm ]T ,

(7)

where Lx is the support size for each of the ﬁlters, and
xDp , p ∈ N, 1 ≤ p ≤ m is the sparse weights vector
corresponding to the pth ﬁlter shifts along the signal. Overall,
there are M = mLx atoms in the dictionary, such that the ith
atom di , i = (p − 1)Lx + l, l ∈ N, 1 ≤ l ≤ Lx is the pth
ﬁlter’s shift to the lth support location.
In the forward-pass of a each layer in a CNN, the input
is convolved with a set of learned ﬁlters. Then, we apply
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a pointwise nonlinear function to the computed feature map
summed with a bias term. This process can be viewed as
equivalent to the layered thresholding algorithm for the CSC
model [12]. In other words, the forward pass of a CNN
is inherently based on revealing an estimate of a hidden
convolutional sparse code of a given signal.
Since CNNs were inspired by the study of the visual brain
cortex, the term receptive ﬁeld is borrowed to describe a
small limited local visual area that a neuron reacts to [21].
In other words, in CNNs, a neuron located in a certain layer
is connected only to the output of neurons in a limited small
area of the previous layer. Considering (6), since the ith atom
of dictionary Dp is the pth ﬁlter shifted to the the lth support
location, having a small restricted support of Ld samples
around l in the data, each of these small local support areas
is referred to as a receptive ﬁeld.
D. The Signature Dictionary
The signature dictionary [22] is essentially a convolutional
dictionary of a single ﬁlter (m = 1). In this case we attempt
to represent a signal solely by one small kernel. An elaborated
discussion on the learning of the signature dictionary and its
signal representation can be found in [22].
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, the mathematical formulation focuses on
the settings of the seismic inversion task. Nonetheless, the
model can be applied to a wide range of applications (such as,
medical-imaging, computer-vision, pattern recognition, etc.)
and can be incorporated in any system employing CNNs and
RNNs. The method is not restricted to signature dictionaries,
and can be applied to convolutional dictionaries with more
than one ﬁlter, and to non-stationary convolutional operators
as described below.

We assume the support K is sufﬁciently separated. In other
words, it obeys the minimal separation condition (see [24,
Deﬁnition 2.2]), with a separation constant ν. Namely,
Δk 

min

km ,kn ∈K,m=n

|km − kn | ≥ Fs νσ.

where σ > 0 is a given kernel scaling. Δt  νσ is the
smallest time interval between two reﬂectors, for which we
are guaranteed to perfectly recover two distinct spikes in
a noise-free environment. In [24] we prove that under the
minimal separation condition, in a noise-free environment,
x(l) [k] is perfectly recovered by solving a constrained 1 norm
optimization problem. We also presented theoretical bounds on
the seismic reﬂectivity recovery error based on earth Q model,
and on the localization error.
In a time-variant model we take into account the attenuation and dispersion of the reﬂected pulses recorded at the
geophones on the ground. In this case, y(l) ∈ RLy ×1 , an
observed seismic discrete trace of channel l, in the observed
seismic 2D data Y ∈ RLy ×J , is of the form
x(l) [n]gσ,n [k − n] + w(l) [k],

y (l) [k] =

n∈Z

(9)

n

where {gσ,n } is a known set of kernels (pulses) corresponding
to a possible set of time delays. As stated before, σ > 0 is
a known scaling parameter, and w(l) [k] is an additive noise
signal. The shape of each pulse gσ,n depends on the time
(depth) tn it corresponds to, and the subterrain characteristics,
that can be mathematically described by the earth Q model
[24]–[27].
Alternatively, one can assume a conventional convolution
model where the wavelet is time-invariant. In other words, all
kernels are identical: gσ,n [k] = gσ [k] ∀n. Namely, in the timeinvariant case, each seismic observed trace can be described
as
x(l) [n]g[k − n] + w(l) [k],

y (l) [k] =

n ∈ Z.

(10)

n

Signal model
Consider an unknown 2D reﬂectivity signal X ∈ RLx ×J
of J channels representing the true reﬂectivity cross section. We assume a layered subsurface structure and acoustic
waves propagation, where reﬂections are generated at acoustic
impedance boundaries. Hence, each hidden column of index
l in the reﬂectivity image is a 1D signal x(l) ∈ RLx ×1 independently modeled as a sparse weights vector. In a discrete
setting, we consider a set of two-way travel-times T = {tm }
lying on a grid kTs , k ∈ Z, where tm = km Ts , with a
sampling rate Fs = T1s , corresponding to a reﬂector’s timedepth location in the ground. Accordingly, a 1D reﬂectivity
signal is formulated as
cm δ[k − km ],

x(l) [k] =
m

k ∈ Z, cm ∈ R, l = 1, ..., J,

(8)
where δ[k] denotes the Kronecker delta function [23],
m |cm | < ∞, and K = {km } is the set of discrete time
delays.

where g[k] is a seismic wavelet of length Lg , and w(l) [k] is
an additive noise. Clearly Ly = Lx + Lg − 1. The wavelet is
assumed to be invariant in both time and space (i.e., both in
horizontal and vertical directions). We assume that the seismic
signal is free of multiple reﬂections [28].
In matrix-vector form we can model the observed 2D
seismic data image Y ∈ RLy ×J in both cases as
Y = GX + W.

(11)

Generally, G is an operator matrix such that Gk,n = gσ,n [k −
n]. In the time-invariant case G is a convolution matrix of
size Ly × Lx such that Gk,n = g[k − n], and W is an additive
i.i.d white noise matrix independent of X, with zero mean and
2
variance σw
. We do not impose any prior knowledge of the
structure or possible patterns in the reﬂectivity image.
Note that practically, even in a noise-free scenario under
the separation condition, x(l) and G do not obey the bound
guaranteeing neither a unique solution for P1 nor a stable
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solution for P1,ε . Namely, in most practical cases we have,
1
1 
1+
.
x(l) 0 >
2
μ(G)
The mathematical analysis takes a worst-case point of view.
For this reason, the stability and success guarantees are known
to be quite pessimistic. Tighter bounds could have probably
been obtained. Yet, this bound is still widely used, perhaps
due to its simplicity.
IV. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
As described in Section II, one way to look at the seismic
inversion problem is to simply solve a CSC problem, trace by
trace, using one of the popular methods (such as ISTA, FISTA,
LISTA, ada-LISTA, etc. [14]–[17]). Classical pursuit methods,
such as ISTA, for example, are guaranteed to recover the true
unique solution to the P0 problem [2] providing
thatthe num
1
ber of non-zeros per stripe is less than 12 1 + μ(D)
. In reallife scenarios, where we usually consider the P1,ε problem,
stability of the results is also guaranteed under
 the assumption

1
, than
that x is sparse enough. Namely, if x0 < 12 1+ μ(D)
the deviation of the recovery x̂ from the true x is bounded by
[2]
4ε2
x − x̂22 ≤
.
1 − μ(D)(2x0 − 1)
Nevertheless, in many practical cases, we observe four
major issues inherent to the data:
1) The mutual coherence of the dictionary is relatively high.
For example, in the seismic scenario usually 0.5 <
μ(G) < 1 (depending on the sampling rate and the
wavelet’s scaling σ and on the Q attenuation factor).
2) The signal (or even a signal stripe (or a patch)) is not
sufﬁciently sparse for a successful recovery (see [12]).
3) The ratio between the global maximal and minimal x
max
values in absolute value |x|
|x|min is high. This in turn leads
to longer convergence time and erroneous results due to
difﬁculty to determine the required parameters, especially
the thresholds (biases).
4) Recovering the sparse code takes too much time and
cannot be applied to real-time applications.
Motivated by these challenges, we suggest a simple modiﬁcation in the conventional approach. Besides its simplicity,
the main advantage of the proposed method is a substantial
speed up, without requiring any pre-training. Our approach
could also be potentially incorporated in conventional neural
nets forward pass.
A. Receptive Field Normalization Iterative Thresholding Algorithm
Most thresholding algorithms are inherently limited by the
challenge of setting a (global or local) threshold that is
not be inclined towards spikes of strong amplitudes, even
when assuming sufﬁcient separation, and imposing low mutual
coherence. In other words, when projecting the signal on the
dictionary, in order to detect the presence of a dictionary
atom in the signal (or the residual), we need to choose

a threshold that would ﬁt strong spikes as well as small
spikes. A threshold that is too small would yield a smeared
solution (not sparse enough), whereas a threshold that is too
large results in missed spikes (too sparse). To cope with
this problem ISTA [14] repeatedly iterates over the residual
term, with a constant yet relatively small threshold, which
makes convergence considerably slow. In ISTA, the threshold
λ
c controls the desired sparsity. To cope with this issue, FISTA
incorporates a momentum term in the update step at each
iteration [15]. On the other hand, LISTA [16] and Ada-LISTA
[17] attempt to learn more suitable weight matrices and use
adaptive thresholds.
We propose a different approach. That is, instead of modifying the threshold and/or the dictionary, or having learned
different local thresholds for each receptive ﬁeld (as can be
done in CNNs), we normalize the energy of each receptive
ﬁeld, before projecting it on the features space.
Deﬁnition 1: Receptive Field Normalization Kernel
A kernel h[k] can be referred to as a receptive ﬁeld normalization kernel if
1) The kernel is positive: h[k] ≥ 0 ∀k.
2) The kernel is symmetric: h[k] = h[−k] ∀k.
3) The kernel’s global maximum is at its center: h[0] = 1 ≥
h[k] ∀k = 0.
4) The kernel’s energy is ﬁnite: k h[k] < ∞.
Deﬁnition 2: Receptive Field Normalization
Assuming a receptive ﬁeld normalization kernel h[k] of odd
length Lh , we deﬁne the local weighted energy of a time
window centered around the kth sample of a 1D observed
data signal y ∈ RLy ×1
 Lh −1
 12
2

σy [k] 

h[n]y 2 [k − n]

.

(12)

L −1
n=− h2

When y[k] is modeled in accordance to (9), or any other
application where y = Dx + e, and h[k] is a receptive
ﬁeld normalization window function of length Lh ≤ Ld odd
number of samples. For our application we used a truncated
Gaussian-shaped window, but it is possible to use any other
window function depending on the application, such as: a
rectangular window, Epanechnikov window, etc. The choice of
the normalization window and its length affects the choice of
the thresholding parameters. If h[k] is a rectangular window,
then σy [k] is simply the 2 norm of a data stripe centered
around the kth location. Otherwise, if the chosen receptive
ﬁeld normalization window is attenuating, then the energy is
focused on the center of the receptive ﬁeld, and possible events
at the margins are repressed. The window size is Lh ≤ Ld so
as to avoid interference of adjacent events as much as possible.
Yet it is recommended not to use a winodw that is too small.
Lh ≥ L2d can serve as a good rule of thumb.
Receptive ﬁeld normalization is employed by dividing each
data point by a local energy measure, before projecting the
signal on the dictionary and taking a threshold. Assuming a
signal y and a convolutional dictionary D, an initial solution
x0 = 0 and an initial estimated support Δq0 = 0 at θ = 0.
At the ﬁrst iteration θ = 1, we compute the local variance of
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y[k] as deﬁned in (12), namely,
σy [k] =

h[k] ∗

y 2 [k],

(13)

where h[k] is a receptive ﬁeld normalization window, and
∗ denotes the convolution operation. Then, we normalize
the signal by dividing each data point by the corresponding
receptive ﬁeld energy. In order to avoid ampliﬁcation of low
energy regions, we use a clipped version of σy [k]. Namely,

σy [k] σy [k] ≥ τ1
,
(14)
σ̃y [k] =
1
σy [k] < τ1
where τ1 > 0 is a predetermined threshold for the ﬁrst
iteration. Empirically, for our application 0.15 ≤ τ1 ≤ 0.4
works well. We deﬁne the signal normalization weight matrix
W0 ∈ RLy ×Ly ,


1
W0 = diag
(15)
, k = 1, ..., Ly .
σ̃y [k]
Also, we deﬁne the dictionary normalization weight matrix as


1
WD = diag
(16)
, i = 1, ..., mLx .
σdi
where σdi = di 2 is the 2 norm of the ith atom. Recall
that since the dictionary is convolutional, the ith atom, i =
(k −1)Lx +l is the kth ﬁlter shifted to the lth support location.
Clearly, when the dictionary is a time-invariant convolutional
dictionary, σd(k−1)Lx +l = σdk ∀k ∈ [1, m].
The detected support at the ﬁrst iteration is
q1 = Iβ1 (WD DT W0 y),

(17)

where I is an element-wise thresholding indicator function

1 |xk | ≥ β1
Iβ1 (xk ) =
(18)
0 |xk | < β1 .
If the dictionary atoms are assumed to be normalized, such
that σdi = 1 ∀i, then of course WD is simply an identity
matrix, and one can simply ignore WD throughout the entire
formulation.
It is a well known fact that according to Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality the correlation coefﬁcient deﬁned as
ρab 

T

a b
a2 b2

(19)

is bounded by one (in absolute value): |ρab | ≤ 1. Therefore,
if we were to divide the inner product DT y by each receptive
ﬁeld’s energy and by the corresponding atom’s energy, we
could detect an atom’s sole presence and a perfect match in
a time-window of the signal y, when the result is exactly
1. Of course, when several pulses interfere in a single time
window, when the mutual coherence is not small enough,
the threshold needs to be adjusted accordingly, and a few
iterations for corrections may be needed. Choosing an attenuating normalization kernel can repress adjacent spikes.
Overall, accurate detection depends on the correlation between
neighboring atoms and on neighboring spikes amplitudes, as
analytically described in Theorems 1-3.

As stated below, if the support is sufﬁciently separated, and
the mutual coherence is sufﬁciently small, then the true support
is perfectly recovered at this stage, within the ﬁrst iteration.
Once the support is recovered there are two simple ways to
determine the amplitudes. The ﬁrst, and more accurate, is simply to solve an LS problem for the subsystem y = DK1 xK1 ,
where DK1 denotes the partial dictionary matrix having |K1 |
columns from the columns of D with indices in K1 - the
estimated support in the ﬁrst iteration. Alternatively, if one
wishes to speed-up the algorithm, or in real-life applications
where the support is not sufﬁciently sparse, it is possible to

2
approximate the amplitudes simply as x1 = q1  WD
DT y ,
where  denotes the Hadamard product.
In the special case of a signature dictionary (m = 1), it
is possible to approximate the support amplitudes by x[k] =
y[k + Δd ]/dpk , where k ∈ K1 is a support index, Δd  Ld2−1
is the convolution time shift, and dpk = dk [k + Δd ] denotes the
corresponding atom’s central value. For a signature dictionary
of a Ricker wavelet, dpk = dk ∞ = g[0] = 1, ∀k. Empirically,
we have not witnessed a signiﬁcant advantage for the ﬁrst
accurate method over the approximate one, in the case of the
signature dictionary. For the sake of brevity, in this subsection,
we assume without loss of generality that the dictionary atoms
central value is one, i.e., dpk = 1, ∀k.
If the support is sufﬁciently separated, the algorithm is done
at this stage, within one iteration. Otherwise, we can proceed
to perform iterative stages as follows. At each iteration, we ﬁnd
the required change in the support by projecting the dictionary
on the normalized residual. The residual at iteration θ is
Δrθ+1 = y − Dxθ .

(20)

We now compute the local weighted variance of the residual
term

θ+1
2 [k],
σΔr
[k] = h[k] ∗ Δrθ+1
(21)
and its clipped version

θ+1
[k] =
σ̃Δr

θ+1
[k]
σΔr
1

θ+1
σΔr
[k] ≥ τθ
,
θ+1
σΔr
[k] < τθ

(22)

Once again, we build the corresponding normalization weight
matrix,


1
Wθ = diag
(23)
, k = 1, ..., Ly .
θ+1
σ̃Δr
[k]
Then, we project the dictionary on the normalized residual and
threshold the obtained signal,
Δqθ+1 = Iβθ+1 (WD DT Wθ Δrθ+1 )
= Iβθ+1 (WD DT Wθ (y − Dxθ )).

(24)

The updated solution at iteration θ + 1 is


2
xθ+1 = Δqθ+1  WD
DT Δrθ+1 + xθ ,

(25)

where  denotes the Hadamard product. Note that the algorithm should converge in a few iterations. About 2-5 iterations
should be enough. To ensure stable convergence, incorporating
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a momentum, is also possible:



2
xθ+1 = αr Δqθ+1  WD
DT Δrθ+1 + xθ ,

(26)

where 0 < αr ≤ 1 is a constant step size. In practical cases,
when the data is not sufﬁciently separated and the mutual
coherence is relatively high, an exact stopping rule may be
hard to determine and solutions may be unstable. In these
cases, early stopping after a predetermined small number of
iterations is recommended. Note that as opposed to ISTA, here
the shrinkage operator is applied only to the projection on the
residual, without formerly adding it to the previous solution.
As previously stated, in the case of a signature dictionary it
is possible to use


xθ+1 = αr Δqθ+1  Δrθ+1 + xθ ,
(27)
instead of (26).
From a neural network perspective, receptive-ﬁeld normalization (RFN) increases the sensitivity of a neuron to its
receptive ﬁeld. In some cases, where the energy of receptive
ﬁelds in different locations is unbalanced, some atoms may
be strongly expressed, whereas others are signiﬁcantly weaker.
RFN overcomes this obstacle, without having to set local or
adaptive thresholds. This way, the activation of a neuron is
independent of the scaling of other events in the signal. In
other words, the neuron is able to detect a feature (reﬂection),
even if its energy is relatively low, comparing to other events
in the data.
Note that τθ essentially determines the minimal |x|min that
can be detected at each of the above steps. It should be determined taking into account the noise expected level. Namely,
since we usually assume the nuisance noise is uncorrelated
with the signal, therefore,
Ey22 = EDx22 + Ee22 ,
where E denotes mathematical expectation. In order to avoid
noise ampliﬁcation, we would set τθ such that
τθ ≥ |x|min min di 2 + εd ,
i

(28)

where εd denotes the noise 2 norm over a data stripe of length
Lh .
We project the dictionary on the normalized signal though it
is possible to normalize the projection DT (y − Dxθ ) instead.
Yet, the two options are not equivalent. Normalization of the
signal prior to projection as in (23) rescales each sample, and
therefore might cause some distortion to the signal. It is more
suitable for admissible kernels (see [24, Deﬁnition 2.1]), where
most of the kernel’s energy is focused at its center. On the
other hand, it promotes muting of close spikes and decreases
noise inﬂuence especially when dealing with relatively small
environments.
A summary of the proposed methods is presented in Algorithms 1-3.
Algorithm 4 shows a further simpliﬁcation of the proposed
method. Namely, after computing the locally normalized signal
ỹ  W0 y at the ﬁrst iteration, we propagate through the
iterations without computing the spikes amplitude and without
normalizing again, in order to estimate only the support. When

Algorithm 1: Receptive Field Normalization Iterative
Thresholding Algorithm
input : signal y, dictionary D
Init: x0 = 0, Δq0 = 
0, θ =
0
−1
compute: WD = diag σdi , i = 1, ..., mLx .
while xθ+1 − xθ 2 < δ or θ ≤ Nit do
Δrθ+1 = y − Dxθ
compute:

θ+1
θ+1
[k] σΔr
[k] ≥ τθ
σΔr
θ+1
σ̃Δr [k] =
,
θ+1
1
σΔr
[k] < τθ

−1
θ+1
Wθ = diag σ̃Δr
[k]
, k = 1, ..., Ly
Δqθ+1 = Iβθ+1 (WD DT Wθ Δrθ+1 )
solve the subsystem Δrθ+1 = DKθ+1 Δxθ+1 ,
DKθ+1 - partial dictionary matrix corresponding to
the support Δqθ+1 .
xθ+1 = αr Δxθ+1 + xθ
θ ←θ+1
end
Algorithm 2: Approximate Receptive Field Normalization Iterative Thresholding Algorithm
input : signal y, dictionary D
Init: x0 = 0, Δq0 = 
0, θ =
0
, i = 1, ..., mLx .
compute: WD = diag σd−1
i
while xθ+1 − xθ 2 < δ or θ ≤ Nit do
Δrθ+1 = y − Dxθ
compute:

θ+1
θ+1
[k] σΔr
[k] ≥ τθ
σΔr
θ+1
,
σ̃Δr [k] =
θ+1
σΔr
[k] < τθ
1

−1
θ+1
Wθ = diag σ̃Δr
[k]
, k = 1, ..., Ly
T
Δqθ+1 = Iβθ+1 (WD D
 Wθ Δrθ+1 ) 
2
xθ+1 = αr Δqθ+1  WD
DT Δrθ+1 + xθ
θ ←θ+1
end

the support is fully revealed, we calculate the weights by
solving an LS problem or an approximation as described
above. This variation can be used if more speed is necessary,
on the expense of accuracy, or for implementing a learned
version as discussed is Section VII.
B. Theoretical Analysis for the RFN-thresholding with a Convolutional Sparse Model
Consider a stripe of length Lh around some index i and the
corresponding atoms shifts around this location in the signal.
Hereafter, the ith entry of a vector v is denoted by v[i], and a
stripe cropped around the ith index is denoted by vi . Note that
due to the convolution properties of the dictionary, a data stripe
yi ∈ RLh ×1 is affected from input spikes in xi ∈ RmLs ×1 ,
such that Ls = Lh + Ld − 1. To shed some light on the
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where yi denotes a stripe
 of length Lh around someTindex
i ∈ [1, Ly ], that is, yi = y[i − Lh2−1 ], ..., y[i + Lh2−1 ] and
1
H = diag(h 2 ) (ignoring boundary issues). Throughout the
proofs we assume σy [i] > τ ∀i ∈ [1, Ly ].
Theorem 1 (Support Recovery using RFN in the Presence of
Noise). Let y = Dx + e, where D is a convolutional dictionary, with normalized atom’s variance di 2 = σd = 1 ∀i ∈
[1, mLx ]. Assume a rectangular receptive ﬁeld normalization
kernel, that is h[k] = 1, h ∈ RLh ×1 , such that Lh = Ld . In
other words H simply extracts a local data stripe. Assuming
that
1)


√
|xi |min
s
sμ
2sεs
>
+
1+
|xi |max + εsd
1+μ
1+μ
1 − (s − 1)μ − ε̃d,∞

Algorithm 3: Approximate Receptive Field Normalization Iterative Thresholding Algorithm for a Signature Dictionary
input : signal y, dictionary D
0, θ =
Init: x0 = 0, Δq0 = 
0
compute: WD = diag σd−1
, i = 1, ..., mLx .
i
while xθ+1 − xθ 2 < δ or θ ≤ Nit do
Δrθ+1 = y − Dxθ
compute:

θ+1
θ+1
[k] σΔr
[k] ≥ τθ
σΔr
θ+1
σ̃Δr [k] =
,
θ+1
1
σΔr [k] < τθ

−1
θ+1
Wθ = diag σ̃Δr
[k]
, k = 1, ..., Ly
T
Δqθ+1 = Iβθ+1 (WD D Wθ 
Δrθ+1 )
xθ+1 = αr Δqθ+1  Δrθ+1 + xθ
θ ←θ+1
end

∀i ∈ K.
(31)
where |xi |max and |xi |min are the highest and the lowest
entries in a stripe xi respectively, εd  maxi ei 2 , ε̃d,∞ 
εd
εd
|x|min and εs  τ .
2) The threshold β1 is chosen according to
√
sμ
(1 + μ)|xi |min
− μ − εs > β 1 >
+ εs .
s|xi |max + εd
1 − (s − 1)μ − ε̃d,∞
(32)
then the support of x is perfectly recovered with receptive-ﬁeld
normalization thresholding,

Algorithm 4: Support Detection Approximate Receptive Field Normalization Iterative Thresholding Algorithm for a Signature Dictionary
input : signal y, dictionary D
Init: x0 = 0, Δq0 = 0, q0 = 0, θ = 0
compute:

σy [k] |σy [k]| ≥ τ1
σ̃y [k] =
,
1
|σy [k]| < τ1


WD = diag σd−1
, i = 1, ..., mLx .
 i 
−1
W0 = diag σ̃y [k] , k = 1, ..., Ly ,
ỹ = W0 y
while Δỹθ+1 − Δỹθ 2 < δ or θ ≤ Nit do
Δỹθ+1 = ỹ − Dqθ
Δqθ+1 = Iβθ+1 (WD DT Δỹθ+1 )
qθ+1 = αr Δqθ+1 + qθ
θ ←θ+1
end
x̂ = q̂  y

Supp(x1 ) = Supp(x),

theoretical aspects of the proposed method, let us deﬁne the
local sparsity of a stripe of x as the maximum number of non
zeros weights corresponding to a data stripe of length Lh at
location i,
Si

h
= max xi  = max
s = x0,∞

i

i

I0 (x[l]),

(29)

i
l∈Sh

Shi

where
denotes a neighborhood of mLs point values corresponding to Lh data points symmetrically distributed around
index i, and redeﬁning I0 (0) = 0. Let us rephrase equation
(12) in matrix-vector form
σy [i] = Hyi 2 .

(30)

where Supp(·) is the support of a vector, and x1 is the
recovered sparse vector within one step of RFN thresholding
(or one iteration of Algorithms 1-4).
Proof: see Appendix A.
Consequently, in the noise-free model y = Dx, the true
support is perfectly recovered within one iteration of Algorithms 1-4 provided that
1)


√
|xi |min
s
sμ
>
1+
∀i ∈ K.
|xi |max
1+μ
1 − (s − 1)μ
(33)
where |xi |max and |xi |min are the highest anf the lowest
entries in a stripe xi respectively.
2) The global threshold β1 is chosen according to


√
|xi |min
1+μ
sμ
.
min
− μ > β1 >
i∈K |xi |max
s
1 − (s − 1)μ
(34)
The conditions (31) and (33) may appear too strict at ﬁrst
|xi |min
glance, but note that we are considering the local ratio |x
i |max

|x|min
rather than the global ratio |x|
. Also the bound is far from
max
being tight since in practice
μ
|aTi dj | <<
∀{(i, j) : i = j, i ∈ K, j ∈
/ K},
σy [i]

and
|aTi e| << εs

∀i,
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where we denote ai = W0 di . Good support recovery can be
achieved in practical cases with sufﬁcient separation for much
|xi |min
, as demonstrated in Section
higher values of μ, s and |x
i |max
V.
Stable recovery of Hard Thresholding in the noiseless case
is acquired as long as [2]
min |dTi y| > max |dTj y|.

(35)

|x|min − (s − 1)μ|x|max > β1 > sμ|x|max .

(36)

j ∈K
/

i∈K

Leading to

In other word,

|x|min
> (2s − 1)μ.
|x|max

(37)

(38)

Practically, in many convolutional models, if the stride is not
large enough, this condition is not met, leading us to the
following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Support Recovery using RFN under Sufﬁcient
Separation). Perfect recovery in the noiseless case where
s = 1 with RFN is guaranteed for any ratio
0<

then the support of x is perfectly recovered with receptiveﬁeld normalization thresholding,
Supp(x1 ) = Supp(x),

Suppose s = 1, meaning that there can only be one atom in
each stripe, than we have
|x|min
> μ.
|x|max

index i. Namely Hd [k, k] = Hdik 2 , k ∈ Sih , where
dik ∈ RLh ×1 denotes the kth atom of the submatrix Di .
In other words hd (ν) is the maximal 2 norm of an atom’s
shift at the minimal separation distance multiplied by the
RFN window. Recall that we deﬁned Δk as the minimal
number of samples between adjacent events. On the other
hand, hd,min  mink Hd [k, k] is the lowest 2 norm of a
shifted atom multiplied by the RFN window centered around
some point i, and x−i 1  t∈S i ,t=i |x[t]| = xi 1 − |x[i]|
h
is the sum of weights affecting the ith stripe, besides the spike
at location i.

|x|min
≤ 1.
|x|max

Proof: see Appendix B.
It is important to emphasize that in most practical cases,
even if the above assumptions do not hold, it does not mean
the support detection will fail. It solely means that we cannot
guarantee, by means of the following proofs, perfect support
detection at the ﬁrst iteration.
Denote Di ∈ RLh ×mLs as the submatrix partial dictionary
yielding point y[i], that is obtained by restricting the dictionary
D to the support of mLs samples equally distributed around
point i.
Theorem 3 (Support Recovery with Attenuating RFN kernel in
the Noiseless case). Let y = Dx, where D is a convolutional
dictionary, with normalized atom’s variance di  = σd =
1 ∀i. Assume a symmetric strictly decreasing receptive ﬁeld
normalization kernel, that is h[|k|] > h[|k + 1|] (e.g., a
truncated Gaussian window), of length Lh = Ld , such that
μ(HDi ) << μ(D), ∀i ∈ [1, Ly ]. Assuming that
1) K obeys the minimal separation condition with a separation constant ν.
2)
√


sμ
x−i 1
< β1 < 1 − hd (ν) + μ
hd,min
|x[i]| + hd (ν)x−i 1
∀i ∈ K,
(39)
where hd (ν)  maxp∈[1,m] Hd [Δk + (p − 1)Ls , Δk + (p −
1)Ls ], such that Hd is a diagonal matrix holding the attenuated
atoms 2 norms at the support around some point data at

where Supp(·) is the support of a vector, and x1 is the
recovered sparse vector within one iteration of Algorithms 1-4.
Proof: see Appendix C.
The suggested approach and the above theorems shed a
light on the role of spatial-stride and maxpooling in CNNs
[21]. When using a spatial-stride, we convolve an input signal
is a certain layer, while skipping a ﬁxed number of spatial
locations, primarily in an attempt to reduce the computational
burden. Consequently, the mutual coherence of the stride convolutional dictionary is smaller, guaranteeing more accuracy
and less redundancy at the activation stage. Alternatively, when
the atoms shifts are small, usually due to a high sampling
rate, the mutual coherence of the convolutional dictionary is
relatively high. Naturally, the projection of a shifted atom on
the signal may yield strong values in a small area around
its true location in the signal. In this case threhsolding can
lead to a group of spikes around each true spike. In their
work, Gregor and Lecun [16] refer to these issues as “mutual
inhibition and explaining away”. One possible way to address
this issue in CNNs is by maxpooling. Namely, by taking
into account only the maximal or average value in a small
local samples neighborhood. In the above method, we propose
another possible way to address this issue. That is, one can
suppress the strong expressiveness of one component over the
other by using an attenuating normalization window, such as a
Gaussian window (as opposed to an averaging window), and
by ﬁne tuning of the applied thresholds.
The proposed method is closely related to local response
normalization (LRN) [29]. LRN normalizes each neuron’s
response with respect to the sum of the squared responses of
adjacent kernel maps at the same spatial position. The idea,
inspired by natural processes in biological neurons, is that
strong neuron responses will inhibit weaker neurons responses.
In terms of neural nets training, LRN reduces feature maps
similarity and encourages competitiveness, which in turn can
improve generalization. Practically, the main difference is that
we propose to locally normalize the input signal, with respect
to spatially close inputs, before applying a ﬁlter, in an attempt
to scale all responses to the same range, and to prevent stronger
spikes from “casting” a shadow over weaker spikes, both
locally and globally, that is, across all of the signal.
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V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In the following two sections, we provide synthetic and real
data examples demonstrating the performance of the proposed
technique. Hereafter, we refer to the proposed method as
RFN-ITA (receptive ﬁeld normalization iterative thresholding
algorithm).
A. Synthetic Data
In order to verify the robustness of the proposed method,
we conducted extensive experiments in different scenarios.
First, we generated J = 1000 random reﬂectivity independent sequences of length Lr = 60. Each reﬂectivity column
is modeled as a zero-mean Bernoulli-Gaussian process [30],
i.e., reﬂectors times (depths) are independently distributed with
Bernoulli probability p, and reﬂectors amplitudes are normally
distributed with mean μ and variance σ 2 . Mathematically, each
reﬂectivity sequence x(l) [k] is described as
x(l) [k] = r(l) [k]q (l) [k],

j = 1, ..., J,

where r(l) [k] ∼ N (μ, σr2 ) and q (l) [k] ∼ B(p). Clearly, p
determines the degree of sparsity. In the following experiments
σr = 3, and 0.1 ≤ p ≤ 0.4, depending on the chosen minimal
separation Δk - the minimal separation between two spikes.
Here, Δk does not necessarily obey the minimal separation
condition.
We assume a source waveform g(t) deﬁned as the realvalued Ricker wavelet


 1

1
g(t) = 1 − ω02 t2 exp − ω02 t2 ,
(40)
2
4
where ω0 is the dominant radial frequency [25], determining
the the width of the pulse. The seismic traces are calculated
according to (10), in a time-invariant noise-free environment,
with sampling interval Ts = 4 ms. Since in this case G is
a signature dictionary, we implemented algorithm 3 using a
truncated zero-mean Gaussian window of length Lh , with variance σh2 . The thresholds β1 and β2 are explicitly determined,
and for the rest of the iterations we set βl = 0.5βl−1 , where
l is the iteration number. The algorithms is stopped when
xl − xl−1 2 < 10−4 . We allow up to 4 iterations (Nit = 4).
The step size αr = 0.5 is constant for all experiments.
As a ﬁgure of merit, we use the correlation coefﬁcient
between the true reﬂectivity and the recovered reﬂectivity,
ρX,X̂ =

XTcs X̂cs
Xcs 2 X̂cs 2

,

where Xcs and X̂cs are column-stack vectors of the true
reﬂectivity image and the recovered reﬂectivity image, respectively. Table 1 presents the estimated reﬂectivities score at
the ﬁrst iteration and at the ﬁnal iteration, and the average
number of iterations per trace with respect to the wavelets
width, the minimal separation distances and the algorithm
parameters β1 , β2 , Lh , σh . Usually β1 is close to 1, depending
on the minimal separation. Notice that in these experiments
the mutual coherence is relatively high: μ(G) = 0.764, 0.585
for ω0 = 50π, 80π respectively.

Fig. 1. Synthetic data Receptive Field Normalization example: (a) seismic
trace; (b) seismic trace after applying receptive-ﬁeld normalization, with an
averaging window of size Lh = 15.

Figure 1 presents a simple example of a trace after partial
receptive-ﬁeld normalization ỹ = W0 y, with ω0 = 80π, and
Δk = 5 samples. In this example, the pulses are intentionally
completely separated. As can be clearly seen, when the pulses
are sufﬁciently separated, the normalized signal is perfectly
balanced regardless of the original local energy. Also, the
pulses shape is preserved. Therefore, beyond the theoretical analysis, it can be intuitively comprehended why given
sufﬁcient separation, all spikes locations can be detected by
simply projecting the dictionary on the normalized signal and
applying a threshold, without considering the ratio between
the minimal and the maximal coefﬁcients in absolute value
in x(l) . Hence, all iterations beyond the ﬁrst one are required
only when reﬂectors are insufﬁciently separated with respect
to the wavelet’s length and the mutual coherence.
Figure 2(a) presents an example of a reﬂectivity channel of
length Lr = 110 samples (Ts = 4ms), with p = 0.4, σr = 3
and a minimal separation distance of Δk = 3 samples. The
corresponding seismic trace with ω0 = 80π is depicted in
Fig. 2(b), and the corresponding estimated reﬂectivity with
β1 = 0.95, βl = 0.9, 2 ≤ l ≤ 4 and step size αr = 1 is
presented in Fig. 2(d). The estimated reﬂectivity in the ﬁrst
iteration is presented in Fig. 2(c).
VI. R EAL DATA
We applied the proposed method, to real seismic data
from a small land 3D survey conducted in 2000 (courtesy of
GeoEnergy Inc., TX), with inline and cross-line trace spacing
of 25 m and time interval of 4 ms. A small 2D image with
inline distance of 10 km (401 traces) is used for demonstration.
Each trace is 1.6 s in duration (400 samples). Figure 3(a)
shows a vertical cross section at x = 2.5 km through the
seismic data. As can be observed, the data is non-stationary,
reﬂectors are closely spaced and not sufﬁciently separated
and reﬂectors amplitudes are unbalanced. Generally speaking,
the data is of complex structure with multiple faults. Clearly,
unlike the synthetic experiments, which are executed in a
controlled environment, here we have much less certainty.
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TABLE I
S YNTHETIC EXAMPLE - RESULTS AND PARAMETERS : WAVELET ’ S SCALING ω0 , MINIMAL SEPARATION CONSTANT ν, THRESHOLDS β1 ,β2 ,
NORMALIZATION WINDOW SIZE Lh , NORMALIZATION WINDOW STD σh , RECOVERED REFLECTIVITY SCORE AT THE FIRST ITERATION ρ1
, FINAL
X,X̂
RECOVERED REFLECTIVITY SCORE ρX,X̂ , AVERAGE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS Mit .

80π
80π
80π
50π
50π

ω0
(40
(40
(40
(25
(25

Hz)
Hz)
Hz)
Hz)
Hz)

ν
5
3
1
5
3

β1
0.95
0.95
0.8
0.98
0.98

β2
0.88
0.87
0.66
0.98
0.87

Lh
11
11
9
17
17

σh
2
2
2
3
4

ρ1X,X̂
0.97
0.92
0.81
0.93
0.83

ρX,X̂
0.995
0.97
0.89
0.985
0.9

Mit
2.58
2.64
3.6
2.19
2.38

coefﬁcient,
ρY,Ŷ =

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Time (ms)
Fig. 2. 1D synthetic test: (a) True reﬂectivity; (b) Synthetic trace with 50 Hz
Ricker wavelet; (c) Recovered 1D channel reﬂectivity signal, ﬁrst iteration
ρ1
= 0.91; (d) Recovered 1D channel of reﬂectivity signal ρX,X̂ = 0.98.
X,X̂

Assuming an initial Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 60π (30Hz),
we applied the proposed method with an initial beta value
β1 = 0.7 for the ﬁrst iteration, and subsequent values of
βl = 0.8 , 2 ≤ l ≤ 4, where we allow up to 4 iterations.
We also set αr = 0.3. We used a Gaussian normalization
window of Lh = 11 samples and σh = 4. The recovered
reﬂectivity X̂ is depicted in Fig. 3(b). Since the ground truth
is unknown, in order to quantify the estimation success, we
calculate the reconstructed seismic image from the recovered
reﬂectivity, i.e, Ŷ = GX̂, depicted in Fig. 3(c). We assess
its correspondence with the given data by the correlation

T
Ŷcs
Ycs

Ycs 2 Ŷcs 2

,

where Ycs and Ŷcs are column-stack vectors of the observed seismic image and the reconstructed seismic image
respectively. In this example, the correlation coefﬁcient of the
reconstructed image and the seismic data was ρY,Ŷ = 0.9,
implying that the result is accurate and reliable.
Figure 4 presents the recovered reﬂectivity after the ﬁrst
iteration and the corresponding reconstructed image, which
achieved a score of ρY,Ŷ = 0.85. As can be seen, reﬂectors
curves, in the reﬂectivity estimated in the ﬁrst iteration, are a
bit thick due to high mutual coherence values and insufﬁcient
spikes separation. Also, some reﬂectors are missing. Yet, this
image is very close to the ﬁnal one. Using our method most
relevant information is recovered in the ﬁrst iteration.
The estimated reﬂectivity and the corresponding reconstructed image using ISTA are depicted in Fig. 5. The image
score is ρY,Ŷ = 0.91. The average number of iterations for
ISTA is 445 iterations per trace with β = λc = 0.1. For both
methods β controls sparsity. A smaller β yields a more detailed
image, and also a higher correlation score. Unfortunately, in
the seismic inversion application, the correlation ρY,Ŷ score
of a smeared or an overly detailed reﬂectivity is usually very
high. However, one is clearly not interested in a noisy image,
or a resolution that is an artifact of a too small β value. A
zoom-in of the cross-sections of the recovered reﬂectivities are
shown in Fig. 6. Looking closely at these results, there appears
to be more evidence of missing reﬂectors in ISTA recovered
reﬂectivity. Since these 1D methods recover the reﬂectivity
columns trace by trace, the recovered images still suffer from
discontinuities in the horizontal direction. We shall leave these
issues as well as a multichannel extension to further future
research.
It is important to emphasize that most real data super
resolution problems, and speciﬁcally seismic inversion, do
not comply with the theoretical bounds constraints (e.g. [2],
[12]) for separation, amplitude balance and noise. Therefore,
applying classical algorithms to real data applications is not
expected to result in perfect recovery. In [24] and [31] we show
that under the separation condition in a noise-free environment
we can perfectly recover the reﬂectivity in an attenuating
environment, providing that we can estimate Q. However,
when working with real data there is no guarantee that the
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true reﬂectors are sufﬁciently separated nor that Q is constant
or estimated correctly. Also, we observe that the resolution
of the estimation results is highly sensitive to user-dependent
parameters. Overall, real data is of inherent uncertainty.
Since the proposed method requires only 2-4 iterations per
trace, its implementation entails signiﬁcantly low computational complexity. Solving using MATLAB, the processing
time of the above data set of 400 × 401 on a standard CPU
Intel(R)Core(TM)i7-7820HQ@2.90GHz is 203 ms, that is,
about 0.5 ms per trace. Whereas the processing time of the
same data set for ISTA is 17.80 seconds , that is, 44.4 ms
per trace. Which means, the proposed method is almost 90
times faster than ISTA. This in turn assures us of a promising
potential of the suggested method to be incorporated in the
future in large scale real-time data processing applications.
Another real data example acquired very recently is presented in Figures 7-10. Here we used a small 2D seismic
image that consists of 400 traces. Each trace is 1.2 s in
duration (300 time samples), with 4 ms sampling rate. The
seismic image is shown in Fig. 7(a). Assuming an initial
Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 80π (40Hz), we estimated Q = 200
as described in [32]. The estimated reﬂectivity image and the
corresponding reconstructed seismic image using RFN-ITA,
at the ﬁrst iteration and at the second (and ﬁnal) iteration are
depicted in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. For the ﬁrst iteration
we set β1 = 1 and τ1 = 0.4. For the second iteration we set
β2 = 0.7, τ2 = 1 and αr = 0.3. The normalization window is
a Gaussian window of length Lh = 9 with σh = 2. In terms
of the correlation coefﬁcient between the predicted data to the
observed data, the ﬁrst iteration achieved ρ1Y,Ŷ = 0.78. While
the second iteration achieved ρY,Ŷ = 0.89. Increasing the
number of iterations and/or decreasing βl or τl can increase the
correlation score, on the expense of the reﬂectors localization
resolution, i.e., these parameters settings can produce smeared
results of decreased sparsity, which is usually unwanted.
Figures 9-10 compare the proposed methods results to ISTA
results with β = 0.14 and a score of ρY,Ŷ = 0.91. As can
be seen, a slightly better score does not necessarily indicate a
visually enhanced reﬂectivity. As can be observed in predicted
reﬂectivity produced by ISTA, some layers are incomplete,
and it appears that some spikes are annihilated. Hence, in
seismic data of recent processing the quality advantage is clear.
Here, ISTA required an average of 1087 iterations per trace.
In this example, RFN-ITA reduces the number of required
iterations by a factor of 500. Figure 11 present one seismic
trace at in-line offset 7.5 km, and the corresponding estimated
1D reﬂectivity by ISTA and by RFN-ITA. As can be visually
observed, the data is of inherent ambiguity, and the estimated
results differ mostly in amplitude, and share relatively close
supports.
Throughout our experiments with ISTA, we observed that
decreasing β = λc , which decreases the sparsity of the solution,
comes at the expense of signiﬁcantly increasing the number
of iterations. Also, as can be seen in the above examples,
ISTA performance is terms of the visual quality of the image,
deteriorates with a time variant dictionary, taking a Q factor
into account. Moreover, in practice, ISTA number of iterations
increases dramatically with the length of the signal. Another

drawback is that the constant λc depends on the maximum
eigenvalue of DT D that is harder to compute at larger scales
[15]. RFN does not suffer from this complications because
an approximate solution is reached within a limited number
of iterations, where each data stripe is analyzed locally, yet
the signal is updated globally without signiﬁcant increase in
computational complexity.
VII. L EARNED RFN-ITA
At this stage, a learned version of the proposed method,
inspired by LISTA, seems almost inevitable. Namely, let us
unfold Θ iterations of RFN-ITA, and set the ﬁlters building
each convolutional dictionary at each iteration Dθ as trainable
parameters. In other words, we design a neural net, such that
the output at layer θ is
Δrθ+1 = y − Dθ xθ


Δqθ+1 = Sβθ+1 DTθ+1 W̃θ Δrθ+1


xθ+1 = αθ+1 Δqθ+1  Δrθ+1 + xθ ,

θ = 0, 1, ..., Θ − 1,
(41)

where W̃θ is a scaled RFN matrix as deﬁned in (23), without
dividing by di 2 , since at the training stage the dictionary is
unknown. In other words,


1
, k = 1, ..., Ly .
(42)
W̃θ = diag
θ+1
σ̃Δr
[k]
Ψ = {αθ , βθ , Dθ } are the learned parameters. Here we have
used the soft-thresholding operation because its implementation using the ReLU function facilitates convergence. Training
is performed using stochastic gradient descent to minimize the
loss L(y; Ψ) between the model predicted code xΘ = f (y; Ψ)
to a known code over a training set of known {y}P
p=1 and the
corresponding {x}P
p=1 ,
min
Ψ

1
P

P

f (yp ; Ψ) − xp 22 .

(43)

p=1

Once trained, the model is expected to produce sparse codes
for signals from the same probability distribution, without
requiring their original true dictionary.
Figure 12 compares the learned ﬁlters to the true wavelet
g[k] that was used to create the observed traces, for a two layer
model, that is Θ = 2, trained to recover only the support, as
described in Algorithm 4. In this section we used Pytorch [33]
for the numerical implementation. A training set of N = 997
random reﬂectivity independent sequences of length Lr = 60,
as described in Section V-A, with ν = 3, ω0 = 80π, and
Fs = 250Hz. Table 2 presents the testing correlation score for
this example ρA
, the support correlation score ρSX,X̂ , and the
X,X̂
learned parameters, β1 , β2 for a test set of N = 997 traces,
with different minimal separation constants ν = 5, 3, 1. We do
not force any constraints on the weights parameters.
Figure 14 shows the learned ﬁlters versus the true wavelet,
for a two layer model, that is Θ = 2, trained to recover both the
support and amplitude with ν = 1, as described in Algorithm
3. Figure 13 presents the learned ﬁlter for Algorithm 3 when
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Real data inversion results: (a) Seismic data; (b) Estimated reﬂectivity with Nit = 4 maximum number of iterations per trace; (c) Reconstructed
seismic data, ρS,Ŝ = 0.9.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Real data inversion results: (b) Estimated reﬂectivity in the ﬁrst iteration; (c) Reconstructed seismic data in the ﬁrst iteration, ρ1

S,Ŝ

ν = 1, ω0 = 50π and we force D1 = D2 . As can be seen, the
learned pulse is signiﬁcantly narrower then the original one,
and its side-lobes are shallower. The corresponding correlation
scores ρB
and ρC
, respectively, are also presented in
X,X̂
X,X̂
Table 2. As evident, there is no signiﬁcant variations between
the models’ performance, since the prediction precision is
inherently dependent on sufﬁcient separation between spikes,
and the signal bandwidth, represented by ν and ω0 .
At this stage, we shall leave further work on the learned
extension of RFN-ITA, the relevant mathematical analysis and
its applications to our future research.

= 0.85.

network training, about 2-4 iterations are sufﬁcient to produce
a sparse code close to the true one, even when the dictionary’s
mutual coherence is relatively high. The proposed algorithms
entail a signiﬁcantly low computational complexity, and therefore can potentially contribute to a dramatic speed-up in many
real-time applications, such as super resolution and pattern
recognition systems, as well as neural nets feature extraction
in other existing systems. Hopefully, future work will further
investigate the proposed methods and their extension to other
applications. The theoretical analysis could be extended to
a statistical point of view rather than a worst case scenario
approach.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented an efﬁcient modiﬁcation of the classic
iterative thresholding algorithms for convolutional sparse coding. We have shown that receptive ﬁeld normalization leads
to a substantial reduction in the number of required iterations
to reach an approximate sparse code vector. We demonstrated
that whether the dictionary is known or learned via neural

A PPENDIX A
Proof of Theorem 1
We introduce the following assumptions:
A 1 (Stationary Receptive-Field Energy) We assume that
for every support index i the local weighted energy as deﬁned
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Real data inversion results using ISTA: (a) Seismic data; (b) Estimated reﬂectivity with Mit = 445 average number of iterations per trace; (c)
Reconstructed seismic data, ρS,Ŝ = 0.91.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Zoom into the predicted reﬂectivities in Figs. 3-5: (a) RFN-ITA, ﬁrst iteration; (b) RFN-ITA, fourth iteration; (c) ISTA.

in (12) is approximately constant and equal to the energy at
i, that is
σy [k] = σy [i] ∀k ∈ Ki , i ∈ K,
(44)
where Ki is the neighborhood of i, and k belongs to the neighborhood Ki provided that |k − i| ≤ L2d − 1. Assume without
loss of generality the dictionary columns are normalized, and
denote ai = W0 di . According to the above assumption we
have
1
|aTi di | =
∀i ∈ K.
(45)
σy [i]
In other words the corresponding atom after RFN is approximately equivalent to a scaled version of the original atom.
Denote vi such that ai = diag−1 (σy [i])  (di − vi ), then (45)
is true when either viT di = 0 or vi = 0. Clearly, assumption
A 1 is not completely accurate, since for each data sample,
the normalization window changes its location, therefore the
local energy changes. However practically we observe that
the difference σy [i]ai − di 2 is relatively very small and
that viT di can be neglected for the purposes of the following
mathematical analysis and for the sake of brevity.

A 2 (No Atoms Mismatch)
1
|dT dj |
|aTi dj | ≤
σy [i] i
μ
≤
∀{(i, j) : i = j, i ∈ K, j ∈
/ K}.
σy [i]

(46)

In other words, RFN can only decrease local stripe correlation
to dictionary atoms that are not on the support. This assumption is very accurate, even in practical cases.
A 3 (Noise Scaling)
|aTi e| ≤ |W0 dTi e| ≤

dTi 2 ei 2
εd
≤
= εs
mini σy [i]
τ

∀i,

(47)

where ei is a noise stripe of length Lh such that ei 2 = εd
, based on Cauchy-Schwartz and assuming atoms with unit
norm dTi e ≤ dTi 2 ei 2 = ei 2 . In other words, the
correlation of a local stripe noise to the dictionary atoms after
RFN remains well bounded. Note that εd << ε.
One may suggest that the above assumptions simply propose
that thresholding the expression DT W0 y is equivalent to
thresholding W0 DT y. In other words, scaling the projection
values is equivalent (or advantageous) to normalizing the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Real data inversion results: (a) Seismic data; (b) Estimated reﬂectivity with Nit = 2 maximum number of iterations per trace; (c) Reconstructed
seismic data, ρS,Ŝ = 0.89.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Real data inversion results: (b) Estimated reﬂectivity in the ﬁrst iteration; (c) Reconstructed seismic data in the ﬁrst iteration, ρ1

S,Ŝ

(error) signal and then projecting it on the dictionary. In
practice the two approaches are mathematically equivalent
only when the atoms are at least Ls samples apart. Indeed,
projection post-normalization can distort the observed signal.
However, it is beneﬁcial for preventing false detections. For
example, in Section V we presented examples using the Ricker
wavelet. RFN helps to prevent the “side wings” from being
misdetected as main lobes of the wavelet. This is achieved by
the neighborhood energy reducing the normalized side lobe’s
correlation to atoms at these locations, implying that it cannot
be a true support location.
These three assumptions are not necessarily realistic in the
case of the seismic inversion. However many assumptions
made for seismic deconvolution in the ﬁeld of seismic processing are not necessarily realistic either, and yet seismic deconvolution has been applied for many years with considerable
success [34].

= 0.78.

Now we shall proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. Perfect
support detection is guaranteed if the requirement
min |aTi y| > max |aTj y|
i∈K

(48)

j ∈K
/

is met. Assuming a rectangular receptive ﬁeld normalization
window of length Lh = Ld .
σy [i] = Di xi + ei 2 ,

(49)

where xi denotes a stripe of length mLs located around a data
point i, and Di is the submatrix partial dictionary yielding
point y[i], that is obtained by restricting the dictionary D to
the support of mLs weights corresponding to Lh data points
equally distributed around point i. Denote μ = μ(Di ) (obviously μ = μ(D)), and assume without loss of generality the
dictionary columns are normalized, that is σdi = 1∀i ∈ [1, M ],
according to the stripe Restricted Isometry Property (sRIP) (
[35, Deﬁnition 14])




1 − (s − 1)μ xi 22 ≤ Di xi 22 ≤ 1 + (s − 1)μ xi 22 .
(50)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Real data inversion results using ISTA: (a) Seismic data; (b) Estimated reﬂectivity with Mit = 1087 average number of iterations per trace; (c)
Reconstructed seismic data, ρS,Ŝ = 0.91.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Zoom into the predicted reﬂectivities in Figs. 7-9: (a) RFN-ITA, ﬁrst iteration; (b) RFN-ITA, second iteration; (c) ISTA.

Then, we can lower-bound the right term in (48) by
min |aTi y| ≥ min |aTi (y − e)| − |aTi e|
i∈K

i∈K

|dTi Dx|
− εs
Di xi + ei 2
|dTi Di xi |
− εs
≥ min
i∈K Di xi 2 + ei 2
|dTi Di xi |
≥ min
− εs
i∈K xi 2 + ei 2
T
|d Di xi |
≥ min i
− εs
i∈K xi 1 + εd
≥ min
i∈K

≥ min
i∈K

Fig. 11. Real data results 1D example: seismic trace; ISTA estimated
reﬂectivity, RFN-ITA estimated reﬂectivity.

≥ min
i∈K

|x[i]|dTi di
−
xi 1 + εd

i ,t=i
t∈Sh


(1 + μ)|x[i]|
−μ
xi 1 + εd

i
t∈Sh

x[t]dTi dt
− εs
xi 1 + εd
|x[t]| 
− εs
xi 1

(1 + μ)|x[i]|
≥ min
− μ − εs ,
i∈K xi 1 + εd

Moreover,
Di xi 2 ≤

dj 2 xi 2 ≤ xi 2 .
j∈Sih

(51)

(52)

where we have used the relation xi 1 ≥ xi 2 and assumptions A 1-A 3.
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TABLE II
S YNTHETIC EXAMPLE - RESULTS AND PARAMETERS : WAVELET ’ S SCALING ω0 , MINIMAL SEPARATION CONSTANT ν, THRESHOLDS β1 ,β2 ,
NORMALIZATION WINDOW SIZE Lh , NORMALIZATION WINDOW STD σh , RECOVERED SUPPORT SCORE ρS
, FINAL RECOVERED REFLECTIVITY SCORE
ρA

X,X̂

X,X̂

FOR LEARNED

A LGORITHM 4 IMPLEMENTATION , FINAL RECOVERED REFLECTIVITY SCORE ρB

X,X̂

IMPLEMENTATION , FINAL RECOVERED REFLECTIVITY SCORE FOR LEARNED

80π
80π
80π
50π
50π

ω0
(40
(40
(40
(25
(25

Hz)
Hz)
Hz)
Hz)
Hz)

ν
5
3
1
5
3

β1
0.90
1.24
0.81
2.17
2.58

β2
0.57
0.43
0.29
0.80
0.43

Lh
11
11
9
17
17

(a)

σh
2
2
2
3
2

FOR LEARNED

A LGORITHM 3 IMPLEMENTATION ρC

X,X̂

ρSX,X̂
0.99
0.95
0.89
0.99
0.94

ρA
X,X̂
0.998
0.97
0.91
0.99
0.93

ρB
X,X̂
0.985
0.96
0.89
0.985
0.87

(b)

A LGORITHM 3

WITH

D1 = D2 .

ρC
X,X̂
0.986
0.96
0.91
0.987
0.957

(c)

Fig. 12. Learned RFN-ITA parameters: (a) D1 kernel; (b) D2 kernel; (c) 80π Ricker wavelet (Fs = 250Hz).

Fig. 13. Learned RFN-ITA parameters: D1 = D2 compared to original 50π Ricker wavelet (Fs = 250Hz).

On the other hand,

It follows that


μ
|x[i]|
1+
>
xi 1 + εd
1+μ

|dTj y|
max |aTj y| = max
+ |aTj e|
Dj xj + ej 2
j ∈K
/
j ∈K
/
μxj 1
≤
+ εs
xj 2 1 − (s − 1)μ − εd
√
sμxj 2
≤

 + εs
xj 2
1 − (s − 1)μ − ε̃d
√
sμ
≤
+ εs .
1 − (s − 1)μ − ε̃d,∞
where we denote ε̃d = xεjd2 , and ε̃d,∞
(52) and (53) we require
|x[i]|(1 + μ)
min
− μ − εs >
i∈K xi 1 + εd



√
s
1 − (s − 1)μ − ε̃d,∞

+

2εs
1+μ

∀i ∈ K.
(55)

Taking the worst case analysis point of view, considering that
xi 1 ≤ s|xi |max , we deduce


√
s
|xi |min
sμ
2sεs
(53)
>
1+
+
|xi |max + εsd
1+μ
1+μ
1 − (s − 1)μ − ε̃d,∞
d
= |x|εmin
. Combining
∀i ∈ K.
√
sμ

1 − (s − 1)μ − ε̃d,∞

(56)
+ εs .
(54)

In a noise-free model we have


√
s
sμ
|xi |min
>
1+
|xi |max
1+μ
1 − (s − 1)μ

∀i ∈ K.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14. Learned RFN-ITA parameters: (a) D1 kernel; (b) D2 kernel; (c) 80π Ricker wavelet (Fs = 250Hz).

Hd [j, j] = Hdij 2 , j ∈ Sih , where dij ∈ RLh ×1 is the jth
atom of the submatrix Di . Clearly, we also have

This completes the proof.

HDi xi 22 = xTi (HDi )T HDi xi
A PPENDIX B

≥ |xi |T [H2d − μ(HDi )(1 − I)]|xi |
≥ Hd xi 22 + μ(HDi )xi 22 − μ(HDi )xi 21

Proof of Theorem 2
Perfect support detection is guaranteed if the requirement
min |aTi y| > max |aTj y|
j ∈K
/

i∈K

(48)

is met. When s = 1 assuming y = Dx, we have
|dTi y|
|dT y|
≥ min i
i∈K Di xi 2
i∈K xi 2
|x[i]| T
≥ min
di di = 1.
i∈K |x[i]|

min |aTi y| = min
i∈K

(58)

on the other hand,
|dTj y|
Dj xj 2
j ∈K
/
μ|xj [kj ]|
≤
≤ μ,
|xj [kj ]|

≥ Hd xi 22 − (s − 1)μ(HDi )xi 22 .

(62)

By assumption h is a receptive ﬁeld normalization kernel that
is monotonically descending away from its center, therefore
we assume μ(HDi ) << μ(Di ), and hereafter use the approximation
σy [k] ≈ Hd xi 2 .
(63)
Also, under the separation condition let us denote hd (ν) 
maxp∈[1,m] Hd [Δk + (p − 1)Ls , Δk + (p − 1)Ls ]. In other
words hd (ν) is the maximal 2 norm of an atom shifted by
the separation distance multiplied by the RFN window.

max |aTj y| = max
j ∈K
/

kj ∈ K, kj ∈ Shj .

(59)

|x|min
Since μ < 1, for any 0 < |x|
≤ 1 the support is perfectly
max
recovered at the ﬁrst iteration using RFN.

As stated above, to guarantee perfect support detection we
have to show that the requirement
min |aTi y| > max |aTj y|

(48)

j ∈K
/

i∈K

is satisﬁed. We shall begin with the left-hand-side term,
A PPENDIX C
min |aTi y| ≥ min
Proof of Theorem 3
Recall that we have deﬁned the stripe local energy in (30)

i∈K

i∈K

≥ min
i∈K

as
σy [k] = Hyk 2 = HDk xk 2 .

(60)

Similarly to the stripe Restricted Isometry Property (sRIP) (
[35, Deﬁnition 14]) we can observe that
HDi xi 22 = xTi (HDi )T HDi xi
≤
≤
≤

|xi | [H2d + μ(HDi )(1 − I)]|xi |
Hd xi 22 − μ(HDi )xi 22 + μ(HDi )xi 21
(61)
Hd xi 22 + (s − 1)μ(HDi )xi 22 ,
T

where Hd is a diagonal matrix holding the attenuated atoms
2
T
2 norms, namely Hd = diag(trace((HDi ) HDi )) and

≥ min
i∈K

≥ min
i∈K

|dTi Dx|
|dT Dx|
≈ min i
i∈K
HDi xi 2
Hd xi 2
|x[i]|
dT di −
Hd xi 2 i
|x[i]| − μ

i ,t=i
t∈Sh

i ,t=i
t∈Sh

x[t]
dT dt
Hd xi 2 i

|x[t]|

Hd xi 1
|x[i]| − μ t∈S i ,t=i |x[t]|
|x[i]| + hd (ν)

h

i ,t=i
t∈Sh



= 1 − μ + hd (ν) max
i∈K

|x[t]|
i ,t=i
t∈Sh

|x[i]| + hd (ν)

|x[t]|
|x[t]|
(64)

i ,t=i
t∈Sh

where we have used Hd xi 1 ≤ |x[i]|+h(ν) t∈S i ,t=i |x[t]|
h
since the closest nonzero input entry is at distant Δk samples
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from i. Turning now to the right-hand-side of (48) we have
max |aTj y| = max
j ∈K
/

|dTj y|

HDj xj 2
√
sμ
μxj 1
μxj 1
≤
≤ hd,min
≤
,
Hd xj 2
h
√
d,min
xj 1
j ∈K
/

(65)

s

where we have lower bounded the denominator, assuming
σy [j] > τ ,
Hd xj 2 ≥ hd,min xj 2 ≥

hd,min
√ xj 1 ,
s

(66)

It is worth mentioning that a tighter bound could be obtained
using
|dTj y|
max |aTj y| = max
HDj xj 2
j ∈K
/
j ∈K
/
√
s k∈S h ,k=j |dTj dk ||xj [k]|
j
≤
.
k∈S h ,k=j Hd [|k − j|]|xj [k]|

(67)

j

Which means no false detection are guaranteed as long as
√ T
s|dj dk |
/ K.
(68)
< β1 , ∀k ∈ Sjh j ∈
Hd [|k − j|]
Combining (66) and (64), and denote x−i 1 
i ,t=i |x[t]| = xi 1 − |x[i]|, we have that as long as
t∈Sh
√
sμ
< β1 ,
(69)
hd,min
and
x−i 1
1 − β1
<
|x[i]| + hd (ν)x−i 1
μ + hd (ν)

∀i ∈ K,

(70)

the true support is fully recovered by RFN thresholding.
This concludes the proof.
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Chapter 7

Discussion & Conclusions
7.1

Summary

Many imaging techniques aim is to visualize the internal structure of a medium or an object
that cannot be viewed by the human eye. Throughout the years, abundant resources have been
invested in many ﬁelds in attempts to enhance imaging resolution, and remarkable results have
been achieved. However, practical implementations are often ineﬃcient or too slow to be plugged
in real-life applications. Exploration seismology attempts to produce a three-dimensional (3D)
image representing a 3D earth section at depth. Throughout this research we have addressed
several problems in 3D seismic imaging and sparse inversion.
Firstly, we tackled the problem of 3D seismic time-variant deconvolution. We proposed a multichannel method for recovery of reﬂectivity images from seismic data. Adopting the earth Q-model,
the suggested algorithm is tailored to take into account attenuation and dispersion propagation
eﬀects of the reﬂected waves, while also promoting the sparsity of the recovered reﬂectivity image.
At the same time, the proposed method considers the relations between spatially-neighboring data
points. We provided theoretical guarantees for stable recovery, in the case of horizontal layered subterrain. The robustness of the proposed technique was demonstrated, compared to single-channel
recovery, via synthetic and real data examples.
Secondly, we attempted to solve the 3D sparse deconvolution problem of seismic data, from a
supervised learning point of view. We adopted a local analysis hypothesis, postulating that there
exists a stationary mapping from each data local patch to each super-resolved image point, and
that this mapping can be learned by RNNs. We investigated our proposed model experimentally.
To our surprise, despite having a relatively simple model structure, the proposed solution achieved
remarkable results both for synthetic and real data. Not only that, but we have also discovered
that the solving system for real data can be trained with a few very simple synthetic examples
only.
Our third work addressed the problem of prestack time migration velocity analysis. As described, in seismic imaging, accurate estimation of the propagating waves velocity in every point
in the volume is of extreme importance. Errors in this stage result in destruction of the entire
imaging process, and the loss of crucial information that cannot be retrieved in the following
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stages. Nevertheless, MVA is still currently a time consuming task, often done manually. Seeking
for an eﬃcient automatic way to perform MVA, we have explored two possible alternatives for
rms velocity estimation using RNNs. Since we can only apply the trained net to the data from
the same survey that it was trained with, our objective was to train our system with a minimal
percentage of data possible, and then apply the trained net to the rest of the data. We investigated
the performance of the model, by comparing the results, with diﬀerent training percentage, to the
picked velocities used as ground truths. We concluded that a net trained to perform velocity
picking from CVM panels outperforms a net predicting the velocities directly from the seismic
data. The training time of the proposed solutions was remarkably short, comparing with neural
nets used for other applications in image processing and computer vision.
Lastly, we turned to the investigation of convolutional sparse coding approximation methods. We proposed an eﬃcient modiﬁcation of the classic iterative thresholding algorithms for
convolutional sparse coding. We have demonstrated that receptive ﬁeld normalization leads to a
substantial reduction in the number of required iterations to reach an approximated sparse code
vector. We showed that whether the dictionary is known or learned via neural network training,
about 2-4 iterations are suﬃcient to produce a sparse code close to the true one, even when the
dictionary’s mutual coherence is relatively high. The proposed algorithms entail a signiﬁcantly
low computational complexity, and therefore can potentially contribute to a dramatic speed-up in
many real-time applications, such as super resolution and pattern recognition systems, as well as
neural nets feature extraction in other existing systems. Hopefully, future work will further investigate the proposed methods and their extension to other applications. The theoretical analysis
could be extended to a statistical point of view rather than a worst case scenario approach.
In a sense, deep neural nets (DNNs) are trained to seek the dominant dictionary atoms present
in the input signal (or signal stripe), speciﬁcally CNNs, which are trained to ﬁnd a set of ﬁlters
to perform a classiﬁcation or a regression task at hand. However, it is not yet currently clear how
exactly are the net’s weights (ﬁlters) determined? Does the net “pick” the optimal features? Do
they have any practical or physical meaning? Or are they simply the features that are just a “good
enough” ﬁt to produce the best answer? In our research we have addressed some of these questions,
implicitly and explicitly, by addressing speciﬁc practical problems, simplifying their solution and
analyzing the neural nets by breaking it to its fundamental components, in order to perhaps have
a better grasp as to how a neural net’s weights are chosen and how does these “choices” aﬀect a
trained net’s ability to detect certain features or be blinded to others.

7.2

Future Research

The topics discussed throughout this thesis may lead to a number of promising future directions
for further study.
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Non-constant Q layers model
When a plane wave propagates through a homogeneous viscoelastic medium, the eﬀects of amplitude attenuation and velocity dispersion are represented by a single dimensionless parameter,
Q, the medium-quality factor. The methods investigated in this thesis, assume Q is constant,
both in the horizontal directions and vertically (along the time-depth axis). The assumption that
Q is constant for all depth layers can yield satisfactory results and reduce computational costs.
However, in practice, Q is depth-dependent [68, 45]. In order to adapt the proposed methods to
non-constant Q layers, we can divide the depth-dependent earth Q model corresponding to an
individual trace into a series of constant Q layers. Given a known Q layers structure, we can build
a suitable dictionary {Gk,m }, and apply the above method to synthetic and real data. We can also
try to derive suitable estimation errors bounds.
Assuming an initial Ricker wavelet with ω0 , we estimated Q as described in [69]. That is, we

compute Q according to the relation between Q and the peak frequency at time t
Q=

2
πtfp fm
,
2
2(fm − fp2 )

where fm is the initial peak frequency, and fp is the peak frequency at time t. In practice, we do
not know fm , therefore we estimate it from two points in time t1 and t2 , and two corresponding
peak frequencies fp1 and fp2


fm =

fp1 fp2 (t2 fp1 − t1 fp2 )
.
(t2 fp2 − t1 fp1 )

The layered model treats the top of the current layer as a new recording surface. Lowering
the recording surface to the level of the top of the current layer is accomplished by downward
continuation [68, 45]. Suppose we divide the earth Q model into N layers deﬁned by interfaces at
two-way traveltimes tn , n = 1, ..., N − 1, with t0 = 0 and tN being the maximum record time. The
plane-wave downward continuation from the surface to the top of the n’th layer can be implemented
recursively,
Ut0 (ω) → Ut1 (ω) → ... → Utn−1 (ω).
Where each step is given by

ω
Utn−1 (ω) exp−jωtn−1 = Utn−2 (ω) exp−jωtn−2 exp −j
ω0

−γn−1


 ω
ωΔtn−1 exp −
ω0

where Δtn−1 = tn−1 −tn−2 is the thickness of the n’th layer, and γn−1 =

1
πQn−1 .

−γn−1

ωΔtn−1 
,
2Qn−1

Given a multilayer

subsurface, Qn , the quality factor for layer n, can be calculated layer by layer [69],
Qn =

πΔtn
,
a−b

where
a=

2 − f 2)
2(fm
p
2
fp fm
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and

n

b=
i=1

πΔti
.
Qi

The questions of how to divide the depth into N layers, and how to determine the number
of layers N , are open questions one should address. One can also explore other methods for
estimation of depth-variable Q factor, and of course adapt the proposed 3D reﬂectivity estimation
to the layered model and assess its performance.

Semi-blind deconvolution
Many works in seismic data processing [11, 13, 15] assume that the short seismic pulse (the wavelet)
is known and approximately time-invariant. Even under this assumption, the inversion process is
often unstable. The seismic wavelet is bandlimited, and the seismic trace might be noisy. Due to
this instability, there are many possible reﬂectivity series that could ﬁt the same measured seismic
traces. The general objective of our work is to ﬁnd the best estimate of the reﬂectivity. We assume
the reﬂectivity is sparse. Hence, its extraction could be done by sparse inversion techniques.
Some previous works approach a blind-deconvolution problem, where the source wavelet is
unknown. Possible solution could be iterative over two stages: (1) Estimate the reﬂectivity; (2)
Estimate the wavelet. Mendel et al. [32, 33] use a 1D Bernoulli-Gaussian (BG) model and a
Maximum-likelihood algorithm to estimate the reﬂectivity and the wavelet. The deconvolution is
performed by a suboptimal Maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimator. Then, they use a method
similar to the single most likely replacement (SMLR) algorithm [32] to iteratively recover each
reﬂectivity column from the corresponding observed seismic trace and the preceding estimated
reﬂectivity column. Kaaresen and Taxt [34] also propose a multichannel version of their singlechannel blind deconvolution algorithm. The procedure repeats two stages: ﬁrst, the wavelet is
estimated by least-squares ﬁt, and then the reﬂectivity is estimated by the iterated window maximization algorithm [70]. The algorithm produces better channel estimates since it updates more
than one reﬂector in one trace at once, and also encourages lateral smoothness of the reﬂectors.
However, these methods rely on a parametric model that leads to a nonconvex optimization problem. Usually, it is very diﬃcult to ﬁnd a global optimal solution to this kind of problems. The
solution is normally found by searching for correct reﬂectivity spikes’ locations, within a limited
number of potential reﬂectivity sequences (as in the SMLR algorithm mentioned above [33]). This
way, an optimal solution is achieved at the expense of heavy computational burden and an extended
search.
Heimer, Cohen, and Vassiliou [35], [37] propose a multichannel blind deconvolution. They
integrate the algorithm of Kaaresen and Taxt [34] with dynamic programming [71], [72]. Valid
reﬂectivity states and transitions between reﬂector arrangements of spatially-neighboring traces
are deﬁned. Then, the sequences of reﬂectors that are legally concatenated to other reﬂectors
by valid transitions are extracted. Heimer and Cohen [36] also propose a method based on the
Markov-Bernoulli random ﬁeld (MBRF) modeling. The Viterbi algorithm [41] is applied to the
search of the most likely sequences of reﬂectors concatenated across the traces by legal transitions.
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Ram, Cohen, and Raz [38] also propose two multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms for
the restoration of 2D seismic data. Both algorithms are based on the Markov-Bernoulli-Gaussian I
(MBG I) reﬂectivity model. In the ﬁrst algorithm, each reﬂectivity channel is estimated from the
corresponding observed seismic trace, while taking into consideration the estimate of the previous
reﬂectivity channel. The procedure is carried out using a slightly modiﬁed maximum posterior
mode (MPM) algorithm [73]. The second algorithm considers estimates of both the previous and
following neighboring columns.
Mirel and Cohen [39] propose a multichannel semi-blind seismic deconvolution (MSBD)
method. The MSBD model is suitable for cases where there is some uncertainty in the assumed
wavelet. It consists of two stages: sparse reﬂectivity estimation and Least-Squares wavelet estimation constraining all channels to share the same wavelet.
Throughout this research we assumed the initial wavelet is known, and that the set of kernels
{gσ,n } are also known. Our work can be extended to a semi-blind procedure that would iteratively
update the dictionary matrix G according to the reﬂectivity estimates.
It is possible to consider two types of uncertainties in the dictionary matrix. The ﬁrst case of
uncertainty is model mismatch due to additive white Gaussian (AWGN) noise. Namely, we recall
each post-stacking post-migration trace is expressed as
yi,j = Gxi,j + wi,j .
However, now G̃, the initial operation matrix we assumed, is in fact a noisy version of the true
matrix G,
G̃ = G + V,
where each element (V )n,k ∼ N (0, σv2 ). Therefore,

yi,j = G̃xi,j − Vxi,j + wi,j .
Hence, now wi,j − Vxi,j is the noise term to take into account when solving for the reﬂectivity

x̂i,j 1

min

subject to f (x̂i,j ) ≤ Δv ,
where
f (x̂i,j ) = yi,j − G̃x̂i,j 2 +

Ai,j Ai+u,j+v (yi+u,j+v − G̃x̂i,j )2 .
(u,v)∈Γ

Some of the questions we have to resolve are: How to determine Δv ?, and at the second stage,

how to solve for G, i.e., how to update the dictionary at each iteration?
The second case that could be investigated, is a parametric error in the pulse model. For
example: an error in the dominant frequency of the initial Ricker wavelet ω0 , or an error in
estimation of Q. One could attempt to ﬁnd a closed form analytical solution or an eﬃcient
algorithm to solve this problem.
Of course, a blind deconvolution method can also be suggested. We are planing to investigate
possible sparse dictionary learning methods [20] in hope to achieve enhanced resolution and produce
more accurate 3D seismic images. We would also like to examine a blind deconvolution solution
built as an autoencoder [65], incorporating receptive ﬁeld normalization sparse coding.
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Ultrasound imaging
Future research can adapt the proposed algorithms to other applications, such as medical ultrasound imaging. In ultrasound imaging, the 3D reﬂectivity represents the biological structure
reﬂecting the ultrasonic wave [8]. Assuming weak scattering and linear propagation, the received
signal can be modeled as a convolution of the reﬂectivity function and the point spread function
(PSF) of the ultrasound scanner.
Usually the 3D deconvolution problem is broken into 1D problems, 1D reﬂectivity signals from
each scan line. Similarly to the seismic model, a scan line is mathematically expressed as a stream
of pulses,
x[n]g[k − n] + w[k],

y[k] =

n∈Z

n

where g[k] is a known admissible kernel (pulse) corresponding to a possible set of time delays, and
cm δ[k − km ],

x[k] =

k ∈ Z,

cm ∈ R

m

where δ[k] denotes the Kronecker delta function, and

m |cm |

< ∞. K = {km } is the set of

discrete delays corresponding to the spikes locations.
Solving 1D deconvolution problems is clearly suboptimal. Therefore, employing 3D solution to
3D ultrasound images could be considered. We could try to ﬁnd an optimal model for ultrasonic
kernels and suitable discontinuity measures, and verify to what extent each method enhances
resolution and reduces noise in this application.

Automatic ﬁrst arrival picking
In seismology, ﬁrst arrival picking or ﬁrst break picking is the detection of the onset arrivals of
refracted signals generated by a speciﬁc source signal (layer). First break picking can be done
automatically, manually or as a combination of both. Automatic ﬁrst break picking is much
preferable over manual picking, mainly due to the enormous amount of data sampled in a seismic
survey. First-break picks are used to study the near-surface and perform static corrections. Static
corrections compensate for the eﬀect of near-surface irregularities, diﬀerences in the elevation of
shots and geophones, or any application to correct the positions of source and receivers.
There are two main groups for automatic algorithms that perform this task: detection of ﬁrst
break using some trace attribute, and detection using neural nets. For example, energy ratio
methods identify the location at which the signal kicks in by looking for a sharp change of the
energy within a window that follows a sample point, in comparison to the energy of a preceding
window [74]. The second approach aims to locate the ﬁrst arrival by training a net using traces
with known locations [75, 76]. Usually the network is fed with some pre-calculated features rather
than the actual raw data. Since most published works based on neural nets are from the early
1990s, they lack the capabilities of deep neural nets. Recently Hollander et al. [77] suggested to
combine a convolutional neural network and feature calculation. The neural network is used as a
binary classiﬁer that identiﬁes the existence of a ﬁrst break within a segment along the trace. Then
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an enhancing feature is calculated to ﬁnd the location of the ﬁrst break. This method provides
good results in simple structure cases with high SNR.
We suggest a solution using deep recurrent neural network to enhance the accuracy of ﬁrst break
picking. RNN ﬁts this task because it has the ability to remember both in time and space. The
input for the net would be the seismic traces. In terms of the RNN’s implementation it is possible
to consider skipping connections [78], and using dropout [79] to avoid overﬁtting. Hopefully this
solution will be more robust to noise and complex land structure.
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Appendix A

Sparse 3D Seismic Deconvolution
based on Q-model
This chapter presents the following manuscript:
D. Pereg, I. Cohen and A.A. Vassiliou, “Three-dimensional Sparse Seismic Deconvolution based
on Q Attenuation Model”, Proc. Society of Exploration Geophysicist International Conference,
Exposition and 88th Annual Meeting, Anaheim, CA, 14-19 October 2018.
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SUMMARY
We introduce a multichannel method to recover 3D reﬂectivity from 3D seismic data. The algorithm is formulated so that
it promotes sparsity of the solution and also ﬁts the earth Qmodel of attenuation and dispersion propagation effects of reﬂected waves. In addition, the algorithm also takes into consideration spatial correlation between neighboring traces. These
features, together with low computational cost, make the proposed method a good solution for the emerging need to process large volumes of 3D seismic data. The robustness of
the proposed technique compared to single-channel recovery
is demonstrated by synthetic and real data examples.

INTRODUCTION
Reﬂection Seismology aims at visualizing the internal structure of the subsurface. It enables detection of geological structures such as layers, traps and faults. When a short duration
acoustic pulse (the wavelet) is transmitted into the ground, the
reﬂected pulses are received by a sensor array placed on the
ground, and further processed into 3D seismic data (Sherif and
Geldart, 1983). Each seismic trace is described as a weighted
superposition of one-dimensional (1D) pulses further degraded
by additive noise, because the acoustic pulse is reﬂected at
discontinuities in the medium impedance. The pulse is bandlimited and changes over time. Our objectives are to recover
the earth structure (the reﬂectivity) hidden in the observed seismic data, to increase its resolution and to overcome noise and
attenuation of the reﬂected waves.
The seismic inversion problem is often solved by breaking
the data into independent vertical 1D deconvolution problems.
Each reﬂectivity channel is recovered from the corresponding
inline trace or a cross line trace of a vertical cross section of
the seismic data. The core assumptions are that a reﬂectivity
channel is a sparse spike train, and that the wavelet is invariant
in time and space (Berkhout, 1986; Ulrych, 1971; Wiggins,
1978; Taylor et al., 1979; Riel and Berkhout, 1985; Nguyen
and Castagna, 2010; Zhang and Castagna, 2011; Gholami and
Sacchi, 2012; Pham et al., 2014; Repetti et al., 2015).
Multichannel seismic deconvolution methods promote horizontal continuity of the seismic reﬂectivity by considering
more than one trace in each channel estimation (Idier and
Goussard, 1993; Mendel et al., 1981; Kormylo and Mendel,
1982; Kaaresen and Taxt, 1998; Heimer et al., 2007; Heimer
and Cohen, 2009, 2008; Ram et al., 2010; Gholami and Sacchi,
2013; Mirel and Cohen, 2017; Pereg et al., 2017).
In (?) we presented a 1D algorithm that recovers the seismic
reﬂectivity based on the earth Q-model. We also presented theoretical bounds on the recovery error, and on the localization
error.

In this paper we summarizes some of the results in (Pereg et al.,
2018). We present a new algorithm to recover 3D reﬂectivity
signal from 3D seismic data. The problem is formulated so
that the relations between spatially close traces are also taken
into account using discontinuity measures (Cohen and Coifman, 2002; Cohen et al., 2006). The algorithm is applied to
synthetic and real seismic data, demonstrating that the suggested method reveals reﬂectors amplitudes and locations with
high precision.

SIGNAL MODEL
Reﬂectivity model
We assume an unknown 3D reﬂectivity signal. Each 1D channel (column) in the reﬂectivity is formulated as a superposition of point sources. In the discrete setting, assuming a sampling rate Fs , and that the set of delays T = {tm } lies on a grid
k/Fs , k ∈ Z, i.e., km = tm Fs , the reﬂectivity is given by

cm δ [k − km ],
x[k] =
k ∈ Z,
cm ∈ R
(1)
m


where δ [k] denotes the Kronecker delta function, m |cm | <
∞, and K = {km } is the set of discrete delays corresponding to
the spikes locations. Each inline or crossline seismic discrete
trace in the observed seismic 3D data is of the form

y[k] =
x[n]gσ ,n [k − n] + w[k],
n∈Z
(2)
n

where {gσ ,n } is a known set of kernels corresponding to a possible set of time delays, σ > 0 is a known scaling parameter,
and w[k] is additive noise. In Pereg and Cohen (2017) we discuss speciﬁc requirements for {gσ ,n }. Our purpose is to reveal
the true support K = {km } and the spikes’ amplitudes {cm }
hidden in each of the seismic traces.
Note that the conventional convolution model assumes a timeinvariant wavelet (Bendory et al., 2016b,a). Unfortunately, this
assumption is often not satisﬁed. As in ?, we suggest to take
into consideration a set of different kernels {gσ ,n }. Each pulse
in the set is determined according to the time (depth) tn it corresponds to, in accordance with the earth Q model (?Wang,
2015, 2002; Kjartansson, 1979).

SEISMIC 3D RECOVERY
It is shown in ? that single-channel recovery of the seismic reﬂectivity could be performed by solving the optimization problem

min x̂1 subject to y[k] −
x̂[n]gσ ,n [k − n]1 ≤ δ ,
x̂∈ 1 (Z)

where x̂1 =

n



(3)
k |x̂[k]|.
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To this end, we consider 3D seismic data and develop a 3D
recovery method based on convex optimization. We do not
assume horizontal continuous layers or any other speciﬁc geological structure. Assume an inline or a crossline seismic trace
yi, j and N − 1 spatially neighboring traces {yi+u, j+v }, where
(u, v) ∈ Γ such that Γ ⊆ {(u, v) ∈ Z2 , (u, v) = (0, 0)} and |Γ| =
N − 1. Denote some local discontinuity measure as a column
vector ai, j . Each element ai, j [k] is associated with a distinguished point in some analysis cube, generically represented
here by (i, j, k). We choose a measure such that 0 ≤ ai, j [k] ≤ 1.
For maximum discontinuity ai, j [k] = 0, whereas for minimum
discontinuity ai, j [k] = 1. The value ai, j [k] describes the likelihood that a given point lies on a fault surface.
Assume G is an operator matrix such that (G)k,n = gσ ,n [k − n].
Then, we can write
yi, j = Gxi, j + wi, j ,

(4)

where xi, j is the corresponding reﬂectivity column and wi, j is
additive noise. Then, the estimated reﬂectivity column x̂i, j is
the solution of the optimization problem
min
subject to

x̂i, j 1
f (x̂i, j ) ≤ Δ,

(5)

where
f (x̂i, j ) =yi, j − Gx̂i, j 2 +

Ai, j Ai+u, j+v (yi+u, j+v − Gx̂i, j )2 ,

(6)

where Ai, j = diag(ai, j ), and Ai+u, j+v = diag(ai+u, j+v ). Since
Ai, j and Ai+u, j+v describe the similarity between one spike (or
null) location to close locations in a small volume, multiplying
the residual error of neighboring traces by Ai, j Ai+u, j+v enables
the use of the available information about a group of channels,
for the estimation of the true reﬂectivity value in each location
in the volume. Wherever there is discontinuity in the volume,
the estimation of this speciﬁc point does not rely on other close
points.
Recovery-Error Bound for Horizontal Layers
Theorem 1 Assume N seismic traces that correspond to N identical reﬂectivity channels. Namely,

2
yi [k] =
x[n]gσ ,n [k − n] + wi [k], Ewi 22 ≤ Sw
, i = 1, 2...N,
n

(7)
where {gσ ,n } is a set of admissible kernels sharing two common parameters ε , β > 0 [see (Pereg and Cohen, 2017,Deﬁnition 2.1)] and E denotes mathematical expectation. In other
words, the set {yi }i=N
i=1 consists of N smeared versions of N
identical reﬂectivity columns, corrupted by N different noise
realizations. We assume the support K is sufﬁciently separated, meaning that it obeys the minimal separation condition
[see (Pereg and Cohen, 2017,Deﬁnition 2.2)], with a separation constant ν . Then, for Fs > 0, the solution x̂ of
x̂
N1

i=1 yi − Gx̂2 , ≤ NSw ,

x̂ − x22 ≤

2
64Lr ρ 2 Sw
.
2
2
β γ0 N

(9)

where Lr is the length of the estimated signal,

γ
ρ  max 02 , (Fs σ )2 α0
ε

α0 = max gσ ,n (0),
n

γ0 = min gσ ,n (0).
n

This bound ensures that given N traces, under the separation
condition, a signal of the form (2), can be recovered by solving
the optimization problem formulated in (8). A detailed proof
is given in Pereg et al. (2018) for the precise recovery of the reﬂectivity spikes temporal locations, and the precise amplitudes
recovery of the reﬂectivity spikes.
The bound in (9) guarantees that the mean squared error of
the recovery is bounded. The error depends on the noise level
and on the attenuation of the reﬂected waves. Most importantly the theoretical bound, afﬁrmed by experimental results,
demonstrates that given N realizations of the same reﬂectivity
channel (as we have for horizontal reﬂectors), we can reduce
the noise power by at least a factor of N. In the noise-free
case where Sw = 0, whether the spikes amplitudes are small or
large, the restoration of the reﬂectivity is exact.
In the time-variant setting most cases comply with γ0 / ε 2 <
(Fs σ )2 α0 . Then, the recovery error is bounded by

(u,v)∈Γ

min
subject to

satisﬁes

(8)

x̂ − x22 ≤ 64

2
Lr (Fs σ )4  α0 2 Sw
.
γ0
N
β2

2 and inThe error is linear with respect to the noise level Sw
versely proportional to the number of channels, N. Moreover,
the bound veriﬁes that the error increases as Q gets smaller
because small Q values correspond to higher α0 / γ0 ratios and
smaller β values. In addition, since β measures the ﬂatness of
the kernel near the origin, we can see that ﬂat kernels result in
more false detections.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Synthetic Data
We constructed a synthetic data set, simulating 2D reﬂectivity
with two apparent faults. The reﬂectivity depicted in Fig. 1(a)
consists of 30 traces, each of 128 samples, with sampling interval of Ts = 4ms. We created the seismic data as described
in (2) using the Q-model, with Q=200. The initial wavelet
was a Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 50π , i.e., 25Hz. To further
degrade the signal and evaluate the recovery in noisy environment we added white Gaussian noise. The SNR is 5dB. The
seismic data is shown in Fig. 1(b). The estimated reﬂectivities, obtained by single-channel and by the proposed multichannel recovery method are shown in Fig. 2. In this example,
we set N = 3. The optimization is performed by considering each reﬂectivity column and both the preceding and subsequent reﬂectivity columns. As a measure of discontinuity we
use a binary version of Local Structural Entropy (LSE) (Cohen and Coifman, 2002). The correlation coefﬁcient, between
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Figure 1: Synthetic reﬂectivity and seismic data: (a) Synthetic
2D reﬂectivity section; (b) 2D seismic data (SNR = 5 dB).
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Figure 3: Recovery error log(||x̂ − x||22 ) as a function of the
number of traces N for Q = 500.
Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 50π (25Hz), we estimated Q = 233
as described in Zhang and Ulrych (2002). A cross-section of
the single-channel recovered reﬂectivity section is shown in
Fig. 5(a). Each reﬂectivity column is recovered by taking into
consideration two neighboring traces - one in the same vertical
cross section and one in the adjacent cross section.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Synthetic 2D recovery results: (a) Single-channel;
(b) Multichannel.

the original reﬂectivity and the estimated reﬂectivity, achieved
by single-channel deconvolution is ρ = 0.86. The correlation
coefﬁcient with the multichannel method, is ρ = 0.95. Visually comparing the results, it can be seen that the multichannel
solution is more accurate. The single-channel solution fails to
recover parts of the layer boundaries.
Figure 3 presents one example of the recovery error x̂ − x22
as a function of the number of traces 1 ≤ N ≤ 30 for Q =
500 and SNR = 5dB, Ts = 4 ms and Lr = 176. As in Fig. 1,
the reﬂectivity is modeled as a zero-mean Bernoulli-Gaussian
process. The minimum distance between two spikes satisﬁes
the minimal separation condition. The initial wavelet was a
Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 100π , i.e., 50Hz. As can be seen
in Fig. 3 the error is inversely proportional to the number of
traces, according to what we derived in Theorem 1.
Real Data
We applied the proposed method, to real seismic data from
a small land 3D survey in the Gulf of Mexico (courtesy of
GeoEnergy Inc., TX). The time interval is 4ms, inline trace
spacing is 25m, and crossline trace spacing is 50m. A small
subvolume with an inline distance of 5.025 km and a crossline
distance of 10.05 km (201 × 201 traces) is used for demonstration. Each trace is 1.808 sec in duration (452 samples).
The corresponding cross-section through the LSE volume, obtained with analysis cubes of size [2 2 14] is displayed in
Figure 4(b). Figure 4(a) shows a vertical cross-section at
x = 2.5 km through the seismic data. Assuming an initial

Visually examining these reﬂectivity sections, it can be seen
that the layer boundaries in the estimates are distinct. Both
structural and stratigraphic features can be observed in the images. Also, the reconstructed seismic data ﬁts to the original given observation. We measure the accuracy in the location and amplitude of the recovered reﬂectivity spikes by the
correlation coefﬁcient between the reconstructed data to the
given seismic data. In this example we have ρy,ŷ = 0.81 for
the multichannel result. For single-channel recovery we have
ρy,ŷ = 0.78.
Another example is presented in Figs. 6 and 7. Here we used
a subvolume of 401 × 401 traces. Each trace is 1001 samples long. The time interval is 4 ms; inline and cross line
trace spacing is 25 m. Figure 6(a) shows a vertical cross section through the seismic data. As a measure of discontinuity
we used the skeletonized local-fault-extraction (LFE) (Cohen
et al., 2006). The seismic data through the LFE is presented in
Fig. 6(b). Assuming an initial Ricker wavelet with ω0 = 50π
(25Hz), we estimated Q = 200. A cross-section of the recovered reﬂectivity section by single-channel method is shown in
Fig. 7(a). Figure 7(b) shows the recovered reﬂectivity crosssection of a 3-channel implementation (i.e., N = 3), taking into
consideration two neighboring traces - one in the same vertical cross section and one in the adjacent cross section. Here,
we have ρy,ŷ = 0.90 for the multichannel result, and for the
single-channel recovery we have ρy,ŷ = 0.88.

CONCLUSIONS
We presented a 3D adaptive seismic recovery algorithm based
on a time-variant model. The algorithm promotes sparsity of
the solution and also considers attenuation and dispersion effects. The recovery takes into account the relations between
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neighboring traces in the 3D volume. The algorithm is suitable for large volumes of data. We demonstrated its performance with synthetic and real data in highly attenuating noisy
environment.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Vertical cross-section at x = 2.5km through: (a) seismic data; (b) LSE volume of size [2 2 14].

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Real data inversion results: (a) Estimated reﬂectivity - single-channel; (b) Estimated reﬂectivity - multichannel.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Vertical cross-section at y = 1.3km through: (a) seismic data; (b) skeletonized LFE volume.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Real data inversion results: (a) Estimated reﬂectivity - single-channel; (b) Estimated reﬂectivity - multichannel.
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המחקר נעשה בהנחיית פרופ׳ ישראל כהן בפקולטה להנדסת חשמל.

אני מודה לטכניון על התמיכה הכספית הנדיבה בהשתלמותי.

תקציר
דימות אותות סיסמיים הוא תהליך שמטרתו לבנות תמונה תלת מימדית
המתארת את שכבות האדמה באזור מסויים לעומק של כמה קילומטרים .המדידות
מתבצעות על ידי שידור פולס אקוסטי )גל לחץ( אל תוך הקרקע ,וקליטת ההחזרים
באמצעות חיישנים הפזורים על פני הקרקע .ההחזרים מתארים גבולות בין שכבות
קרקע בעלות צפיפות שונה .לאחר עיבוד מקדים של מדידות מערך החיישנים
מתקבלת תמונת האות הסיסמי .העיבוד כולל שלושה שלבים עיקריים שיכולים
להתבצע בסדר משתנה .stacking, migration, deconvolution :השאיפה היא לשחזר
מתוך המדידות את תמונת ההחזרים האמיתית של האדמה שהיא כאמור תמונת
דימות תלת מימדי המתארת נפח תלת מימדי מסויים בקרקע .תהליכים דומים
מתרחשים ביצירת אותות בדימות רפואי כגון אולטרא־סאונד ,ובבדיקות מבנה של
עצמים שונים באמצעות גלי קול.
מטרת המחקר היא לפתח שיטות יעילות לעיבוד דאטה סיסמי .אנו מאמינים
שהכלים והעקרונות שפותחו במהלך מחקר זה יכולים לתרום רבות לפיתוח שיטות
מהירות ויעילות בעיבוד אותות בכלל ,ובמחקר בתחום דימות אותות סיסמיים
בפרט.
בעיית השחזור המתוארת להלן אינה קלה לפיתרון מכיוון שתמונות החזרים
שונות יכולות לבוא לידי ביטוי במידע סיסמי דומה .כמו כן ,בשל רוחבו של הפולס
האקוסטי המשודר ומוחזר ,רזולוציית ההפרדה של ההחזרים השונים מוגבלת.
)רזולוציה היא יכולת ההפרדה בין שני אובייקטים סמוכים זה לזה( .תחת הנחות
מסוימות ,ניתן להניח שכל עמודה )ערוץ( בתמונת התצפית הנתונה היא קונבולוציה
של פולס חד מימדי שנקרא  waveletעם עמודה דלילה בתמונת ההחזרים )ה־
 (reﬂectivityבתוספת רעש אדיטיבי .ה־ waveletהוא אות חד מימדי המתאר את
צורת הפולס המתפשט בתווך .ההנחה היא שפולס זה משותף לכל עמודות המידע
הסיסמי .נסמן ב־ ) s(tתצפית אות סיסמי חד מימדי )עמודה בתמונת התצפית(.
בהנחה שה־ waveletידוע וקבוע בזמן,
)s(t) = w(t) ∗ r(t) + n(t
iv

כאשר ) w(tהוא הפולס המשודר r(t) ,היא עמודה בתמונת ההחזרים ו־) n(tהוא
הרעש .הסימן ∗ מייצג קונבולוציה חד־מימדית .כמו כן ,מניחים שווקטור ההחזרים
הוא ספרסי ,כלומר ,רוב ערכיו הם אפס ,וישנם מעט איברים שונים מאפס
במיקומים המתאימים למיקומי ההחזרים בעומק האדמה .תחת הנחות אלה ניתן
לבצע דקונובלוציה באמצעות שיטות בייצוגים דלילים של אותות וכך לשחזר את
תמונת ההחזרים עמודה־עמודה .ישנן גם שיטות נוספות המתבססות על מודלים
סטטיסטיים של תמונת ההחזרים כגון.Minimum Entropy Deconvolution (MED) :
חלק גדול מהעבודות שנעשו בתחום ובכללן אלו המתבססות על מודל דטרמיניסטי
או סטטיסטי של האות ,מבצעות תהליך דקונובלוציה עבור כל עמודה בתבנית
ההחזרים בנפרד ללא ניצול התלות בין וקטורי ההחזרים של עמודות שכנות .עם
זאת ,שחזור באמצעות פתרון של בעיות דקונבולוציה חד־ממדיות אינו אופטימאלי.
בתהליך כזה אנו מאבדים מידע מכיוון שאיננו מנצלים את הקשרים בין עמודות
סמוכות בתמונת ההחזרים.

לרוב ,השכבות בתמונה זו הן הומוגניות ,רציפות

וחלקות ולכן ,תחת הנחה זו ,ניתן לשפר את תוצאת השחזור.
בעבודת המחקר הראשונה המוצגת בתזה זאת אנו מציעים לבצע את השחזור
על ידי חיפוש פיתרון דליל תוך התחשבות בקשרים בין נקודות שכנות בתמונה,
באמצעות שימוש במדדי אי רציפות הניתנים לחישוב מהמידע עצמו.

כמו כן,

המודל מתחשב בתכונות הפיסיקליות של פיזור האות האקוסטי בעודו מתקדם
וחוזר מן הקרקע .השיערוך המתקבל מדויק יותר ומאפשר פרשנות טובה יותר
של תמונת ההחזרים המייצגת את מבנה שכבות הקרקע .כמו כן אנו מוכיחים
כי במקרה של שכבות קרקע אופקיות ,שגיאת השיחזור פרופורציונלית הופכית
למספר העמודות הסמוכות הנכללות בחישוב .החסם מפותח תחת הנחת הפרדה
מינימאלית בין ההחזרים ,בתלות ברעש ,בתכונות הפולס שנשלח ,ובדעיכה של
הפולס ־ בהתאם לפרמטר  Qהמאפיין את הקרקע .בסביבה נטולת רעש תחת
עיקרון ההפרדה המינימאלית השיחזור הוא מושלם.
העבודה השניה מתמקדת בשיחזור אות ההחזרים באמצעות רשתות RNN
) .(recurrent neural netרשתות  RNNמתאפיינות בכך שיש להן זיכרון במרחב

v

ובזמן .המידע נע לאורך הרשת מהכניסה למוצא ,וגם במשוב מהמוצא של כל
נקודת זמן מסויימת לנקודת הזמן הבאה .אנו מניחים כי קיים מיפוי סטציונרי
מכל טלאי לוקלי של דאטה סיסמי לכל ערך נקודתי בתמונת ההחזרים ,וכי המיפוי
ניתן ללמידה באמצעות  .RNNהנחה זאת מתבררת כנכונה עבור אותות סינטתיים.
אולם בעיבוד אותות אמיתיים נשאלת השאלה כיצד לאמן את הרשת?

מתוך

ניסויים שונים אנו מסיקים כי תוצאות טובות מושגות באמצעות אימון של הרשת
עם סט אימון קטן של תמונה סיסמית סינטתית פשוטה יחסית .כמו כן זמני
האימון והשיערוך קצרים מאד בהשוואה לשיטות אחרות.
ביצועי האלגוריתמים מוצגים בניסויים רבים.

ניתן לראות שיפור ברציפות

של מקטעי המחזירים בתבנית המשוערכת ,וכן שיפור בחלקי התמונה הנמוכים
המייצגים שכבות עמוקות יותר באדמה בהן הדעיכה משמעותית יותר .התוצאות
קרובות מאד לתמונת ההחזרים האמיתית בדוגמאות סינטתיות ,ומכילות מעט
מאד גילויים כוזבים .עבור האותות האמיתיים אנו מעריכים את ביצועי האלגוריתם
על ידי השוואת האות הסיסמי שהיה נוצר על ידי התוצאה שהתקבלה לאות הנתון.
התוצאות טובות מאד בהשוואה לביצועים של שיטות אחרות.
בעבודה השלישית ,אנו מתמקדים בשיערוך מהירות התקדמות הגל לצורך
ביצוע מיגרציה ) ,(migrationבשלבי הדימות הראשוניים מתוך המדידות .תהליך
המיגרציה מתבצע באמצעות אינטגרל קירכהוף ,ומטרתו להעביר את הרפלקטורים
אל מיקומם האמיתי ,ולפקס את התמונה .אנליזת המהירות מתבצעת כיום באופן
ידני ודורשת הרבה זמן וכוח עבודה ,ולכן אנו מעוניינים לפתח שיטה אוטומטית
לביצוע משימה זאת .גם כאן אנו מציעים שימוש ברשתות  ,RNNמתוך הנחה
שקיים מיפוי סטציונרי כלשהו מכל נפח תלת מימדי לוקלי קטן לכל ערך מהירות
 rmsנקודתי ,וכי מיפוי זה ניתן ללמידה באמצעות רשת נוירונים .כיוון שלא ניתן
לאמן את המערכת באמצעות דאטה מסקר אחד ולהפעיל את אותה המערכת על
דאטה ממדידות בסקר אחר ,אנו מעוניינים לברר מה הכמות היחסית המינימלית
של דאטה הנדרשת לצורך אימון ,עבורה עדיין יש צורך לחשב את המהירות
בשיטות הקיימות.

כמו כן ,אנו חוקרים את אפשרות השימוש בארכיטקטורה

vi

דומה עבור חישוב המהירות מתוך תמונות שהתקבלו במיגרציה עם מהירות קבועה
) .(CVM panelsאנו מראים ששיטה זאת יעילה יותר ,הן מבחינת איכות התוצאות
והן מבחינת זמני האימון ,ואחוז הדאטה הנדרש לאימון.
בעבודה הרביעית אנו מתמקדים בפיתוח שיטות מהירות לחישוב קוד ספרסי
) (sparse codeבמקרה של מילון קונבולוציה .במערכות רבות ,וגם בשיחזור תמונת
ההחזרים הסיסמית ,נדרש חישוב מהיר של הקוד הספרסי ,כלומר ביצוע פירוק
אטומי ־ מציאת אבני הבניה הדומיננטיות הקיימות בסיגנל מתוך מילון )ידוע או
נלמד( והמשקלים שלהן .למעשה ,ניתן לומר כי רשתות נוירונים בכלל ,ורשתות
קונובלוציה בפרט ,מבצעות את משימתן באמצעות מציאת הקוד הספרסי של
האות בכניסה להן .ברמה הפשטנית ,ניתן לומר כי מציאת תבנית מסוימת בדאטה
מתבצעת על ידי חישוב הקורלציה בין אותה התבנית לאות ,והפעלת ערך סף על
התוצאה )גלאי קורלציה( .כדי לשפר את התוצאה ניתן לחזור על חישוב זה על
ההפרש בין הצירוף הליניארי שהתקבל )של התבניות שנמצאו( לבין סיגנל התצפית
שאנו מבקשים לנתח .השיטה המוצעת מתבססת על נירמול לוקלי של המידע
לצורך חישוב הפתרון הגלובלי .כלומר ,במקום לבצע איטרציות רבות תוך שימוש
בערך סף קטן יחסית ,נרמול לוקלי של המידע בכל ״שדה ראיה של נוירון״ ,מאפשר
שימוש בערך סף גלובלי שניתן להעריך בקלות יחסית .אנו מראים כי התוצאה
המקורבת מושגת במספר מינימלי של צעדי חישוב )עד ארבע איטרציות( .כמו
כן אנו מוכיחים כי בתנאים מסוימים התמך משוערך בשלמותו כבר באיטרציה
הראשונה של האלגוריתם.
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